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LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

organization
visory unions formed

THIS WEEK

Horae for sale
Union Trust Co
The Burrill National bank
Elizabeth Googt ns—Nurse
Union Mutual Life Ins Co
Notice of foreclosure—Melville L Allen
I Caution notice— Eogene L ('ouary
Mary Hall Cushman—Petition for real estate
I Notice Appointment of executors, ad
I miniAtrators, guardians of adult* and conservators

POSTOFF1C*.

effect, Jan. 30, 1918.
MAILS BSCB1VBD.

MAILS

Day.

AT POSTOFF1CB

CLOSE

Going Wbst— 10.80
Going East—6.10 a

5.50 p m.
8.85 p m.

a m;
m;

Registered mail should be
hour before mall closes.

postofflce half

at

from

an

bijou theatre;
ODD

FELLOWS

BUILDING

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, JAN. 30-31-Metro 6-act photoplay “The
Soal ol * Magdalene,” with Mme Olga Petrova.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, FEB. 1-2-Paramount 5-act play “Her Better Sell,”
with Pauline Frederick.
MONDAY, FEB. 4—Paramount 5-act play, “The Undying Flame,' with Mme.
Petrov*.
No show Taeeday.
The general admiaaion to this theatre la

now

6 and 15 centa.

IN

midnight.j

Temperature
4am

Wed
19—
Thurs 2—
Fri
—5
Sat
16—
Sun
—6
Mon
—20
Tues
4—

12 m
26—
20—

Weather
condition*

snow

snow

12—

cioudy.fair

—l

fair
fair

fair,snow

17—

snow

fair

7 a .m. Monday,
grees below zero.

fair
fair

temperature

was 28

serious

A maximum of
retail stores will

Bath,

at

postoffice—your
buy interest-bearing Government bonds
to help win the war.
Buy your first
25c Thrift Stamp to-day ; and buy more
as

often

The

as

you

best

investment

in

the

The medical

)
I
~

Shoeand Harness Repairs
by Parcel Post
Mark your addreas carefully.
Best of Stock and Workmanship.

Piumpt Delivery.

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital
Established

S

Years

Bluehill, Me.

Local Agent for Stage and Express

expected

BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1K07—

leading companies

of this

and foreign

countries

Hot Water Heating, Furnacr

Jobbing.

Next

attention

ments

men

served.

a

The costume party which was given at
Society hall last evening by the Knights
of St. Joseph
was
largely attended.

7.30 to 10.30.

Refreshments

Shrub

and
FOR

SALE

Miss Caroline
ClIawortH,

Harrington

will

be

j
j

in-

The
installation,
o’clock, will be private.
This will be followed by a banquet at 6.30
and a sociable in the evening. All Masons
are
of their families
and members
sociable.
invited to the supper and
to-morrow.

wbicb will be at 5

interlocutor.

by

a

The show

will

be fol-

dance, with music by Hig-

orchestra.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
*» «r*Ht ,1 IwtiJry Wtrk.

NAPHTHA CUAHWC

Ooodi called (or and delivered

special attention

to

parcel poet work

H. B, ESTEY ft CO.,
8UI* Street.

Proprietor*
Bll.woith, M<

L. E.

Crosby of Amherst

as

special

enforcement of the game
have served in the same

for the

Both

under the former

administration.'

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures

Estey Building
Telephone 38-11

Ellsworth

The Maine Central railroad company
announces a curtailment of train service
on the Washington County railroad for
the “heatless

Mondays,” February

4 to

March 26 inclusive. The up train connecting at Washington Junction with the
11.10 train here, and the evening train
On other week
down will be cancelled.
days the trains will run as scheduled.
The change does not affect the trains on
the Mt. Desert branch.
A

conference

of

members

of

super-

intending school committees and superintendents of schools of Hancock couuty
will be held at Ella worth to-morrow, be-

ginning

at 9.30

a. m.

Similar

conferences

to be held throughout the State, the
purpose being the discussion of details of

are

in this year, and in all
half could go across if

a

be

found

to

carry

them.

what

CONVENTION.

Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Daniel E.

Session Opening In EllsProgram
worth To-morrow.
Following is the program for the meeting of the Hancock county teachers asfor

ternoon

at

a

visit

af-

with his

Warren Jordan and wife of Brewer
spent Sunday with Mrs. Jordan’s parents,

which

Charles

Hancock hall:

Lynch

and wife.

Samuel Candage and baby boy of
Seal Harbor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Ellis over Tuesday night.
Mrs.

EVENING—8 O'clock
orchestra

THURSDAY

Monday

Loweree arrived

from Mexico, for

family.

will open in Ellsworth
to-morrow evening with a general session

sociation

Miss Alice

Cowan went to Boston Fri-

coun-

Clark, Bar Harbor, aviation
TABOOED

knitted helmets or other
woolen head coverings which women have
been knitting in large quantities for soldiers may be worn by the men at Camp
Devens, the acting commander announced
yesterday. He explained that regulation
more

army winter caps have now been issued
Woolen mufflers may
to all the troops.
not be worn, either, except by soldiers
in bitter weather.

on

guard duty

Limit

lour

on

>ales.

limiting the sale of dour have
been issued by the food administration,
effective Monday.
Orders

Sales of dour and dour substitutes
bined

are

suppty.
than

limited

now

The

that,

so

com-

thirty days’

a

dealer cannot
of

course

pected

to sell

have

family that

a

to

more

barrel of dour and

carry more
he cannot be ex-

can

get

food-

stuff,

such as corn meal, graham, rye, oatmeal, etc., in a month, you will not be
able to buy a barrel of dour.
For every pound of dour, you must buy
an

equal

stuffs.

amount of

There

although

are

not all

the substitute

dfteen

can

or

food-

twenty kinds,

be found in the

local

markets.

with all its

ployed

furnishings, inrugs, tapestries

cluding many valuable
and paintings. The loss is estimated at
$150,000, part of which is covered by insurance.

Members of the family who bave been
staying there recently, including Mrs.
Fabbri, were asleep w hen the tire was discovered. They were forced to dee from
the building scantily clothed, with the
temperature at zero. Mr. Fabbri is In
Italy with an American Re I Coes unit.

the woods

had

on

the

Penobscot

months, and came home to
attend to his
questionnaire and was
stricken Sunday, the di»«ra>e developing
The
whs
prougui uore
rapidly.
to the home oi
the

funeral

ms

brotuer John,

w-nere

bunday afternoon
at 2 o'clock. Rev. Henry W.Conley officiatHe leaves, besides his father, one
ing.
sister, Mrs. May Thompson, and five
brothers, John, Fred, Frank, CLartes and
have the sympathy of
Harold, who
their many friends.

Miss Florence M Hale. State agent for
rural education
Question box

Supt. Frank McGouldrick, Bar

Harbor
the Teacher’s Opportunity” -Irving W Small, Bar Harbor
"The Story Method of Reading,”
Miss Mary B Bills, Castine normal school
"The Opportunity of the Play Hour”
William D Hall, Castine normal school

“The

in

at the age of
been em-

He

river several
SCHOOL

Chairman, Supt W H Patten, £lk worth
"Making tne Best of Things."
H A Allan, State agent for rural education
"A Red Letter Day in School Visitation,”

Recitation,

held

was

Food Survey In Maine
To determine how much foodstuff the
average household in Maine has on hand,
how much food the people are using and
how it is being used, a household survey
of this State is to be made immediately by

Secondary School*
Chairman, Supt W E Clark, Castine

the extension

agriculture

"Self-Measurement,”
Prin Fred E Stoddard, Ellsworth
Discussion
“A Program far Physical Education,”
Josiah W Taylor, State agent for secondary education
Discussion
Address,

forces

of the

of

the

college of

University of

Maine

Miss Catherine N
administration
has

under the direction of
Platts.

The

asked the

food

Department

of Agriculture to
surveys in every state, and
the work will be done by the colleges ol
agriculture.
Food surveys will be made in eight coun:
ties in this
State, Somerset,
Knox,
mouth college
Waldo, Aroostook, Kennebec, CumberFRIDAY AFTERNOON—1.45 O'clock
; land, Androscoggin and Penobscot.
GENERAL FRS8IOF AT HANCOCK HALL.
A tine not exceeding fl,000 or imprisonMusic.Bar Harbor high school orchestra
ment not exceeding one year, or both, is
Business
fixed as punishment for any individual
Music.Orchestra

“The Crayon as a Help in Teaching —A
Chalk Talk.”
Prof Henry W Brown. Colby college

make tnese

|

Music .—Orchestra
“Habit and Memory in the Schoolroom,”
Prof

McConaughy. Dartmouth college

Feet! Dealers to be Licensed.
In an effort to prevent hoarding of
centrated

and

mixed

feeding

tures of the

con-

stuffs

dealers in commercial

by

feeds

for

livestock, cattle and hogs.
President
Wilson has issued a proclamation placing the industry under license control on

February

15.

administration declares that
hoarding of stock feeds has been more or
The

j

|

speculators, the food administration has
deemed it advisable to license manufac-

and after

Harbor Cottage Burned.
The large Bar Harbor cottage residence
of E. G. Fabbri, of New York was burned
Bar

Thursday,

HIGH

BUILDING

Unless you
away with a

barrel of other

AT

pneumonia,

of

twenty-seven years.

Rural School*

than that.
a

SESSIONS

Ellsworth,

at

MORNING—10 o’clock

FRIDAY
DEPARTMENT

DEVENS.

AT

evening at the home of bis brother Frank,

Music.Orchestra
Address.State Supt Thomas

Grade Schools

signal

corps.
Howard W.

Ralph P Mitchell, State
boys’ and girls’ clubs

Chairman,

ty include the following: A. Q. Stearns,
Bar Harbor, auto repair; Chester W.
Sprague, Bar Harbor, aviation section,

No

Lygonia lodge

million

Recent enlistments from Hancock

were

The administration of the tlsh and game
laws will for the present be conducted
from the office of the attorney general.

Malna

could

{

capacity

1 make a specialty of repairing fur garments
Also all
at low prices; work guaranteed
kinds of cleaning, pressing, cleansing and
when
Bear
in
mind
that
you need
repairing.
a suit or overcoat I have a small but well selected stock, and It will pay you to look it
over before you decide.
DAVID F-RICfNJD
Ellaworth
Main Street

million and

Dr. Hagerthy is no j section.
error in name of firm.
HELMETS
longer associated in the business, Fred E.

laws.

Telephone 1TS-3.

early

there

half

a

HANCOCK COUNTY ENLISTMENTS.

The

deputies

Me.

would have

Future developments will decide
additional forces will be sent.

served.
item in Thb American last week
regarding the removal of the garage to the

January,

ships

Nearly all appeared in costume and many
participated in the dancing which lasted

and

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Ellsworth,
Home-Made Marmalade

TEACHERS*

include

United States bad
than 200,000 men in France the drat

more

of

Wescott, acting on authority
and recommendation of the governor,
has appointed Simon Bunker of Sullivan

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

Qrant8t,

examinations will

week’s

committee that the

gins’

Years’ Experience.

mall orders

Insurance

Mrs.
day evening returning Monday.
John Duffy substituted for Miss Cowan m
Glenn W Starkey, State director for schools her school here Monday.
Expansion of America's fighting forces Music.Orchestra
Raymond McCarthy, one of our nestbeyond their present strength depends "School Credit for Club Work"
known young men, died last Thursday
leader of

Sheriff

Tweaty

the last of

men

A
Friday evening.
large number
participated in the dancing. Music was
furnished by Higgins’ orchestra. Refresh-

as

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

or

men

being examined this week
include those previously rejected under
the old draft examinations, the number
accepted is small—about one in seven.

last

lowed

Personal

the

As

Rehearsals are well underway for the
minstrel show to be given at Hancock hall,
Monday evening, Feb. 11, for the benefit
of the K. of P., under the direction of
There will be a chorus
E. F. Robinton.
of forty voices. Harry L. Crabtreewill act

PLUMBING.
Work and

more

next week.

Her condition is much im-

Officers of

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
of the

F"ir©

O. W. Tapley,

It is

proved.
Joseph McIntosh was taken suddenly upon such factors as events abroad and
ill Friday night and is still confined to the shipping situation, Secretary Baker
his
ill
with
home,
pneumonia. said Monday, in disclosing that the war
Arthur Brown is substituting for him as department has not fixed a
date for
night policeman.
another draft, nor even determined bow
many men shall be called.
The seniors of E. H. S. gave a reception
Mr. Baker told the Senate military
and dance to the juniors at Hancock hall

stalled

some

local

that another call will be sent out

for examinations of

Silvy being the proprietor.

Representing

draft

new

for examination

Monday.

Jordan building on Main street, which is
being remodeled for that purpose, was an

C. O.

I will ask—are you keeping insurance on your property to correspond with the
increased price of building materials? How about your stock?

plan. Sixty were called
yesterday, and the same

number for to-day and to-morrow.

from

Ed. Q. Williams,

the

the

were

Bank
Maine

inspection to Blanquefort commandery, many new men, and the proportion pass- Music.Bluehill academy
K. T., Monday evening, Feb. 11.
ing will be larger. The requirements as Singing, "America"
Mrs. Mabel Royal arrived home Monday to teeth and other minor physical defects Opening exercises
Business
from the Eastern Maine general hospital are not as rigid as under the old rules.
"The War Savings Campaign"
at Bangor, where she has been receiving
FUTURE DRAFT UNCERTAIN.

any Banker

*»<> charge* paid one way.

of

Angus Morey, who has employment
with the Great Northern Paper Co., spent

treatment.

'-L—

County Savings

---

Eminent Sir Wilmer J. Dorman, grand
generalissimo, will pay an official visit of

Ask your Postmaster
or

examiners

1

board yesterday began the physical examinations of the men ic clsss 1 under I I

relief corps will meet toafternoon with the president,

Mrs. Agnes Royal, who for the past few
months has been with her daughter, Mrs.
A. R. McNabb, at Pittsfield, returned

world.

Hancock
Ellsworth,

TO PROPERTY OWNERS

Examinations of Class
Men Now Under Way.

Mrs. Amanda Young,,on.Pine street.

home

A War Savings Certificate
with stamps affixed is increasing in value every minute.
They are
So Government obligations, bear 4 per cent, interest, compounded
quarterly. They cost 84.12 in .January, 1918 and are worth $5 in
1928. We have these Savings Certificates for sale, also Thrift
Stamps at 2o cents each.

DRAFT.

Physical

the week-end at his home here.

Save and invest.

can.

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth, Me.

home.

delivery a day from
probably soon be the rule

ARMY

returned home last week.

morrow

bank—ami

horse cleared

ran

a

The woman’s

Go to your

this success.

I

in

Justice A. W. King is confined
home, ill of sciatica.
Elmer Higgins, who has been employed

You

to

Our reasons are the strong and sound financial condition of onr
institution, having at this time capital, surplus and undivided pro.,
fits accounts, together with stockholders’ liability amounting to
nearly $350,000. This is a protective fund against deposits and
stands between the depositor and any possible loss.
Our methods of doing business, class of service rendered and our
efficient and conservative management also contribute largely to

one

Associate

Calls

of business.

towns

to his

War

The

sleigh and

splendid increase in deposits come to us by chance'
Chance played little if any part in this remarkable iucrease

NO.

juq>j$ed, breaking
impossible to control

injury.

1,603.018.12

1917—

1918—$1,812,309.33

Did this

Ellsworth and all tbe other cities and
of more than 2,500 population.
Plans to this end were set going in Wash.02 ington at a conference of the Commercial
Economy board and the State Councils of
.16
National Defense. Paul Nixon, specicl
representative of the Maine uommittee on
Public Safety, attended the conference.
.03
Nixon is to report to the Public
.01 Mr.
de- Safety committee, and tbe committee is
to formulate immediately a program for
going over the entire State, town by town,
and securing the adoption of the delivery
recommendations in each place.

Rev. R. H. Moyle 10 ill of grip.
Miee Sara Royal left Thursday for
short vacation in Boston.

The

"

Deposits .Ian. 25),

and

was

itself from the

itation

10—

At

caped

Precip-

forenoon afternoon
fair
snow.fair
fair
fair

19—

It

•

intensify-

horse, and near C. H. Wooster’s store
thesleighwas overturned, throwing out
both occupants. Mr. Cunningham es-

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
.Ian. 29, 1918.
From
observations
taken at the powei
|
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
at

and

1910—f 1,1 70,070.61
1911— 1.200,101.21
1912- 1,203,828.36
1913- 1,352,335,06
1914— 1.442,050.02
1915— 1,470,348.58
1915— 1,526,067.02

••

“

the

KLL8UOKTH.

For Week

ending

brightening

pipe,

steam

a

thill.

one

WEATHER

time

same

Jan. 29,

••

Dr. H. L. D. Woodruff is laid up with a
dislocated shoulder, the result of being
thrown from a sleigh last Thursday evening. Dr. Woodruff, with Howard Cunningham, was driving down State Btreet,
when near the hardwood factory the
tforse became frightened by tbe exhaust

4.14 p m.
6.22 p m.

m;

Increasing: Deposits
Deposits

paper deof Bucks-

ing it by detail in individual instances.
Her paper inspired n«*w admiration for
tbe brave women of suffering Belgium,
and pride in tbe part which the United
States had played in the relief work there.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

m;

an

Our

by Mrs.
port at the meeting of the woman’s club
with Mrs. C. R. Burrill yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Tapley has the faculty of
covering her subject comprehensively, at
the

Feom Wbat —6.41 a
F*om East—11.10 a

Superintendent

State

interesting
Louis F. Tapley

of

livered

j

Week

subject

the

—

In

law.

new

of superunder tbe terms of

Thomas and H. O. Allen, agent for rural
education, will be present.
“Belgian Women in War Work” was

Bijou theatre

AT KLLSWOSTH

Surijfrtigrmmte.

and maintenance

tbe

No. 5.

1918.

food

less prevalent since tbe beginning of tbe
war, and has resulted in extraordinarily
of scant prohigh prices during the
duction
The administration hopes to
stabilize the price of dairy and stock feeds.
Without the license requirements it was
powerless to prevent many evils which
tended to encourage increased prices.
Failure to secure licenses by February
15 may be punished ny h fine not in excess of $5,U00, by
imprisonment for pot
more than one year, or bv both fine and
imprisonment. Applications for license
should be addressed to the United Stales

period

Food Administration, License Division,
Washington, D. C\, specifying the nature
of the business to tie licensed.

or

concern

who

wilfully

fails to make

re-

port when requested, or wilfully reports
incorrectly. The government, however?
counts on the full co-operation of tbe
affected trades, industries and individuals, and hopes that there will be very
f®w cases in which it will be necessary to
enforce compliance through prosecution.
-■ VQIW J J
With the Unusual
It Is the unusual event that gives
the unusual person a chance.
To
meet the unexpected with decision and
effectiveness is the sign of the
b-ade*
If you can take responsibility when responsibility is suddenly thrust upon
you, and do your very best with *
clear head, you are the sort of
pereoa
who will achieve a
permanently responsible position.
And it is the responsible positions that are well paid
and interesting.—Exchange.

COMING EVENTS.
_

Thursday evening, Jar.

1,

*

gifc

building, Central
am bridge
square,
Mass.-Eleventh annual uaiuiao reunion

Ticket*, 50 cents.
Thursday and Friday, Jan.
tad peu,
1—County teachers’ conveir.uu at Ellsworth.

3mong

aUDm'.amcrt*.

SUNDAY SCHOOL WOMEN OF
Lesson 5.—First Quarter, FebMIDDLE AGE
1918.

save

ruary 3.

Help to Pass the Crisis Safely—Proof that Lydia L Pink-

Need
THE

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

ham’s Vegetable Compound
Can be Peiied Upon.

Text o? Lessen. Mark 2:23 to 3:5—
Memory Verses, Ex. 29:8-11—Goldi Urbana.Ill.—“During Change of I.ife,
en
Text. Mark 2:28—Commentary I in addition to its annoying symptoms, I
had an attack of
Prepared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
which lasted
all winter and left
last
between
verses
the
Taking op
me in a weakened
condition. I felt at
week’s lesson and this one, we note
timea that I would
Christ was ever teaching the pedple.
never be well again.
Tor he w-as truly the Great Teacher,
4 I read of Lydia Elike
"Who
teaobeth
written.
is
and it
.Pinkham’t Vegehim? And we may well pray. "That
table Compound
'and what it did for
which 1 see not, teach thou me” (Job
women passing
34:32. 38:22). Before he went away

rely upon him

as

ever

In us to

guide

2- meat

& beans

fish

just enough
4m sugar
O use syrups

of

(sorry

MAS* A PA QUA,

Hard Scrabble

an act of mercy at any time.
If you
Will notice the many times they found
fault with him for doing good on the
Sabbath day yon can readily see what
« religious idol they had made It, and
worshiped it and not God. Again and
again It is written that because of hit
disregard of their idol they determined
to kill him (8:8).
Doctor Weston has
said that it la often a surprise when
■Due’s attention is first called to the
fact, that the Immediate occasion of
the determination by the Jewish rulers
to put Christ to death was his relation
to their Sabbath.
The Sabbath might
Ibe called the Jewish national flag, and
In It they claimed a peculiar relation
to God as their creator and redeemer,
but lu reality they knew him not. and
through deceit refused to to know him
(Jer. 9"3-6). Concerning the keeping
of the Sabbath, I know no roor^ clear
and simple instruction than Isa. 58:13.
"Turn away thy foot from the Sabbath, from doing thy pleasure on eny
holy day—call the Sabbath a delight,
the holy of the Lord and honorable:
and honor him. not doing thine own
ways, nor finding thine own pleasure,
As to
nor speaking thine own words."
4lie day of the week, we keep the first
day rather than the seventh, because
the Lord Jesus rose from the dead on
the first day and repeatedly appeared
to his disciples on that day. and believers ere a resurrection people, who
are by faith risen with Christ and seatIn this coned with him in heaven.

nection

see

CoL 2:16.

**

few

weeks.

Don’t let

that hinder

one

of

sending letters for the M. B. C.
AUNT Madqk.

ye^called

■

be has

j

Li ascott and
week-end in Bangor.

serve
prompt attention, for neglect invites
serious illness.
Louis Buckner. Somerset.
Va
writes:
*'I was feeling all run down:
tired, with pains in my back.
After taking
Foley Kiduey Pills I felt like s new man."
Backache, rheumatic pains, stiff joints, sore
muscle*, swollen ankles outlines* under eyes,
sou sleep-disturbing bladder ailments vieid
■jUicklj to this time-tried remedy, a boon to
middle-aged men and wemea Moore's Drug
—

J

More.

CASTORIA
Par Infants

and

Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

I

George E. K.ane has gone to Bath where

j

WAS FEELING ALL RUN DOWN.

Symptoms of on-coming kidney trouble de-

SURRY.

employment":

was

presented.

478, KLLtfVORTH.

ferred.
RAINBOW, JUS*. NORTH

BROORSVILLK.

24, the newly-elected officers were
in their stations. The worthy master apJan.

pointed

the various committees

It

year.

j

lecturer

“What is

our

grange?*’

It

ber in

for

tbe

lecturer to

voted to send the

was

the conference in
The

Augusta next month.
|cut the question:

gave

duty

was

members of the

as

discussed

by escb

mem-

response,to the roii-caii.
ARBUTUS,

good program
pictures in song, pantomimes,
of music,

farce*.

The

recitations, living

“Boys” program *

greatly applauded.

was

and two

original poem by Mrs. Carey

next week.

spent

the

Mrs.

were

H.

207. SALISBURY

OOVR.

R M. Trafton and wife

Rev.

to Lumber

was

served

by

tbe

host

Tbe second of

a

The regular meeting of the Village improvement society baa been postponed
until Saturday, Feb. 2, at the home of
Mrs. E. E. Chase.

Tbe order

of busmen

will be followed by a short program
full attendance ia requested.

A

Ira Berry lodge, F and A.
installed Jan. 21, by D. G. W.
M. F. B. Snow, as follows
W
M-. A. .VI
Herrick; 8. W„ A. K. Seunders; J W„ i.
E. Greene: 8. D., I. E. Stanley, J. I).,
W itliam Snow ; secretary, A. C. Hinckley;
treasurer, Mtx Hinckley; chaplain. W. H.
Osgood; warden, K. 8. Osgood; tyler, J.
ji. Mom*.
Offlcerf of Kewayden lodge, X. of P„
were installed Jan. 22, by U. A. launder*.
D. G. C., aaa.sted by E. F. Myrick, D. G.
P., as follows. C. C.,J. H. Osgood; V. C
W. H. Osgood; prelate. Rev. R. M. Trafton; M. of W., W. C. Pobertaoo, K. of R.
Officers of

M-,

were

X, and M. of E., Harry Hinckley; M.
F., W. E. Stover, M. at A.. Harold
Herrick; I.U., Norman Gray; O. G., V k
Duffy

and
of

Tbe soldiers’ benefit dance bold by ib*
Army and Navy club Wednesday evening
Jan. 23, was a great success. Tbe ball
beautifully decorated wttb red, white anr
lights., while

played

tbe

on

Hag

tbe American

stage were disHags of tbe

and

allies, upon a t ack ground of bunting and
evergreen. Tbe grand march wa* led by
Postmaster Hinckley and wife, follow
by seventy'live couples. A feature of tb*
dime was tbe clog specialty given by Hob*
w

Astbury,

ert

ho

obliged to reap* ntf
Higgins' orchestra
music. Popper wa*

was

numerous encores.

excellent

served at tbe 1. O.

F. ball, the clot
Fellows am!
of tbe bail;

O.

charge, and
for

services

Jan. 28.

grange,

supper st 5-30.
Tbe evening session was called to order
by tbe new (master, Charles Shand. Tbe
program arranged by the lecturer consisted of tongs, music, tableau, etc. The most

MRNOklAi

.8.

MtAOl-l'TIOM

/Again, so soon, has another of »ur b«i;uc
member*, Mis. Marla Groas, been called I row.
our midst u the higher life; therefore be it
£o*oie*<f. That iu the death of Mra. Grost
f
Jame* A. Garbeid woman s relief

corp*
presentation
Mlnebill has loat a loyal memoer and a
of a service liag,drdtested to the boys who !
blthfoi friend «>ue whose true character and
are members of Bay V»* w grange and now J
kindly life are worthy of emulsitoa.
i(ifthe service. The presentation speech
ft«*oi*M2, That our love sod sympathy be
by Julien Emery was pleasing and interiiicBUMi u» the bereaved family, and that
esting, and‘one of the beat ever heard in nor charter be draped for thirty days
Knoirrii. Thai a copy of these reaolutiou*
Bay View grange. There are ten stars on
tie placed upou our records, a and copy sent
Mr. Emery bas^hree son*-in tbe
the tlag.
to Thk KujieoitM AwaaicAM for publication.
service. Charles, Earle and Newell. The
Kuisksck Msaai-h,
other brtya who are in the service are
v h atari a O«eovs.
Harry Fogg, Nelson Mtfcbdl, Gerald
Khsa Barr*tt.
Maurice
Norwood, Herbert Salisbury,
GosamfUee
Alley, Maxwell Leland sud Herman 14-

interesting

j1

basket-ball

of

series

games between tbe Boy Scouts soil town
teams was played Jan. 24, the town team
winning by tbe score of 34 (o 12.

•

also

j

celled

01 Mrs. Trafton’s sister.

Pomona grange met with ! extends thaoks to the Odd
selectmen of tbe town for use
Bay View grange Jan. 16. Owing to bad I
to tbe various committees in
traveling, not many were present. Four j
to tbe janitors of tbe balls
from
Bayside, Ellsworth, and several
rendered.
from Mt. View grange attended. A fine
dinner

were

Monday by the serious illness

Green Mountain

feature

was

tbe

land.

PRETTY M AR8HL

NEW CENTURY,
An all-day session
with

good

256, DEDHAM.
was
held Jan. 26,

attendance

in

‘spite

of

snow-

drifts and cold weather.

served.
W.

parents, Mr. and

Portoj

SEVERAL WAYS TO SAVE

>'EWS

KLCEHILL.

furnished
BAY VIEW

Matters of business and reports of officers occupied tbe
after which a recess was
! morning session,
in the afternoon offitaken for dinner,
A
cers were installed by Mary Burriil.
I Thursday, coming by way of Portland, ; short musical
program followed, made up
!
Mrs.
where she visited her sister,
Webb.
of vocal dusts by Marcia and Clifford BurThe officers of the Eastern Star were
rill; piano solo. Elhel Fogg.' Remarks
installed Wednesday evening by Past followed by'members and viaitors on
Matron Mrs. Emery W. Pickering.
Durgrange topics.
ing tbs installation there were solos by
MRMOIUL KKftOLUnOXft
Mrs. Walter Haskell and a patriotic readWherem
The Divine Master has called to
ing by Mrs. George F. Haskell. fcKefreshth*> harvest above, our brother. Fred Howe.
mente>

wife

v'T V

The bale iuo supper by (lie liulii* aid
society of tbe Baptist church has been
postponed to Feb. 1.

to

therefore
Haskell is visiting her
Resolved. That in bis death. New Century
Mrs. Henry Morgan.
grange has lost a worthy mem bar. one who in
she
coming here from New York, whrre
former years, when health permitted, was
Alston Milliken returned to bis home iu
aad just arrived from a trip to
constant in attendance and interest, snd who
Gardiner Tuesday.
Caper will be missed from onr nnmbers
Rico, in her husband’s vessel.
Haskell is now preparing to leave for
There will be a Red Cross dance WedAll God's harvester* are we.
His wife will accompany
Para, Brasil.
Heaping in the fields of Time,
nesday evening, Jan. 30.
him.
.Soon or late at His decree.
Jan 29.
L.
Called to real in realms sublime.
J»n. 38.
Resolved, That we extend onr sincere sympathy to (he sorrowing relatives and friends.
Whereas, The Divine Master calls yet again,
and takes from our circle our brother. John
■"
^-^-=g====-—--—Robertson, therefore, be it
Resolved, That New Century grange feels
keenly the loss of this young brother, taken
in the spring time of his years and usefulJ&dward

T

•

blue

450, SURRY.

candidate was instructed in the
final degree*.
The “girls” presented a
One

—

you from
to

Hollow,’*

will be served ,at the next meeting, when
third and fourth* degrees will be con

NEWS

fe

BLUKHILL.

tbe

j

the paper, and we are asked to
“conservation” to the column for a

EDEN.

WIWT

477, SOUTH

BAY81DE.

—

in

served.

was

Bay side grange held its regular meeting
Wednesday, January 23. Refreshment*

Hoofing

COUNTY

Supper

given.

Officers were installed Jan. 23 by Bro.
John Wood of East BluehilL Supper was
served
to 100 patrons, 'lbe short play,
“Tbe Coming of Happy Valley grange to

Year®

(method,
{incorrigibly

apply

0

by ?-ibter

Georgia Richards of Ml. View grange as
assistants. Tbe
secretary presealed a
program of vocal and instrumental music,
I
readings, etc.

j

ter

Druy St

Any

PRNOBSCOT.

regular meeting Jsn. 22, officer*
installed
were
by Sister
Ettielyn J.
ijemick of Hayside grange in a pleasing
and able manner. 8ha was assisted by
Miss Gladys Jordan, also of Baysidc, as
and
Frederick Healey
marshal,
and

JOHNSON'S

few “war-time recipes," or. if preferred, leave j
these out. as every paper and most magazines are filled with them now. and such j
senseless comoinations as many of them are! j
One cake * as advertised as wheat less and 1
for graham flour and ;
sugarless."
brown sugar, and the cost of all ingredients j
exceeded fifty cents at that.
I realize fully
the need of conservation of food and of everything else at this time, and most of us are
quite likely to "conserve" all we can. at the i
extreme price* of the present, both a* a matter of pati iotism and necessity.
Then let us talk a little about our reading
lor a change, as Aunt Madge has wisely suggested. 1 have been too ousy to read much
so far. but now. having a little more leisure,
hope to read more. Among the books i have
read recently is **The Story of dusan Lenox”
by David Graham Phillips, t have read good
stories by this atfthcr. and began this one ex*
peeling a literary treat, but I don't remember ever reading anything before that left me
with such a feeiiug^of having been wading in
tilth and mire a* this particular novel. It
does seem to me that many of the writers of

NORTH

installed Jan. 18

MOUNTAIN VIEW. 464.

offreedom
lOO

364,

were

At the

serve

£m.

At

A fine program cooaistmg of
readings, recitation* slid Slorte#

songs,
Aft-

(to

—

Alice Leach.

j

cause

Th* cld far
In tan*e<
y rrrnrdy
form—**!*. taff, easy to toka No
opiate* no uripleaaant after effect*.
Cure* fckli io ?< hour*—Onp ir J
day* M<«*y back if it fail*. Qr**me
*rr.u>»e boa with
j™raMFF
Xrd Top and Mr.
HiC * picture an it
24 Tablet* for 2S*.

served.

HIGHLAND.
Officers

use

the

CASCARAjgpUININE

and Mrs.
Hutchins installed
The grange circle .presented the
retiring roaster, Mias Mildred Gross, with
s sweet-grass work basket. Light refresh-

3- fats

and

Cold At Once

Hutchins

ments were

use more

Into

imercy are surely in order. His disci- i
;ples were hungry and he justified their
■plucking com by the story of David
land his men when they were hungry.
.Healing the man’s withered hand was

That

officers.

all truth.
symptoms disWhen he called Levi, or Matthew, to
appeared and your Vegetable Compound
did
he
so,
having
(follow him.
promptly
has made me a well, strong woman ao
I do all my own housework. I cannot
ho doubt heard and received his teachPinkham’s Vegeing. He then made Jesus a feast in recommend Lydia E.
too highly to women
hi* home (Lnkefi 29). and invited many table Compound
passing through the Change of Life.
tof his publican friends and other ein—Mis. Frank Henson, 1316 S. Orchade
alwere
who
ers. as tvell as those
St, Urbana, 111.
This
brought
tready disciples of Jesus.
Women who suffer from nervousness,
selfand scoffing from the
sneers
“heat flashes.’* backache, headaches
who
irigbteons scribes and pharisees,
and “the blues’* should try this famous
Pink(were above associating with such peo- root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
ple. and led Jesus to say.that he came h&m’s Vegetable Compound.
(not to call self-righteous people, but
U.S. FOOD ADMINISTRATION
He does not
(sinners to repentance.
jflutual i3mrfit Column.
(want worship or sacrifice from un3'bfrrrtifcnnnU*.
the present day exceed the limit of dwucj
jraved people, for they that are in the
EDITED BT "AUNT iiMK"
and modesty. We know all too well the sin
(flesh cannot please God. hut he is ready
and misery to be found In city and country,
have mercy upon all who come to
and the cause* of most of it, but I don’t be*
It* Motto: **Helpful and Hopeful.”
Compare Matt. 9:13 and Hos.
he've any of it 1* mitigated by being exploited
6. and see Rom. 8:8. We can only
in the stories we tead or by reproduction on
The purpose* of this column are aucctnc y our moving picture screens, and :tbe results
y to people who are good enough in
(their own estimation that while we are stated In the title and motto— it 1* for the rout U of these sensational stories and of moving
for them, we never heard of a oensdt, and aim* to be helpful sod hopeful pictures ftpon the rising generation can be
Being for tbc common go.Ml.4i 1» for the com
summed up ia the old quotation:
(Saviour for them.
rnon a#e—a public •errant, a purveyor of in
it indeed a phenomenal record of
Vice is a monster, of such frightful mein,
Then came up the question of fastformation and suggestion, a medium for the in
That to be hated needs but to be seen
suoeee*. and ifc* only article of its
(tng. on which these Pharisees counted terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicit*
Hut, k*d too oft. familiar with it* face.
kind that hat this proud record it
then embrace.”
Jso much, which led the Lord Jesus to ; communications, and its succeasdepends largely | We first endure, then pity,
or story, or aee a play 1
book
a
1
sead
the
When
of
himself
as
Bridegroom,
Coro(apeak
on the support given H in this respect
j
(and his disciples as the children of the munlc&tlons roust be signed, but the name of want to feel that 1 have gained something,
bride-chamber, saying that they would ! writer will not be prluted except by permission® learted something ofi character-building,
to m.v education, or got at
*»°°r**
have occasion to fast In his absence. ( Communications will be subject to approval or j added something
LINIMENT
least a good laugh or helpful change of
but not while he was with them. These rejection by the editor of the column, hut none
thought.
Address I
will ©e rejected without good reason
Pharisees were patchwork people, try- all communications
to
Internally—Coughs. Cold*, Grippe,
Amoag books read last lyear that 1 greatly
ing to put something new upon someSore Throat, Crump*, Chill*, tv.
The American!
enjoyed were “The Hosary," by Florence
or
new
into
somesomeimng
tiling oia.
Ellsworth, Me.
Externally—Sprains. Strain*, MuaBarclay. **8«ill Jim.” by Honore Wiiaie, “The
cular Rheumatism, Burns, Bruise*,
Ittilng old, bnt surh Is not the Lord's
Bent Twig.” by Dorothy Canfield (who also
A wonderful anodyne that
etc.
for oor old sinful natures are :
wrote. I think, the “Squirrel Cage”), and the
WATCH thb coawnaa.
Prairie Wife/ whose author I forget, furcorrupt and can never be When you wake up in the morning of a dark
Heat*
Soothes
nished by its witty descriptions many a good
and cheerless day
(improved or made any better. There
Pain
Destroy*
laugh.
be a new nature by a new birth
And feel inclined to grumble, post or frown.
the weather,
To change twmat books to
above—Jesus Christ received Just glance into your mirror and vow will
haven't we had the longest, coldest winter
quickly see
Into our hearts and given full control,
It’s just because the corner* of yonr month
ret* And a-* lor sues, w-e are nearly buried
while the old must be subdued, put off
We haven’t
turn down.
ia ii* and zuz re keeps coming.
reckoned dead. Not reformation but -t
Then take tLU simple rhyme.
bees nb.r w get te cbufxb for four weeka.
regeneration. If any man be in Christ,
been the day for galea or
it
ns Piattrday ha*
Remember
in
time.
j
SARGENTVILLE.
he Is a new creation, in no sense in- It’» always dreary weather in wtrywii or allow storm*, uniting the roads full, but the
W arren C. Beedle it at home on a visit,
debted to the flesh or having anything
town.
days are lengthening and the sun getting
W'hen you wake and find the corner* of yonr higher, and spring is half way here, and 1
lo do with it.
Mitt Helen Higgins has returned to
mouth turned down
am glad not only for myself bat for the many
] The Pharisees prided themselves
Bangor.
sufficient fuel to keep warm.
can’t
who
get
upon their doings, their fasts and If yog wake up in the morn; ngjf all of bright
Mr*. Clara M. Clapp is visiting at North
I felt so sorry Vor Mr. Chatto in the losnwf
feasts, and religions observances, their j
and happy thought#
Sedgwick.
terrible
weather.
in
sueh
He
is
hi*
home
And begin to count the blessing* in yonr
holy days and Sabbath days, their loDg
Albert Ginn of Bucksport it employed
indeed bereft, and how much we miss Deli’s
cup.
prayers In public places, their coma “stand by.”
by Fred J. Sargent.
Then
glance into yonr mirror and you will letters. She was always
mendation from men. while in God's
Aunt Maria has a birthday the 18 h of
Mrs. John H. Bennett visited her mother
quickly see
sight who reads the heart, they were
It s all because the corner* of your mouth this month- 1 should think she might tell at Little Deer Isle last week.
hypocrites, whited sepulchres, a gendare
I
she
is
even
celebrated.
bow she
say
turn up.
%
Mrs. John Foster has returned to her
eration of vipers (Matt. 23:5-7. 14. 25,
now
Then take this little rhyme.
reading seed catalogues and planning
where she will put petunias aud asters next home in Sandwich. Mast.
27. 28. 33). That which the Lord had
Ke me ruder ali the time.
Mi** Dor s Hooper has been visit mg her
given for the benefit of his people that There’s joy a-plentv in this wortd U» fill life » spring. Hhe gave me some stocks to
transplant last summer, but they hadn’t
cup
he might reveal himself nn^o them, the
at Little Deer Jal*.
grandparents
frost
caiue.
so
1
took
some
when
Sabbath day. the Passover and other H you’ll only keep the corner* of your mouth blossomed
Miss C. Agues Kane, who it teaching at
are
now
In
but
blossom,
and
turned up.
they
up,
feasts, they had appropriated, pervert—Thr Jmbbath Visitor
disappointed me iu all being purple, not my Brooklin, spent the week-end *t borne.
ed. and taken credit to themselves for
favorite color. 1 also put with them a plant
.Sent by Idora.
Miss Ella Condon spent Saturday and
being so religious. We. as sinners,
or two of sweet alyasum which has blossomed
Sunday with her {a rents at South Brooks*
cannot give God anything, or do anycold
been
»o
!
have
had
It
has
It i* n pleasure to hear from Idora by all winter.
ville.
thing lo please him. until we have first this poem which she baa sent for the no geranium blossoms as usual, even my |
Charles K. Foster was called to Camme for the first time.
one
scarlet
failing
pet
from
him
the
TeeelvetJ
mercy and for- column. I see by the papers. Idora. you
so with
a few
bridge, Mass., last week by the death of
giveness lie is ready to bestow, the are being “helpful” in church and Sun- j This letter is getting long,
recipes I will eioee, hoping go aee very soon hut father.
eternal redemption purchase^
tqad pro- j day school work in the city where you are many of the old names attached to long
Jan. 28.
Sim.
for us at
Infinite cost. Sat- , jiow living.
Esther.
letters for our colntuu.
ration is Stty by grace and wholly un- j
DEEK ISLE.
I>Rf>R4M, Jaw. If*. 191*. i There tre
merited on our
part (Rom. ?:?4). The
many things in your letter I
Mr. aud Mrs. Julian Hooper, Jobu
Aunt Mad&* and Jf. A.-?
was made for man that tli£
would like to mentiou, but lack of space
(gabbath
Wuere.ob where, are the writers for our
| Paris and J. P. Allen of Sedgwick drove
Ix»rd of the Sabbath might specially
and
Thanks
for
time.
at
this
it,
across tbe Reach Sunday to cell on friends
colcon*
Must our editor do the "mutual ] forbids,
on that day, when man ceases from
benefit" act all alone? Though no cue doubts for the recipes which will appear later. here.
jhis own works, reveal himself, and her ability in that.„j4ne, it must at times be ; Most of you noticed last week in The
Mrs. Harry M. Beck, who has been
luiess us tsi, .351.
it is lawful to do
irksome and discouraging to have such lake- i American, the editor's words in relation
■well on the Sabbath days (Matt. 12: warm helpers. Let's get busy to some pur- I to the reason for reducing the news mat- with relatives in Worcester, Mass., since
the first of November, arrived
home
12). and all acts of necessity and pose and exchange a few ideas and pass on a
c«

Stop

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All commnmcations most
he signed, hut names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission sf the writer.
mnnications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

After many weeks, Narramiosic grange
met in regular session Jan. 19. IS M. A. B

use more corn

through the Change
of Life, so 1 told my
doctor 1 would try
it. 1 soon began to
I gain in strengt h

he said that be would send the Holy
Spirit, who would teach us all things
(John 14:26). and he did. and we may

This column is devoted t<o the Orange, especially to.tbe granges of Hancock county.

NARRAMtSSlC, 234, OF LAND.

1- wheat

(grippe

wflfefdaMUtl

^rangrr*..

tlu

'SUGAR-WHICH IS YOUR WAY£

ness.

When the Master calls, be it twilight
Or noontide’s golden glow,
Or whether in life's fair morning,
Who heareth must rise and go.

Revived, That while we mourn our loss,
go out in sympathy to the parents

our hearts

who lose a cherished son. and to all other
relatives and friends.
Resolved, That in memory of our brothers,
our charter be draped in mourning for thirty
days, a copy of these resolutions be placed on
our records, also sent to the family and to
Tub Ellsworth American for publicMion.
E. W. Bf KRILL,
Marv M. ft trull,
Ms cob Bsawsraa.

Relatives and friend* of

island and lived

Bartlett

until

re

few

a

years

be, with'bis family, moved u
lie was a good friend and
neighbor, and bis family has tbe t) a
patbyof all their friends here. He leave*
s wife, who was Miss
Carrie Flood of
Ellsworth Falls, a daughter and a son
xgo, when
Montana,

Jan. 28.

t,

OL’R JITNKV OFrKR-ThU mad

5#

DON'T Mills Tills. Cut out :his slip < •
with Sc sod mail it to Foley A Co
Sheffield Arm, Chicago. 111.,
writin#
name and mddre»* oeariy.
your
You will
receive in return a trial package containing
Foley’s Honey sud Tar Cobdoui A for
coughs, colds and croup; Foley am cry Pllir*.
for pain in
sides sud back, rheumatism,
oackaehe, kidney
and bladder illaeni#.
»nd Foley Cathartic Tablets, a whoisaoms.
sad thoroughly cleansing cathartic for coastiuation. biliousness, headache and slog
gish bowels.—Moore's Drag
close
£■*34

Soiin*i£fnuut*BOSCHEE’8 OEKMAS SVRIP
Why u»e ordinary cough reined tea,
wheu

Bom-bee’s

been

used

so

syrup fa**

Ownaa

successfully

for

fifty-two

parts of the United States for
coughs, bronchitis, colds aettiod »n the
throat, especially lung trouble*. It gives
years

in

all

patient a good night’s rest, free from
coughing, with easy expectoration in ttoe
morning, gives nature a chance to soothe
inflamed parts, throw off the disease,
helping the patient to regain ait health.
ibe

Sold

by Alexander’s

Pharmac

?

CHICHESTER S PILLS

V

X
THE IMAMOKtl> BRAND.
Lwklwii A*l> y«-r l»r»«rl»t <« Ak\
ikl-gSa—Ur*m tUjmmnm4 Beand//\\

^—

Fill*

Iwm,
TtU
,

Committee.
When baby suffers with eczema or some
itching skin trouble, use Doss's Ointment. A
little of it goes a long way asd it is safe for
children- 60c a boa at all stores.—Ad»t.

Quincy

grieved to hear of bis death, which
occurred at bis home in Jtna, M uu, Jan.
».
Mr. Bartlett was a native of Bartlett
ware

Brd »«d ««»U wrt.HK
Mtl«i *)A Bk# R."A«n.

:»

M«

•Ike#

vV/

BjJ

fw£U ’.*»»**"

Ur.,f-n

S01B BV DRHMjISTS EVERTSHfH
The merchant who dos* not adveriuein
a

dull

eeaton

maker

it

more

thoee who doadoertiro.

profitable for

SiAattscmtxtft.

NEWS

COUNTY

Don't

UOUTBWROT HARBOR.
Jo* ot Kllswortb Rails sod his
a day or two Iasi
daughter Berths spent
with Mr and Mrs. Winfred Joy.
M

Harris McLean, who
rafted soldier, has
,

it

the aaaroimug

your stomach.

obeyed the call
discharged

Friday *for Dover,
father has employment

a sh tpyai 1
The many friends of Mrs. Pbebe Preble
regret her death,
Bt Mil bridge deeply
which occurred at the Eastern Mslne
hospital Jsn it Though under medical
treatment, she had not been considereM
to s iiangeAms condition until n few
The body was
boura Set.ire '.be end.

home of

her

years ago.
Jan, 38.

for

a

from

Bangor

ing

inside

finishing.

Jan. 38.

Staples has returned from
general hospital at Bangor, where he
has ueen for a surgical operation, from
which he la making good recovery. -*
Mrs. J. F. Cowing on January 33 entertained Mrs. Ella Burrill, Mrs. Marcia
Blood. Mrs. E. W. Burrill and Mrs. Fred
Black, in celebration of Mrs. Cowing’s
and Mrs. Ella Burrill’s birthdays, both
occurring on that date.
Wentworth

the

CATARRH VANISHES

If yoa want vo drive catarrh and ail the
disgusting symptoms from your system In
the shortest
possible tune, go to your
druggist and uk for a Hyomei outfit to-day.
Hreathe Hyomei and it Mill rid you of
catarrh: H give* such quicr relief that all
who use if for the first time are astonished.
Hyomei ta a pure, pleasant antiseptic,
which is breathed into the lungs over the
membrane; it kills the catarrh
□ flamed
germs, soothes the sore -spots, and heals all
inflammation
with catarrh;
another day
Don’t suffer
the disease is dangerous and often ends
Htart the Hyomei treatin consumption
Ho stomach dosing, no sprays
ment to day
ordohcbee; lust breathe it—that’s all. Ask
C. B. Ale*ander

1

The American Office

3.

DEDHAM.

ti3ac:;isfta»r.av

8uf*

121?

Butter Paper Printed At

B. D. Keith of Winter Harbor is workon Roy Stewart's house, nutting on

Tower, who had frequently viaited
mother, waa on the point ol leaving
•or Itaegor when tbe sad news of her
■Hidden deal It came, Mr*, Preble, whose
--1her

That All

Buy SUPERBA
Coffee and Caened Good* with
*he idea of mak*

Proof is a delightful experience.
Your dealer
,n®
sells the half pound, pound, and 10*cent packets
,pe**
of Formosa or Ceylon Orange Pekoe.
MILLfKEN, TOMLINSON CO, Importers and Packers, Portland, Me.

O. Knight ts teaching the primary school.
Joe Wood, jr„ has gone to Portland
where he has employment.

daughter,

for» Can Rely Upon.

i>———————

Mrs. A.

Mrs.

if Ot*

Will Give Entire satisfaction.

COREA.
Ethel Fogg is home
few weeks,

i

Years’ experience selecting, testing and packing
the best of teas from the recognized SUPERB
tea gardens of the world, guarantees the abso*
lute reliability of the foregoing statement.

SPRAY.

Miss

"

TEAS

many

Mrs. William J Tower, Tuesday, and the
hioeral nervicos were held in the afternoon, with mterment at Mt. Height.

Here

a

question of price—
question of flavor—
question of quality—

“

maiden name wa» Sawyer, was the last of
fourteen children, having lived seventyeight beautiful yutrs, of a noble and
amiable character, loved by all who knew
her.
Her husband, Capt. Preble, died

to leave

to the

a
a

L*r***t SaU of Any Medicine in «h« Wori
Sold everyarliere. In boxes. SOti. *>•

Ui

ugbt

If it is
If it is
If it is

BEECHAM
PIUS

board at Portland.

Venia liodgkma. whether grandfather,
tbe winter,
ti,ra T. Mason, is spending
her

SbhirttMmsnft.

been

lirhsnge

expect®
II, where

Negleci
Keep
>

Hannah Holden, who is making
winter at O. W. Cousins’
ler home for the
beta seriously ill several weeks, but
is bow issproving.
Mis* M*y Iceland, who -baa been emla the telephone
ployed far a few months
at. Northeast Harbor, spent a
Mrs.
lew days last week with her aunt,

v

~

it stror <*
and well.
When food di'
grees with it, strengthen it wi h

Mrs

ghe

WHY WE FIGHT AGAINST PRUSSIAN AUTOCRACY

Jan. 28.

B.

Croup at midnight: Writ iu Nurolng.
’•A lew nights ago on? of ray patrons had a
small child taken with croup about midnight." writes M-Xr Pavla, Bearsvillr. W. Va.
“They came to my store aud got a bottle of
Foley's Honey and Tar. Before morning the
child was entirely recovered. The father’s
Isn't it unwise »o exname la C. C. Craven.”
periment with unknown cough medicines
can get the genuine Foley's Honey
when yo
Best lor coughs, colds, croup and
a id Tar*
la grippe —Moore’s Drug Store.

'Study thle remarkable picture and you cannot fall to understand why we are
fighting the Prussian autocracy. Ton wilt see l ow truly the criminal spirit that
moves men In the German army and navy to commit outrages against humanity
Is embodied In the German kaiser
Here the artist has shown the autocrat and his j
warriors as they really are
In their effort to put the hobnailed heel of Prus>srfanism on the necks of free nations the Germans plunder the homes of innocent noncombatants. use the white flag Co lure their enemies out into the open to be shot,
murder women and children, cut off the hands of babies, and introduce into warfar* poison gas.
____
otermany, wno signeo me conventions

PARISH PRIEST
USEDASSHIELD
Brand Whitlock Tells of Cowardly
Act of Commander of German Detachment.

HUGH GIBSON ADDS EVIDENCE
Tell* of Priest* Compelled to Walk Before “Huns" to Form Screen—
Cardinal Mercier'* Statement
as

to

Taking

of

Hostage*.

That the Germans in Belgium
made use of women, children, and
priests as screens to protect the invaders from Belgian troops is shown
the following testimony gathered
the committee on public information:
Minister Whitlock, In his report of
September 12. 1917, to the secretary of
states, gives an Instance of the German practice of seeking protection.
“The Germans attacked Hougaerde
on the 18th August; the Belgian troops
were holding the Gette bridge In the
village. The Germuns forced the parish priest of Autgaerden to walk In

by
by

front of them as a shield. As they
neared the barricade the Belgian soldiers fired and the priest was killed.
After the retreat of the Belgians the
Germans shot four men, burned 50
honses, and looted 100."
Hugh Gibson, in “A Journal From
Our Legation in Belgium," page 155,
gives another Incident:
“Two old priests have staggered into the
legation more dead than
alive after having been compelled to
walk ahead of the German troops for
miles as a sort of protecting screen.
One of them Is 111, and It Is said that
h® may die as a result of what he has

SURPRISES
Raw weather catches you unpreyou have a furnace
ooal stove fixe. That’s when
Perfection Oil Heater comfort is a
gratifying revelation. The generous warmth drives out every last
bit of ohill and dampness.

pared—before

or

Hie Perfection Heater gives eight
hours of clean, odorless, portable
heat for every gallon of 01L
It is economical—much cheaper than
ooal even when coal is cheap. Every
home needs a Perfection Heater to
make comfort secure.
More than 8,000,000 in

use.

The new No. 800 Perfection Heater
Wlek cornea trimmed jpad burned off, t
all ready for use. Makoa rccrlcking
easy.

9o-CO-oy Kerosene gives best results.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

gone through."
Statement or

cardinal

Mercier.

“At the time of the Invasion Belgian civilians, in 20 places, were made
in operations of war
to take part
against their own country. At Termonde, Lebbeke, Dlnant and elsewhere
in many places, peaceable citizens,
women and children were forced to
march in front of German regiments
to make a screen before them.
“The system of hostages was carried
out with a fierce cruelty. The proclamation of August 4th, quoted above,
without
circumlocution:
declared,
‘Hostages will be freely taken.’
“An official proclamation, posted at
Liege, In the early days of August, ran
thus: ‘Every aggression committed
or

against the German troops by any persons other than soldiers In uniform,
not only exposes the guilty person to
be immediately shot, but will also entail the severest reprisals against all
the Inhabitants, and especially against
those natives of Liege who have been
detained as hostages in the citadel of
Liege by the commandant of the German troops.’
“These hostages are Monslgoor Ratten, bishop of Liege; M. Kleyer, burgomaster of Liege; the senators, representatives, and the permanent deputy
and sheriff of Liege."
The above quotation is taken from
"An Appeal to Truth.” addressed November 24. 1915, by Cardinal Mercier
and the other bishops of Belgium to
the cardinals, archbishops, and bishops
of Germany and Austria-Hungary.
“Some ten or a dozen American corwas one, wit-

respondents. of whom I

nessed the first German drive through
Belgium. Host of us were so appalled
and horrified by what we saw as to beWill Ircome antl-Oennan for life.”
win In Saturday Evening Post, October 6, 101T, page 41.
Robbery Under Guise of Fines.
The contracting nations, including

of the second peace conference at The
Hague, 1907, pledged themselves to the

quality lied hi on water-proof and grease-pr- of v-getabl* parch1*
ment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.
Best

Price,

following:

Plain

printed

special printing:

pound size, $2.00: half-pound size. $1.75
“

“

“

1000

ly responsible."

blank for name, pound size,
more sent postpaid;

butter paper,

X

The

American will

give

THE

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine
suited ia

COUNTY NEWS

such
addition
to
arbitrary,
WINTER HARBOR.
sporadic exactions, in December, 1914,
Germans
demanded
the
40,000,000
Hamilton is
Mrs. C. J.
visiting her
francs ($8,000,000), a month to be aunt, Mrs. Condell, at Calais.
paid by the Belgian provinces Jointly.
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Drew of Harrington
Concerning this enormous Imposition were guests of Dr. J. S. Bragg last week.
Cardinal Mercler says. In the "Appeal
Miss Martha Young, who is teaching at
to Truth:”
East Sullivan, spent the week-end at
“Now, In December, 1914, Belgium home.
Contributions of war
was devastated.
Norris Bros, made the trip to Bar HarImposed on the towns and Innumerable
bor last week in their auxiliary
boat,
requisitions In kind had exhausted her.
for the local gierchants,
The greater part of the factories we^e bringing freight
Harold Grover and family and Mr. and
Idle, and In those which were still at
work, raw materials were, contrary to Mrs. N. S. Sargenl, who have had emall law, being freely commandeered.
ployment in Mil bridge, for some months,
"It was on this Impoverished Bel- are at home.
W. E. Bickford has made extensive regium, living on foreign charity, that a
of
contribution
nearly 500,000,000 pairs on the house which he purchased
francs was Imposed."
last spring. Mr. and Mrs. Bickford have
The German military rules have also been occupying it for several weeks.
made the families responsible for acts
Mrs. E. F. Baker of Newcomb, N. Y.,
committed by or charged against mem- who has been ill at the borne of her
bers as Is shown in the following ex- brother, B. T. Bickford, several weeks, is
amples, which are quoted from the able to be out. Mr. Baker joined her here
“Appeal to Truth, cited above:
a few days last week.
“The Belgian governmeut have sent
~At the meeting of the Red Cross society
orders to rejoin the army to the mi- last week there were
twenty-five present.
All
litiamen of several classes.
Committees were appointed to have charge
those who receive these orders are of the various branches of work. Enterstrictly forbidden to act upon them. tainments will be held to raise funds.
In case of disobedience the
The basket-ball game in Hammond hall
family of the militiaman will be held
on Friday evening, Jan. 18, between the

Belgium posted a proclamation declaring:
“The villages where acts of hostility
shall be committed by the Inhabitants
army In

against our troops will be burned.
“For all destruction of roads, railways, bridges, etc., the villages In the
neighborhood of the destruction will
be held responsible.
"The punishments announced above
will be carried out severely and withThe whole community
out mercy.
will be held responsible.
Hostages
will be taken In large numbers. The
heavlAt war taxes will be levied.”
At the end of the "Appeal to Truth”
Cardinal Mercler says:
“But we cannot say all here, nor
quote alL
“If, however, oar readers wish for
the proof of the accusations
we
shall be glad to furnish them.
There Is net In our letter, nor,In the
four annexes [to the “Appeal to
Truth], oue allegation of which we
have not tbs proofs In our records.”

Thrift Card and

a

Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
If you
subscription to The American, $1.50.
a
Thrift
Thrift
have
Card,
already
your
of
and
address
Stamp will be sent. Write name
subscriber plainly ; also-your own name and address, and send, with money, to

Winter Harbor senior
van

senior

in

a score

bor and the South Goulds boro team

were

favor of the
followed by

Grindstone lodge, L O. O. F., held its
annual installation and

ing, Jan. 11.

Supper

ball

Friday
served

was

even-

in the

room.
The installation began at
o’clock in Hammond hall. Officers were
installed by District Deputy Grand Master Irving Willey, assisted by C. H. Davis
as district deputy grand marshal.
The

banquet

8

Cherryfteld

Paramount orchestra of
nished music for

fur-

dancing.

Jan. 20,

j

EA8TBROOK.
Helen Dyer is visiting in Cherryfield.
Mrs. Calista Wilbur is in poor health,
Her granddaughter Mertie is with her.
Schools have closed.
Pupils perfect in
Charlotte Dyer ana Wesley
Butler.
Margaret Wilbur, aged nine,
attendance:

who had to walk
been absent

a

mile to

during the

school,

whole

has

not

seventeen

weeks.

Jan. 28.

(Jem.
Shake Into Your Shoes

Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder for
painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
takes the sting out of corns and bunions.
Over 100,000 packages are being used by tLe
American, French and British troops at the
front. Sold everywhere, 26c.
Allen's

ALL WRONG

of 33 to

18 in favor of Winter Harbor. A second
game by the junior high of Winter Har-

of 10 to 2 in

The games

dance.

a

high and the Sulli-

high resulted

a score

home team.

In

man

35 cents a
under four

EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS

The German authorities have violated these articles from the very beginning. As soon as they Invaded Belgium, heavy fines were laid upon Individual communities as reprisals for
some act against the German army or
Its regulations which was committed
wdthln their boundaries. In “An Appeal to Truth” Cardinal Mercier cites
the following cases:
“Mallnes, a working-class town,
without resources, has had a fine of
20,000 marks Inflicted on It because
the burgomaster did not inform the
military’ authority of a Journey which
the cardinal, deprived of the use of his
motorcar, had been obliged to make
In fact, upou the flimsiest
on foot.
pretexts heavy fines are Inflicted on
communes.
The commune of Puers
wus subjected to a fine of 3,000 marks
because a telegraph wire was broken,
although the Inquiry showed that It
had given way through wear."

Punishment "Without Mercy.”
The commander In chief of the Ger-

2.75

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS

against

equally responsible."

“

3.00:

pound. Orders for four pounds or
pounds add Sc'a pound for postage.

“Article LII. Requisitions In kind
and services shall not be demanded
from municipalities or Inhabitants except for the needs of the army of occupation. They shall be In proportion
to the resources of the country, and of
such a nature as not to Involve the Inhabitants In the obligation of taking

Merciless exactions.

paper and

500 sheets

“Article L. No general penalty, peor otherwise, shall be Inflicted
upon the population on account of the
acts of Individuals for which they cannot be regarded as Jointly and several-

cuniary

part In military operations
their own country.”

including

The Mistake Is Made by
Ellsworth Citizens.

Many

re-

Your Elixir
Saved My Life
Words of a Maine Man
Henry 0. Hanley of 17 Cross Street, Belfast,
"I am feeling lots better
Maine, writes us:
and think yonr Elixir (Dr. True’s Elixir)
Dr.
life.”
True’s Elixir is-a great
saved my
medicine, a Family Laxative and Worm ExIt tones the stomach, moves the
peller.
Surprising it is
bowels and expels worms
how many people have wormi. Children sufsigns or symptoms
fer agony from worms,
Deranged stomach, swollen
of worms are:
upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath,
hard and full belly with occasional gripings
and pain about the navel, pale (ice of leaden
tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
itching of the nose, itching of the rectum,
short ary cough, grinding of the teeth, little
red. points sticking oat on tongue, starting
daring sleep, slow fever.
dealer.

Look (or the cause of Backache.
To be cured you must know the cause.
If it’s weak kidneys you must set the

kidneys working right.

An Ellsworth resident tells you how.
Mrs. Percy Lindsey, 14 Sterling 8t.,
from an annoying
says: “1 suffered

kidney
up
all

weakness for

one
over

nearly

a

and often

My

was

so

I

year.

day and down the next.

dizzy,

was

1 ached
I

fell

feet and ankles swellea so
badly I couldn’t put on my shoes. I
tried different things, but got na relief
until 1 used Doan’s Kidney Pills. After
the first box, 1 noticed improvement and
1 used about five boxes in all. By that
time the trouble had entirely disappeared
and 1 have felt like a different woman
since. 1 have gained in weight and feel
stronger in every way.”
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don’t simply
Get Dr. True'B Elixir from your
The cost is small. It expels worms and re- ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidatoree health. No better laxative made for
ney Pills—the same that Mrs.
Lindsey
youngorold. Millions have
T
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo,
need it. On the market
(flMkiMt
N. Y.
years. «0c. Me. *1. Write as
over.

Washington,

PUBLfVHAl*

MAINE

me

COUNTS

a year; $1 JO lor #U
SC cents for three months, If paUl
In
advance. |1 50, 75 and S8 cent*
oirtetiy
reapetlrely. Single copies 5 cents. All arr<iarnKfc*> are reckoned at the rate of f- pe*

(mnnprloB Price—$2.00

rooeins;

w 11

he

the distribution

KMsworth. Maine.

-,

of^ seeds

wants

supplied

are

vegetabh

as

or

conntenanee

now

I

We Hooverise and Hooverise.
From morning until ntght.
go around half clothed, half
Because we think it's right.

8. Thompson, chairman of the
press committee of the American Defense society, declares that the society has been informed that fourteen
spice haye been executed in this

We

help

our

Uncle Sam

Europe's

We Hooverise on clothing.
As well as what we eat.
To save the hill on foot wear.
We go in our hare feet.

herself.”
issued a

tration for the conservation of food,
and to follow the aarne. The new
conservation program calls for two I
w neat less days, Monday and Vtednes- l

day; one meatless day, Tuesday; two
porkless days, Tuesday and Saturday,

Where

They make

us use

sugar

is

molasses

preferred.

Our stomachs have long been empty.
Our limbs begin to shake.
If we Hooverixe much longer
To our beds we’ll have to take.

The people of this and other countriee are being treated to the disgraceful spectacle of a President of
the United States calling Senator

Chamberlain, democrat, a liar, and j
of the senator, who happens to be j
chairman of the committee on miii- i
tary affairs, replying in the Senate !

And if it really comes to that
We never shall arise.
'Twill be written on oar tombstones:
“She died to Hooverixe.”
O. A. P.
Ellswosth, 191*.

Germany today la probably better
supplied with live stock than any other European nation.
When the German armies made their big
advance

When War Will End!

[The following

poem, by
read at the

Into

an

anonymous
Buffalo cham-

that the President “did not know the
rhyraster, was
truth’’ about affairs in the war de- !
ber of commerce banquet by CongressThe
senator disclaimed man Albert Johnson of the slate of Washpartment.
any personal rancor against either ington, and created considerable amusethe President or Secretary of War ment.]
j
Baker, saying his only motives were Absolute knowledge have I none,
to
roase
the
patriotic,
country and to j But my aunt s washerwoman's sister’s son
a policeman on his beat.
speed up the war by wiping out in- i Heard
Say to a laborer on the street.
efficiency. In support of his posi- That he had a letter just last week.
tion, ne cited numerous incidents of Written in the finest Greek.
alleged inefficiency in connection From a Chinese coolie in Timbnctoo.
with army ordinance, clothing sup- Who said the negroes in Cuba knew

plies

and sanitation

brought

out

ing the military committee’s

qoiry.

dur-

war

in-

i

_

ash Into (;un Fire,
f/iy Fran A. Vandtriip,]
We fought and won the Spanish sir
with 150,000 soldiers and a {200,000,000
1

urn (

bond issue.

In

under

men

arms

we now

have ten times that

number. We issued
times that amount ot bonds in the
first liberty loan. We are proposing to

ten

spend and loan to the allies
fiscal year o! the

Prom

war

m

the

first

until the end of this fiscal
year the treasury anticipates needing |300,0u0,000 a week -that is, the treasury has
got to fight financially a Spanish war
every four days. That indicates a money
now

ot the size of this
not the real measure.

measure
is

seen

bat

that

one

might

Of a colored man in a Texas town.
W'bo got it straight from a circus clown.
That a mao in Klondike heard the news.
From a gang of South American Jews.
About somebody in Borneo,
Who heard a man who claimed to know
Of a swell society female fake,
Wrbose mother-in-law will undertake
To prove that her seventh husband’s sister's
niece
Had stated in a printed piece.
That she has a son who has a friend
That knows when the war is going to end.

NOTES.

POLITICAL

|19,000,000,000.

work, but that
We have just

plenty
In just

have

of money,
the same

United States Senator Bert M. Fernald,
whose

term

expires

March, 1919,

in

papers at the department of state
yesterday tor renomination by the republiat the primaries in June. They
first to be filed by any candidate.

cans

th* Maine

as

member of the

publican congressional

campaign

mittee, which consists of

one

that all of

in the

us must make personal sacrifices, must give up comforts and luxuries,

were

Congreasroin John A. Peters has been
named

empty coal bin.
way the government can have plenty of
money, but aa unequipped army.
This army cannot be equipped as modern
warfare demands if the man power of the
country is at the same time called upon to
produoe all of our ordinary comforts and
luxuries. It is as plain as two and t wo
an

filed

his

the

re-

com-

member

of

Congress from each state which has a
republican representative. This committee has special charge of the congressional
elections, and, as the membership of the
House is almost equally divided between
the two great parties, will be a big factor
coming elections this year.

Free War Emergency Course.
Boston University announces a tree war
enough to equip the army in time
emergency course to men and women,
for it to fight while it will do some
good similar to the course which it gave to 800
to have it light.
women last summer.
In war, the only effort that is of any
The course will be given by the war
value is that which is
ultimately trans- emergency division of the College o!
lated cito gun fire on the field of battle.
Business Administration. It will begin
ne gun fire that will win this war
cannot
February 18, and will run two nights a
Oe delivered until all America
recogoizes week from 7 to 9 o’clock. It is free to
individual responsibility, until the w hole !
qualified applicants, the students furpeople join in the effort by giving up !
nishing their own text books.
things that they can do without, so that
The course is open to three classes of
ihe labor that
terial

The government has offered the
oppor-

tunity

to translate at once every one’s
per-

sonal

patriotism into the sort of help that
will irffc
the war. £dffego buying some-

Vaafc

is unnecessary; loan the money

yon would have used to the government
by buying |5 war savings certificates.
You will thus have released Labor, you
will have given credit to the government,
you will have acquired the best security
in the world, a United States government
bond.

workers:

men

and

without office

women

experience who wish to equip themselves
for some particular branch of industrial
or commercial employment; stenographers
and

clerks who

have

bad

business

ex-

perience and who desire to prepare for
positions of greater responsibility; men
and

women

ployers

as

recommended by tbeir
being qualified to train

em-

postmasters
Persons required

to register should understand that in so doing they are giving
proof of their peaoeful dispositions and
of their intention to oonforn to the laws
of the United States.

and

then

retreated

vir-

—

information
should be sent, together with this news
to T.
article and a self-addressed
War
of
Lawrence
Davis, Director
Emergency Division, 525 Boylston street,
Boston.

envelope,

Cared
Deafness Can
Catarrhal
cannot reach
by local applications, as theyear.
There
Is
the diseased portion of the
only one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
remedy.
and that is by a constitutional
Catarrhal deafness is caused by an inflamed
of the
condition of tbe mucous lining
Eustachian Tube. When this lube is inflamed you hare a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result. Unless the
inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever. Many .cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is an
inflamed condition of the muoous surfaces.
the
acta thru
Medicine
Hall's Catarrh
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
be
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine. Circulars

dl

Be

BgfftbSh * oo. Toledo, O.

be used and

there will be

Annual Statement, December 31, 1917

no

interruption of tbe all-land route to Bar

Union Mutual Life

Harbor.

Mr. Nelson mid Tuesday that he should
begin work on tbe new brigde as soon as
1
the ice went out, and that be expected to
middle of
commence operations by the
April. He figured that it will take about
three months to complete the work and
for
: that the new bridge should be open
traffic by the middle of June.
Orders for tbe steel, granite, cement an
other materials hare already been pi iced.
They will be shipped by water, and huge
lighters, loaded with the bridge material,
are expected to arrive at Mt. Desert nar-

Insurance Company
Portland. Maine

j

Assets,

I

New Insurance

Surplus,

navigation is possible.
interruption of traffic
to the island by vehicles while tbe new
bridge is being built. It will be about
fifteen feet west of tbe present bridge,
and tbe latter will be kept open and in
rows as soon as

There will be

BRITISH GOVERNMENT
HELPS PAY FOR BREAD
hu

been

mnch

misunder-

standing about the bread program la
England. It la true that the Englishman bays a loaf of bread for teas than
an

American

can,

but

it

Is

poorer

bread, and the British government Is
paying $200,000,000 a year toward the
cost

of It

All the grain grown la Great Britain & taken over by the government
at an arbitrary price and the Imported
wheat purchased on the markets at
the prevailing market price. This la
turned over to the mills by the government at a price that allows the adulterated war bread loaf of four pounds
to sell at 18 cents, the two pound loaf
at 9 cents and the one pound loaf at 0
cents

In France, under conditions somewhat similar, but with a larger extraction, the four pound loaf sells for
18 cents
MAKING MEATLESS
DAYS PERMANENT.

no

1,104,892.80

paid-for in 1917,
5,930,638.00
Insurance in force, paid-for basis. 65,354,431.00
Payments to Policyholders in 1917, 2,450,126.32
Total Payments to Policyholders,
59,673,867.70

service until tbe

new one is ready for nee.
Googina of Trenton has been
awarded a contract for hauling rocks and
gravel to the approach of the bridge, some
6,000 yards in all, and has started work.

B. T.

Sowle, Manager, Ellsworth, Me.
Jot Slit.

FKLIX G. HAYNKS DKAD.

AT

Fortner Trenton Man Died at Ballard vale, Mass., Recently.
Felix G. Haynes, a native of Oak Point,

legal Natter*.

Harry village, bonne and nix acres of
land at a bargain.—G- H. Wasson. Kant

Hurry. Me.

work

horse, sound and kind. Weight

about 1300. H. W. Ladd. Ellsworth, j
Ballardvale, ABLE
1
R. P. I> I.
Mass., where he bad long been prominent in business and public affairs. Mr. Buy Thrift
Stamps and Help
Save Your Country.
Haynes was a son of tbe late William and
for oar circular on wood-sawing outKoxanna Haynes, and was in earlier years
fits.
Tbobndieb Mach ink
died

January 13,

at

_

SEND
Portland. Maine.

Company,

—

succeasful teacher in Hancock county.
He is remembered here for his many excellent qualities. Tbe New of Andover,
Mass, says:
Felix U. Haynes, Ballard vale's bestknown and most prominent citizen, died
Sunday forenoon at his home on High
a

street after about

a

and

forty-six

sold to

was

years,

wanted

for

beat

hotels

all-aroand cooks. Girls for hoatework. Apply
at once and always to Mains Hotbl Aobncy,
90 Main street, Bangor, Me., for reliable hotel

year’s illness, aged
positions.

rSantct.
MEN wanted for Conductors
and
♦ Jv/
R. In and
Motormen for Street R.
outside of Boston. (Not for Boston Elevated.)
Inexperienced men taken; steady Jobs. Come
at once and get in on this.
Use Phone. Enclose postage if answer is wanted by mail.
L P. Chpbcit. 90 Main Ht.. Bangor. Me.

grocery business in partnership
with his brother Bancroft, which be conducted in a successful manner for more
tban

girls

in Maine. Waitresses, chamWOMEN
bermaids, kitchen, dish, laundry. pastry and

the

in

when

the

►A

business

Poor A Riley, who have since

it on.
Mr. Haynes had always taken an active
interest in town affairs, being for many

carried

years

He

a

was

:?prnal

member of the school committee.
a

leading member of the water

board and board of

public

works for

[

more

Metiers.

NOTICE.
■VTOTICE ia hereby given that whereas my
ulNI
boy. Seth L. Conary, has left home
without cause or my consent, I shall pay no
bills of his contracting, or collect wages
earned by him after this date.
EuoBNn L Conaby.
Blnehill. Jan. U, 1918

nah L. Holmes of aaid Ellsworth to your petitioner dated the sixteenth day of June. a. d
1917. sad recorded in the registry of deeds for
said county of Hanoock in book 636, page 516.
are fine articles about the Mayo Brothers,
fourth, that an apprehension exists that
the great doctors of Rochester, Minn.;
Mary A. Bonsey of said Ellsworth. Asa A.
Mitchell of No. 1416 East 19th Avenue, BpoThomas Edison and Abraham Lincoln.
kaue. Washington, John K. Mitchell, of No.
What is a good mother? Is it she who 335 South Forest street, Bellingham. Washington. Elisabeth F. Mead of Portland Road,
provides everything for a selfish son? Baco, Maine, Anaie M Torrance of Leo, AlCanada, and Helen C. Gasper of Morain
Who provides
education,
refinement, berta,
Farm. Beverly, Massachusetts, (heirs-at law
opportunity? Is there a better mother 1 of said John B. Mitchell late of said Ellsworth. deceased) claim or may claim some
than that? U so, every mother wants to be
right, title or interest In the aaid premises adthat better mother, toe history hae to show verse to the estate of your said petitioner;
and that such apprehension creates a cloud
that rarely has there been a great man
upon the title of your petitioner and depreciwho didn't have a great mother. Ella
of aaid property.
j ates the market value
Your petitioner therefore prays that the
Wheeler Wilcox
that
hint in
gives
said Mary A. Bonsey. Asa A. Mitchell, John
February Cosmopolitan—you’ll have to E. Mitchell, Elizabeth F. stead, Annie M.
and Helen C. Gasper may be sumread her poems over several
times; for Torrance
moned to show cause why they should not
the best part of it is that you have to bring an action to try their title to the described premises: and your petitioner farther
do most of the thinking—she starts you
prays that such procedure mayas t>e had and
*
is authorouch decree made and reoorded
going.
ized by the revised statutes of Maine, chapNearly every one of us ho* some pe- ter 19W, section* 48, 49, 60 and 61, and acts
amendatory thereof and additional thereto,
culiar fear—something which contidually
if any; and especially that a decree may be
gripe us and keeps us in dread. Borne
made and recorded that the said Mary A.
are afraid to
some
Bonsey, Asa A. Mitchell, John E. Mitchell,
thunderstorms,
tear
Elizabeth P. Mead. Annie M. Torrance and
meet people—there are a hundred and
Helen V. Gasper and all persons (if any)
claiming by, through or under aaid heirs of
one other phases.
John D. Mitchell hereinabove named be forIt is possible to banish these fears by ever debarred and
estopped from having or
claiming any right or title adverse to your
a process now known as psycho-analysis.
petitiouer in the premises described in this
This is rather a fearsome name in itself.
petition.
Dated this 17th day of October, 1917.
But H. Addington Bruce, in the February
Masv Haul Cusbuaiv.
Harper’s Bazar, shows that psychoBy her attorneys,
Hals A Hamlin.
analysis is nothing but a common sense

Every man, woman and child in
America should read it. In addition there
war.

_

ridding people of their fears.

Btate
meeting
board of trade will be held at Lewiston
Thursday, March 21.
The semi-annual

of the

Ths publishers of the Boston Evening
Transcript receive a great many
letters
from distant points requesting back papers
some
article
in
The
containing
published
Churchman, a field department of the Satur-

day Transcript. They frequently sre obliged
to reply that the demand for such articles
has been so great that the edition has been
sold out. The only way to be sure of securing what many people oall the best religious
and church survey published in New Bugland and by far the best published in any
daily newspaper in the world is to become a
regular subscriber to the Saturday Evening
Transcript.—Advt.

STATE OF MAINS.
Supkkmb Judicial Court,
October Term, A D. 1917.
On the foregoing petition it is ordered that
the petitioner give notice to the said Mary A.
Bonsey and Elizabeth F. Mead, supposed
known claimants residing in said State of
Maine, to appear before the Justice of our
supreme judicial court to be held at Bliaworth within and for the county of Hancock
on the fourth Tuesday of April, A. D. 191S, by
causing an attested copy of the petition and
of this order thereon to be served upon each
of said persons by some person duly authorised to serve civil processes in the place
where each of said respondent persons named
may be found at the time of said service, all
fourteen days at least prior to the fourth
Tuesday of April, A. D. 1919, that each of
them may then appear before oar said court
then to be held at said Ellsworth in and for
said oouaty of Hancock as aforesaid and
answer to said petition
Also that the petitioner give notice to ike said Asa A. Mitchell of Spokane in the state of Washington.
John H. Mitchell of Billingham in said state of
Hancock

sa.

Washington. Annie M Torrance of Leo. Alberta, Canada, and Helen C. Gasper of Bey trie,
in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, sapposed known claimants residing oat of said
"tnte of Maine, to
appear before said Justice
of our said supreme Judicial court to be held
as aforesaid at Ellsworth ou said fourth Tues
day of April A. D. 1918, by causlog an attested
copy of said petition and of this order thereon to be published for one week in the Ellsworth American, a public newspaper published in aaid city of Ellsworth, sod said
is farther ordered (as an sddlmbs] though unrequired precaution for
bringing notice of these proceedings to the
said supposed known claimants residing out
of said mate of Maine) to send by registered
mail to each of said non-resident persons, st
their respective addresses named in within
a marked copy of aaid
Rllewortk
merican containing said published notice,
both said publication of saia notice and said
mailing of marked copies of said Ellsworth
American to each of said
nou-resident
persons to be at least three weeks prior to
the fourth Tuesday of April A. D. 1918, that
each of them mar then appear before our
said court then to be held at aaid Kllsworth
In and for said county of Hancock as aforesaid and answer to said petition.
Auo W. Kina,
October 17,1917.
Presiding Justice.
A true copy of the petition snd order of
court thereon.
Attest;—T. F Mabobbt, Clerk 8. J. Court.

Btitioner

JrmaU $rlp ttiantctL

seventy-seven years. The deceased was
born in West Trenton, Me.
He came to
Ballard vale when a young man and rtarted

way at

la the meatless menu there Is a fertile field for developing new and nourishing dishes, according toga Niles,
writing In the Hotel Gazette, who believes that the present shortage of
meat and fata will not end with the
coming of peace, bat may grow more
acute and continue for five or six
years, thus making It worth while to
develop menus of grain, vegetables
and fish on a more or leas permanent
basts Meat can be replaced by cereels
and other protein foods or may b«
served In very small pontons as a fla
vorlng for other food. In making uf
meatless menus this author finds oui
American Creole and southern culslnt
a broad field for Investigation.

$19,171,015.55

....

THE

for

positions.
Applications for detailed

wt

continue to

ABSTRACT FROM

head—were driven behind the German than nineteen years. For many years be
had been a trustee and at the time of his
lines.
But In England—where 1,400.000 death he was auditor of the Andover savings bank. He was also a member for
acres of pasture lands have been turnSEAMEN.
ed Into grain fields—the cattle herds many years of the Spring Grove cemetery
Chance for Advancement—Free.
He
committee.
also
interest
took
active
are decreasing
rapidly. One of the
U. S. Shipping Board tree navigation school
berths
reasons
apparently Is the declining in the local Congregational church, being at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ to
the
Short cut
in new Merchant Marine.
maximum price ecale adopted by the moderator of the church society for many
bridge. Two years* sea experience required.
English as follows: For September, years. He was a much respected member Native or n at oral tsed citizens only. Coarse
six weeks. Military exemption.
Apply at
*17.76 per 100 pounds ; October, *17.28; of St. Matthews lodge of Masons. At the school, Pkdbmal
Bcildinu. Rockland.
November and December, *16.08; Jan- time of his death he was president of the
lary, *14.40. The effect of these prices Baiiardvale improvement society.
l^gal Gotten.
Mr. Haynes was a man of sterling inwas to drive beef animals on the marand
He
leaves
two
ket as soon as possible.
tegrity
honesty.
STATE OF MAINE.
In France the number of cattle aa daughters, Mrs. Joseph Stott of BaiiardHancock as.
October Term. A. D. 1917.
vale
and
Mrs.
William
of
Lawwell as the quality have shown an
Msjerison
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Juand
two
Bancroft
brothers,
enormous
decline during the war. I renoe, Mass.,
dicial Court now held at Ellsworth within
and for said County and State.
Where France had 14,807,000 head of T. Haynes and Randolph C. Haynes of
undersigned, Mary Hall Cushman of
cattle In 1913, she now has only 12,- Wellesley.
Bangor, in the county of Penobscot, aaid
State of Maine, respectfolly represents
341,900, a decrease of 16.8 per cent
First, that your petitioner is in possession
And France la today producing only
Magazine and Book Notes.
of certain real property situated in said Ellsworth on the north side of tne Hucksport road
one gallon of milk compared to two
Miss Ida Tarbeil has written a fine,
so-called, bounded and described as follows:
and one-half gallons before the war.
stirring article on what she calls “patri- Beginning at a stake, southwest corner of
land
of James Grant; tbenoe runDenmark and Holland have been otic
buying” for the February issue of the ning formerly
north \t- IV east 230 rods to formerly
forced to sacrifice dairy herda for beef Woman's Home
thence north m west by
She
SabTn
Pond's
land;
Companion.
points
because of the lack of necessary feed. out how much can be saved if women will said Pond land 83 rods; thence south 19 west
906 rods to the Hucksport road: thence south
Close study of the European meat only carry home their small
packages and 774 east 75 rods to the place of beginning
situation has convinced the Food Ad- order everything at once instead of in containing 100 acres more or Iras, and being
the same premises described as conveyed to
minlstratlon that the future problem dribbles several times a
day. Patriotic James Holmes. Roscoe Holmes and John B.
of America lies largely In the produc- buying will release 50,000 men from thia Mitchell oy Marta D. Hathaway et als by
warranty dead dated October 11, a. d. 1889,
tion of meat producing animals and kind of work and save |75,000,000.
and recorded in the registry of deeds for aaid
634.
dairy products rather then In the proHarold Bell Wright, who has sold over county of Hancock in book 173. page
Second, that your petitioner and those unduction of cereals for export when seven million
copies of his books, has der whom she claims have been in uninterfor
the war will have ceased.
written his first magazine article for the rupted possession of said real property
more than twenty
years next psior to the date
February American Uagaeine. It is •f this petition, claiming an estate of freehold. to wit, an estate of fee simple therein
called “I be a word of Jesus,
and asks
Third, that the source of your petitioner's
what Jesus would do in this great world- title to said real
property is a deed from Han-

executive

___

Registration of Germans.
The registration of German alien enemies will commence at 6 a. m. on Februsuccesary 4, and continue on each day
sively thereafter between the hours of 6
to and including
m. up
a. m and 8. p.
February 9 at 8 o’clock p. m.
German alien enemies residing in cities
and towns which, according to the census
of 1SW.0, had more than %000 inhabitants,
will register with the chief of police; and
in all other communities with the local

France

tually all the cattle In the lnveded
territory
1,800.000
approximately

There

necessary expenditures that can be
postponed, if there is to be labor and ma-

even

would have been employed
in making those things can do work that
will tiitiaiately result in gun fire.

Tbe new Trenton bridge 1# expected to be
open to traffic by the middle of next
Jane, according to a statement made by
Otto Nelson CO. of Bangor, contractors.
In the meantime the old bridge will

Trenton,

American stock breeders are being
asked to conserve their flocks and
herds In order to meet Europe's tremendous demands (or meats daring
the war and probably for many years
afterward.
The United States food administration reports that American slock
raisers have shown a disposition to
co-operate with the government In Increasing the nations supply of llvo
stock.

They've cut us off in flour.
We can only use one-third.

and a 10 per cent, volnntary reduction
in the household sugar ration.

Must Come

Warring Nations Hava Depleted Live
Stock at Enormous Rata, Evas
Killing Dairy Cattla Far Fpod.

We used the compound for a while
That all the grocers tell.
But now it's Hooverixe in that
And everything elae aa welt.

j

Supply

From America.

When we began to Hooverixe
It seemed so very hard
To try to make a batch of bread
Without a bit of lard.

proclamation calling upon the loyalty
of Americans to take tally to heart
the suggestions of the food adminis-

Meat

Bridge Will

Contractor Say#
be Completed In June.

NEED BIG HERDS

•Tis corn-meal and oat meal.
And also graham sweet,
•Tis vegetables and fiata.
And most everything but meat.

aliens in this country “should be apprised of these facts as evidence of
America’s determination to protect

Saturday

want to

Xtojrrtienmnt*.

BRIDGK.
New

Lewis B.

U. S. FOOD ADMINISTRATION

In every way we can:
We'll let him have the single hoys
If he'll spare the married man.

country since war was declared on
He believes that enemyGermany.

President Wilson

be tested here In America whethpeople are capable of voluntary Individual sacrifice to
save the world. That la the purpose of the organization of the
United States Food Administration—by voluntary effort to provide the food that the world
needs

starved.

We

C.

to

the

er our

We all began to Hooverise
I nineteen-seventeen.
This war with all the nation*
Has made ns very mean

“old-fashioned” winter.

la

human body
nealthy and strong. This winter
of 1918 la the period when la to

possible.

Hooverizing.

stony stare
this will be an

so

maintain

I

Fifty years from

only

ns
much
ne-essary

eat

Yours truly,
J. A. Peters.

If anyone talks to you about an
“old-fashioned winter,” don't hit
him. Just give him the compassionate

EI1VINO food la a local problem for each
Prices
community.
and definite rules for
every one cannot be
formulated. It
la a duty for
each one to

£

your readers that
is about to begin.

far

so

30, ISIS.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

of

>f them desire seeds to be sent and
will drop me a postal card to that effect
to Washington, 1 will see tbat their

! uslrcsscott’niunl."atlo’ <• "hon'd be a»»dreased
o end all checks and mocey ur«'cr» ma»*e pay
aote to The Hancock coovtt Publishing

Of

quantity

like to make known to

year.

k^vertlslrg Rates—Are reasonable and
ironic krowr on application

moderate

a

for

seeds

PUBLISHING CO

W. H. Titus, Editor and Manager
%

with

distributioa a a sample seeds
They are of a good quality, but of n<
great variety. Many of your reader?
know what they are, as they have received
them before.
Probably there will be a considerable
demand for them this year, and I would

bt ran

uANCOCK

C., Jan. 24,1918.

To the Editor of the American:
The Agricultural department furoisbei

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH.

D.

This Is Our Winter
of Test

Seeds.

Free G overnment
(,OCAl. ANT> POLITICAL JOURNAL
•ZTRRY WKl>N*«DAt

TR Rif TON

Ctmftptfttontt

$he €llso)ortt) American

£rtltlon.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock m.
Psobatr Court
None* or ArroiirmiXT* or Kxectrroa*. As
■
UI I ST K ATOKA. GUARDIANS OV ADULTh AN»
Conakry atom
INotr Such notices in estates on
Moant Desert Island will be published
hereafter in the Bar Harbor ftm**; in
estates in Peer Isle and BtoninrUm.
in the Deer Isle Messenger; in all other
estate* In Tkr Ellsworth Ah rric an.]
notice is hereby given under the
provisionsof chapter 1S3 of the public law*
of the State of Maine of 1917. that the following
named persons have been appointed executors. administrators, guardians of adults and
conservator*, respectively. In the hereinafter
named estates.
Henrietta W. Porter, late of Manchester.
Essex oounty, commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased- Alexander 8. Porter of said
Manchester and Norton Wiggleswortb
Milton, Norfolk county, in said Massachusetts. appointed executors of the last will and
testament of said deceased; date of qualification January 22, a. d. lv 19. Not being residents of the State of Maine, they have appointed Henry M. Hall of RUeworth. In the
county of Hancock and 8tat# of Maine, a*
their agent in said Stale of Maine as the law
directs.
George Willett Van Nest, late of Tuxedo.
Orange county, state of Ntw York, deceased,
George V. N. Baldwin. |r., of New Brunswick,
state of
New Jersey and Richard V. N
Gambrili of Peapack. New Jersey, appointed
executors of the last will and testament of
said deceased; date of qualification January
1, a. d. 1919. Not being residents of the Bute
of Maine, they have appointed Harry L.
Crabtree of Ellsworth, In the county of Hancock, and State of Maine, as their agent in
said State of Maine, as the law direcU.
George W. Abbott, late of Bucks port, in
said county, deceased. Herbert L. Abbott of
Ann Aroor. state of Michigan, appointed executor of the last will and testament of said
deceased; date of qualification January 1, a.
d. 1919. Not being a resident of the State of
Maine, he has appointed Moatelle W. Abbott
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, as hie agent In said State of
Maine, as the law directs.
A. P. Roberts, late of Sedgwick, in said
conn y, deceased.
Wm. Geo. Sargent of Castine. in said county, appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification January 9, a. d. infill ugh M Havey. late of West Sullivan, in
Andrew P. Havey of
said county, deceased.
said West SaUIvan, appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification Janaary 9. a. d. 1*19.
Mary B. Gott. late of Swan's Island, In said
county, deceased. Eva M. Gott of eaid Swan s
Island, appointed administratrix of the estate of eaid deceased; date of qualification
January 1, a d. 1919.
Priscilla Young, late of Trenton, in eaid
deceased. George A. Phillips of Eden,
county,
in said county, appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased ; date of qualification December ll, a. d. 1917.
Prank L. Hooper, a person of unsound mind
of Brooksville. in said county. Roy O. Hooper
of said Brooksville, appointed guardian of
said Prank L. Hooper; date of qualification
January 9, a. <L 1919.
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, this
thirtieth day of Janaary, a. d. 1919.
Clara E. Mullah. Acting Register of Probate
—

PUBLIC

NOTICE OF POKKCLOKUKK.
MELVILLE L. Allen of Mount Desert,
Hancock county, Maine, hereby five pubnotice that I have a claim by mortgage
upon a certain lot or parcel of land situated
m.South west Harbor, county and State aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning at s stone poet marked
“F. H.M near the northwest corner of the
southern field belonging to the homestead of
Jsmes K. and James A. Freeman, and running north eighty-one degrees weal one hundred and twelve feet to the middle of the
highway; thence running along the middle of
said highway north nine degrees east one
hundred and twenty-three feet; thence south
seventy-eight degrees east one hundred and
ten feet: thence south six
degrees west one
hundred and twenty feet to the stone post began at, containing ferty-nine square rods,
more or leas, together with the building*
thereon. The above conveyance is made subject to the following provisions and conditions, to wit; said Holmes, his heirs and assigns shall sot make or erect any building or
buildings nearer to the northerly line of the
above described lot than a line running eleven
and one-half feet south of said northerly line,
but may have the right to make and use a
pisxxs five feet wide on the north side of
buildings, and shall also have a right of way
over a space of ground eleven and one-half
feet wide along the northerly side of said described tot. Said Freeman, his heirs and assigns, shall have a right of way over the space
between said Holmes' piazxa and said mortb
line. The above description was taken from
a warranty deed from Jsmes A. Freeman to
reAnson I. Holmes, dated Nov- ?. UM.
corded in Hancock registry of deeds, Nov. 29,
is
reference
which
1882, book KM, page 615, to
hereby given.
Said mortgage is from Anson L Holmes te
me, the said Melville L. Allen, is dated December it, 1905, and recorded December 15.
1905, in the registry of deeds for Hancock
county. Maine, in book <26, page 298
The conditions of said mortgage have been
and are broken, and by reason of such breach
of conditions I claim torecloeure of said mortas
gsge and give this notice for that pnrpoee

I
lic

by

law

provided.

Meant

Msx.vii.lx L. Allks.

Desert, Me., Janaary 29,1919.

NECROLOGY.
OOUITTY

IN HANCOCK

obaTHS
B

CURING

past year.

AVBRAOH KOR PAST TEN
lieli THAU
list or deaths
oomplhtb
vkara

jv

Mar

SUAWORTH FOB THE YBAB.

AEEBIOAR prints below • table
number ol deaths occurring
ftoeinfi «be
Hsocock county daring tbe year 1917.
made
u,t is compiled from returns
and nearly all the
M the town clerks,
were reported in The America!*
Tgi

'D

L„

Apr

^,,h,

eft" the occurrence.
OmperieoD of leet year's record with
the preceding ten yean; shows
tsow of
nnmber of deaths last year,
,Mi lb»loUl
than the average for those veers.
igi.il less

,t,^n

whicliisfW.l.

May

ebows tbe number
yiw following table
old-age record tor last

I •( drsth" end the

end the.preceding ten years:
Whole No. 70 to 80 80 to 90
121
82
Ml
19T
120
403
84
)!W
«B
111
62
.0,
100
009
91
mo
SSI
US
79
mi
081
128
71
ltt2
680
138
81
ms

Over 70
9
12

June

11
17

11, Kenneth B Brown, 1 month.
11, Alena F Bresnahan, 1.
IS, Maurice Downey, 87.
17, Mrs. Henry M Brcwn, 72.
19, William F Moor, 73.
M, Mrs Alfred E Holley, 32.
1, Eire Bishop, '53.
4, Mrs Marla l) Higgins, 80.
11, Henry 8 Adams, 70.
12, Miss Kate Small, 74.
13, Mary J Smith, 2 months.
Zl, Mrs Herbert Hart, S3.
28, Charles E Severance, 43.
4, Joseph E Mercer, 77.
7, Spencer J Hall, 73.
10 .Mrs Julia A Crabtree, 80.
18, Mrs Susan M Jordan, 81.
23, Mrs Elisa A Joyce, 85.
24, Mrs Bessie 8 MUliken, 68.
2t, OeorgeJA Watson, 53.
29, Thomas Cole, 24.
8, Mrs DrnsiUa Staples, 80.
12, E Augustus Flood, 82.
IS, Mrs Julia A Colson, 88.
18, Oeorge A Porch or, 72.
18, Alton O Sargent, 44.
25, 8 K Whiting, 84.
20, Ueorge B Floyd, 75.
23, Mrs Fred 1. Mason, 54.

TEN-STAR SERVICE FLAG.
Congregational Church Honors Its
Yombi Men In the Service.
A significant and interesting special
service

1918

1917

The

lyn Fortier, naval

national army.
worth men the
bat

They

7

Bucksport.

55

41

Brooksvilla.

24

8

(Ut: Of-.

17

9

Cranberry lairs.
Dedham.

7

5

5

4

Deer isle.

35

38

But brook.

1

5

Eden.

«

59

BUsworth.
Franklin.
Oouldsboro.
Hancock...
Umoine*.
Mtriiville.

80
X!

72
14 Apr

29

23

9

16

6

7

7

2

Desert.

28

15

Orland.
Otis.
Penobscot.
Sedgwick.
Sorry.
StoniDgton...

20

28

8

1

30

13

13

26

Sullivan.

4

23

Sorrento*.....

1

2

Southwest Harbor.

18

14

Swan's island.

6

10

Tremont*.....
Trenton.
Verona.
Waltham.
Winter Harbor.
No. 33 Plantation.
Long Island Plantation....
No. 21 Plantation.

11

15

8

14

4

5

cates the

6

3

failed to return

7

7

1

0

members

t

5

0

1

551

559

ninety-five pints for each member. Only
club
fifty pinta were required. One
member put up 1,077 pints last season,

ham.

8, Arden Cook, 27, at Watkins, Col.
May 29, Miss Grace Royal, *23, at Boston.
July 10, Richard A Smith, 32, at Bar Harbor.

25, Edward R Smith, 1, at Lynchburg, Va.
BOYS* AND GIRLS* CLUBS.

The University of Maine, college of
agricultun, has just issued a summary of
the past year's work of the boys and girls
enrolled in agricultural clubs. Records
returned show that 1777 boys and girls

The

and

total,

since she

Hancock

in the town

reporting.

of

was

enrolled

an

of

in

and

county
Dexter

as

won

the State

club

her

work,

projects.

championship.

nonagenarians
Following
In spile of the hard season for crops,
Hancock c-mnty, who here died daring the
boys and girls made a fine showing.
year, given in order of their agee:
Fifty-eight per cent, of the corn club
Mre. Mary Abbott, Hancock, Feb. 28, aged
enrollment finished the project cultivat» year*, .0 months, 30 days
ing 96% acres of land. The average proCurti* Stevens, (Justine, Jan. 36, aged 92
duction was 2,257 pounds of .'cut corn per
years, 6 months, 16 days,
acre, at a profit of 925.27.
thro line A me*, Penobscot, April 30, aged
The gardeners cultivated an area of
94 yean, 2 months, 13 days.
14.07 acres,producing crops valued at 9280*
Sarah J. Hill, Sullivan, aged 94 year*.
09 per acre on the average. Emily Morse
Freeman O. Young, ABden, March 13, aged
of Cherryfield, the winner in the large
93 yeera, 9 months, 10 day*.
garden project produced vegetables valued
Louim Beany, Trenton, Sept. 12, aged 92
Marion
Porter of
at 91,066 p®r ecre.
year*. 10 months.
Lincoln made a record higher than 9L700
John J. lee, Bucksport, March 15, aged 92
per acre in small garden project.
years,« months. It days.
Arooetook
county
potato-growers
William Welch, Pranklin, Feb. 24, aged 92
upheld the honor of their section, by
years, 6 months.
averaging better than 225 bushels of
William J. McCartney, Ellsworth, Jan. 3,
potatoes per acre, the State average being
»ged 91 years, 10 months, 24 days.
129.5 bushels per acre. Charlie Carpenter
Eben Allen, Brooklin, Oct. 21, aged 90
of Houlton made the fine record of 60%
year*, 8 months, 10 days.
bushels on % acre, placing him among
M»ry E. Wilkinson, Eden, Oct. 4, aged 90 the
higbest in the county, both for
years, 2 months, 9 days.
and profit.
is

a

in

list ol

the

years:

Whole
No.

W7
J9<*
W*
W0
W1
1»12
“U
W4
Ws
We
W7

70 to 80
years.

80 to 90

Over 90

years,
12

years.
0

lime.

Poultry
tunate
were

as

club members
tbe

several

were

not

club members.
of financial loss.

pig

cases

so

for-

There

Kuth

Litchfield proved the best poultry-grower, producing f35 worth of fowl
Huker of

16

8

5

8»

18

8

1

86

19

14

71

20

11

2

from twenty-six eggs.
The cooking and
housekeeping club
was in ita infancy this year, but some fine
work was accomplished. Melissa Jones

59

12

9

2

of

82

21
16

10
11

3

12
«•
72

22
18
19

3

12

1
1
3

11

1

2

a complete liet of deaths
Ellsworth during 1917, with
*** *>»•» at last birthday:
J*n
2, Dr James T
49.

is

in

McDonald,

2, Alfred V Smith, M.
3, William J McCartney, 91.
5, Francis T Doyle, 52.
17, Ambrose P Phillips, 78.
18, Mrs Charles C^BurrilL, 71.
31, Daniel U Morang, 70.
22, Mum Emma L Wood, 58.
27, Isabel A Small. 5.
28, Mrs Ellen 8 Sargent, 78.
38, Mri Isa Del F. Hoyt, TO.
28, Dorothy Urindle, 3 months.
2, Clifford U Koyal, 02.
3, Mrs Helen L Clark, 81.
8, Mrs Bloomfield Moon, 47.
*, Mrs Julian E Danieo, 58.

Ellsworth

won

first

BLUEHILL

prize.
FALLS.

by illness.

twenty years there have been about
gulls here at the Falls, summer and
winter. The ice now has driven them
For

100

away to

open water.
Little Clarence Friend found a robin on
the flrte wood pile near the house recently
almost dead from cold and hunger. He
took him in tbe house, and hopes to nurse
him back to strength and keep him until

spring.
Jan.

Crumbs.

28.

GREAT POND.
School hss closed

after

a

successful

term.

Hazel Archer is here with her little
bay Burns, viaiting her mother.
E.
Jan. 27.
Mrs.

represented, took up

he

the

committee

standing

approach ours.
England, as recently

the two

as

|

very old one. It is the Latin serrus, usually
translated slave, but its underlying ideals
one who does something for which someone
else gets the benefit.
These ten stars represent ten young men
united through their families with this congregation. who have stepped to the front, in
answer to the call of that other flag, that government of the people, by the people and for
the people may not perish. Others who will
stay at home and receive the benefits of what
these young men do are worthily trying in
many ways to aid in this great crisis. Their
efforts are commendable, and some of them
very necessary. They are comparable to the
pages and esquires of the knights of old wno
cared for the armor and buckled ou the
swords of their principals, but these ten
young men are the knights themselves. Do
uoi lose signi

1

know

oi win.

them

all, you

know

them

all.

Silently, modestly, without acclaim, with no
attempt to attract attention to themselves,
they have left their homes and families to
interpose themaelrea between the world’s
secretly
peaceful toilers, aud a host of
would-be
prepared, selfish and wolfish
spoilers-between the ants and ant-eaters.
I gladly pay the tribute of my homage to
these heroic young men—all of them, aud all
of their particular like who are now pouring into the camps and crossing the seas.
The sacrifices of all others, howsoever worthy,

theirs.
It may be that war is the antithesis of religion—it is. It may be that tbe churches of
the Prince of Peace—all of them—should discourage strife, and, to their credit, without
exception, I think they do, but in the great
mystery of humanity the very Founder of ail
that is good died by violence of His own misguided creatures that there might be everlastare as

Austin (Jhatto arrived home from Ne w
York recently, and is confined to the
house

of

which

And now, what of this other flag? By comconsent it has been called a “service
flag.” Its existence at all is purely spontaneous and without precedent. But if the entire Englisn language had been carefully
searched, two more fitting words could hardly
have been found. This word “service” is a

first honors for the secoud

14

Hollowing

Heb

won

07
87

to

occurring

Machias

functions

mon

production
In the pig project, 28,084 pounds of pork
i
The total number of deaths in Ella- were produced by club members. The pigs
time the
*ortti in 1817 was 72 which is twelve averaged 188 pounds each at the
j
club season closed. Tbe average profit
more than
the; preceding year, and 7.S
Norris Bryant of
was over |9 per pier.
more then the
average of the preceding
years, which is 64.7.
The following table shows the number
of deaths in Ellsworth for the
paet eleven

presenting the flags,
briefly the nature and

in

nothing

I

repetition.
These lad8 all over our country are a call
to
America's
real patriotism. They have
heard and answered that call. Theirs
the
real sacrifice;
ours a little of discomfort!
Theirs the ever-present danger; ours the loaning of a few dollars! Theirs the blood-red
field; ours the watching and waiting! But it
ia ours as well to rise to the heights of this
splendid service, to rise to those heights of
devoted patriotism from whose gleaming
peaks we see the truth unseen beforeAmerica for the world!
Much is said to-day concerning the effect
of war upon character. War is brutalizing—
the fiuer emotions hold little place in its mad
hoar of slaughter, but in the last analysis,
what war does for your boys, will depend in
a great degree upon what you have done for
them at home. If the great truths of religion
and morality have been familiar to them
from childhood; if reverence for God and
man, for rulers and teachers, for the
aged
and the helpless, if true chivalry toward all
womankind and tender helpfulness toward
little children, if loyalty to government and
respect for all authority, have been inplanted in tbeir natures—if all these moral
and spiritual values are their heritagethen fear not for your boys, for building upon
these foundations, they shall come back to
ns stronger, cleaner than they were when
leaving, and the new knowledge that has
come to
them in the seven-fold colors of
strife, shall show at last the white glory of
God-fearing, upright American manhood.

NEW FOOJ> CARD.
Wheatless and Meatless Days Urged
Upon Loyal Americans.

*

place could be too sacred to celebrate
the
any similar sacrifice, aud in behalf of
standing committee of this church, you. our
pastor, have our approving consent to adorn,
nay, glorify, this church property with these
of your teaching and
two flags as
No

symbolical

its

teachings.
La responding, Mr. Mathews paid a
splendid tribute to tbe young men of this
country who are making it he supreme
sacrifice, with a cheering word to those
whose sons have answered the call to service. He said in part:
I said to those who

public demonstration

gathered tor our last
departing soldiers,

to

men are our

“These youug
I say to you, that in

a

representatives.'

much

more

intimate

Thurlow

KM,8 WORTH

Tilden

and

Following
to-day:

working in Lynn, Mass.

are

Ernest Bates and family have moved to

Lynn, Mass.,

where he is

employed.

Officers of Juanita chapter, O.
he

installed

meeting.
Mrs. Abby

at

the

Bobbins

Joseph C. Harmon and family,
been visiting in Boston, will
Vira

Miss

clerking

who

FRUIT.

the

winter with

her

Dr.

Cbilcott

given
postoffice

has

the

rooms over

Massachusetts.

Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.
Banana-.

Rich

A

long time

resident, and will be much missed.
Mrs. Hodgkins, who had been

1

long

a

Mrs. Reid,
died Sunday. Hervey Hodgkins of Bar
Harbor came to attend the funeral. She
leaves a daughter, Mrs. Charles Parker,
and another son, Victor.
time

an

invalid at the home of

Settlement quarry
long distance on ac-

The cutters at the
have to walk

now

a

ta$r-60
35

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated,B>.
powdered.
yellow.
Cane sugar syrup, qt.

up his dental
and gone
to
a

::$ 45

..

psrants, Mr.

He has been

08
9$
03
06
02
1$

Turnips, 8
Pumpkins, each...

this week.

Mrs. John L. Goss.

and

46
05

Beets, tb.
Onions, fc
Carrots, lb
Squash, lb.

Mrs. Mabel Button and two children
have gone to Boston to spend the remainder of the

PRODDOB.

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, lb.

open

and
Portland. Mina Chalmers
Thurlow are employed in her place.

Mile worth

....

Brimigion, who has been
postoffice, has gone to

in

in

VEGETABLES.

has moved

have

prices

46
Freeh eggs, dor..
M
2d
Fowl, lb.......
Chickens, lb.*..
$r>
$10 <*$12
Hay, loose, ton.

from
Atlantic to a tenement owned by Miss
Annie Thurlow.

their home here

retail

Dairy batter, %.

E. S.,
regalar

next

are

COUNTRY

MisR Della Sullivan and Mr. Kay were
married last week and will go to Bath to
live.
will

MARKRT8,

Sawyer

10
U

10
30

Coffee, lb.
Tea, a.

20 <j40
4**80
90 31 00

Molasses, gal..
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, roasts lb .!.
steak tt»....
Veal, ft.
Lamb, lb.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, lb.
Lard, lb.

$25
30$50
M$40
9fi$40

92

40

46 $60
36
34

count of the

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

landed in any

Flour, bbl.
$12 00
4 20
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meaJ,)
8horts.. $2 «0 «$2 70
Mixed feed and middlings.
$2 86$ $3 60
2 75
Oats, bag, 2$ bu..

ice, and the truckmen are
busy hauling coal. The ice has frozen to
Merchants Row, and the freight has to be

place possible.

Mrs. William E. Cousins have
moved to Bath, where they will open a
restaurant. There seems to be a general
Mr. and

people

exodus of

Stonington

from

away

to

other places for employment,

is

nearly suspended

here

as

work

account of

on

ice.

Jan. 25.

Nihil.
_

NORTH BROOK8VILLE.
Officers of Bagaduce chapter No. 173
were installed on Friday night by Past
W. M. Laura Jones, assisted by Brother
Fred Weasel, in a pleasing manner.
The
officers are: W.*M., Phebe D. Wessel; W.
P., Alvin Goodell; A. M., Hazen Goodell;
secretary, Laura Jones;'treasurer, Marie

Tapley; conductress,

...

....

Testing the Taffy.
Pat's grandmother was making him
some old-fashioned
molasses candy.
She let him taste it from the cold
water cup to see If it was done. Bach
time she would ask:
“Is It hard
enough?" and he would answer: “Ufa
pretty easy yet.”
atfomiatmrrts.

TE HAS IRON

Blodgette;
Dow; chap-

IN HIS BLOOD

lain, Stella Lymburner; marshal, Fred
Wessel; Adah, Luoy Jones; Ruth, Elizato aid housekeepers in observing the 1918 beth Dow; Esther, Lura Orcutt: Martha,
food conservation program of two wheat- Gertrude Hawes; Electa, Hattie Tapley;
John
less, one meatless and two porkless days warder, Lizzie Gray; sentinel,
a week, as announced in President WilGray. After the installation, a tine proson’s proclamation.
gram was carried out under the superThe card asks “every loyal American to vision of Lucy Jones and Stella Lymhelp win the war by maintaining rigidly burner, as follows: Piano duet, Hazen
Goodell and Phebe D. Wessel; reading,
as a minimum of saving the following
Hattie Tapley; music, Mary Lymburner,
program;
“Have two wheatless days (Monday and Chrissie Perkins, Fidelia Dow and Stella
(
Lewis Blodgette;
I
Wednesday) in every week and one Lymburner; reading,
Hazen
solo,
piano
Goodell; reading,
wheatless meal in every day.
|
mandolin and piano
“Explanation—on wheatless days and Josephine Gray;
duet, Helen Clement and Phebe Wessel;
in wheatless meals of other days use no
Robert Goodell; colored quartet,
crackers, pastry, macaroni, breakfast food reading,
Mary Lymburner, Chrissie
Perkins,
or other cereal food composed of wheat,
Dow
and
Stella
Lymburner.
and use no wheat dour in any form except Fidela
was served to about sixty, after
the small amount that may be needed for Supper
which a social time was enjoyed by all.
thickening soup or gravies or for a binder

That Is why he is such a great winner, accomplishes so much, why he
overcomes obstacles and knows no

The

new

home card of the

food admin-

associate

Marion

conductress, Fidelia

istration has been issued and shortly will
be distributed through the United States

in

bread and other cereal

corn

bread.

As

Jan. 28.

such thing as failure.
Iron in the successful formula for
Peptiron, which also includes pepsin,
dux, celery and other tonics, sedatives and digestives, helps to give
strength, color and body to the

blood; reddens pale cheeks, steadies
the nerves, nourishes and gives
stamina to the whole body.
Peptiron is in pill form, chocolate
coated, pleasant to take, easily assimilated— the most successful combination of iron that its makers, C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass., know of.
It is Die medicine for yon.
It Will put iron into your blood.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

X.

to

bread, if you make it at home use other
ASHVILLE.
cereals than wheat, and if you buy it, buy
Owing to the illness of the pastor, Mr.
only war bread. Our object is that we
should buy and consume one-third less Sparks, there have been no services the
past two Sundays.
w heat products than we did last year.
“Have one meatless day (Tuesday) in
Mr. and Mrs. George Bartlett of Sorrento
every week and one meatless meal in every
day. Have two porkless days (Tuesday
and

Saturday) in every week.

“Explanation—Meatless

means

without

any cattle, hog
sheep products.
other days use mutton and lamb in preferto beef

ence

On

pork, bacon,

without

means

pork products,
preUse fish, poultry and eggs. As a
waste
twice
as
eat and
nearly

lard

ham,

pork.

or

“Porkless
served.
nation

fresh

or

or

we

much meat

as we

need.

“Make every day a fat-saving day, butter, lard, lard substitutes, etc.
Fry less, bake, broil,
“Explanation

were

week-end visitors of

Wylie Hammond.
Preparations are going

or

food instead.

stew

drippings;
for cooking

these and

use

Save

meat

vegetable

instead of butter.

oils

Butter has

vital to children; therefore,
give It to them. Use it only on the table;
waste no soap—it is made from fat; be
careful of all fat; we use and waste two
food

and

value

a

halt times

“Make every

as

much fat

day

a

need.

less

Mrs.

Miss

for

an

enter-

who

working at the Colonial hotel,
which burned

recently,

wras

Bangor,

lost all her cloth-

ing.
Jan. 28.

Phobbb.
BAY8IDE.

Ray spent

Thomas

Bartlett

few

clays recently
with relatives and friends in Ellsworth.
home of his
called

was
ness

a

of Center is at the
nephew, Henry Bartlett, who
to

by

Center

and death of bis

the

ill-

brother Alton, who

for the food

Saturday afternoon.
Jan. 28.

C. A. C.

Mt Desert

Governor

Milliken

inated Charles
sociate
the

justice

on

Monday

J. Dunn of Orono

nomas

MARRIED.

of the supreme court to dll
by the death of Jus-

Madigan.
Judge Dunn has many friends in Ellsworth and Hancock county, in fact, is
half a Hancock county man.
more than
He was born in Michigan during a temporary residence of the family there, but
his boyhood was spent in Bluehill, where

tice

he read law in the office of the late

COU8IN8 —HASKELL—At Ellsworth, Jan 28,
by Rev B H Johnson, Miss Alta V Cousins
of Ellsworth to Henry L Haskell of Portland.

Woman Invents Lamp 8hade.
Artistic lamp shades have been Invented by a woman who chemically
treats the lining of calves’ stomachs
to produce a translucent leather.

6 27
40

...

PM

Portland.ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.
Boston via.
Dover ar.

55
20

PM
»1 Of
am
*4 45
am

11 03.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
.pm
am
Portsmouth lv! .j. *9 00
Boston via
.I.
Dover lv!.. rg 00.
M

A

25

t7 00
M

P

Bangor.lv. f5 30 fg 10.

Green Lake.

Nicolin.I

Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
.[

Wash'gt’n June.1

5 37
5 5T
f6 Of
f6 04
6 13
f6 22
6 34
6 41
8 55

3 16
3 85.
..

Franklin Road.i f7 03
Hancock.
7 11
Waukeag, £ Fy. 7 14
Mt Desert Fy.
7 20

fg

41

3 40
f3 57
4 09
4 14.
4 27
f4 35
4 44
4 47
H 65.

Sullivan.I. t7 40
Sorrento..
Bar Harbor.. ar..

t8 10.
f8 45
f6 06
AM

PM

f

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
•

General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent,
Portland, Maine,

AUTOMOBILE
BATTERIES

—

REPAIRED

RECHARGED

HAYNES—At Ballardvale,
Mass, Jan 13,
Felix G Haynes, formerly of Trenton, aged
77 years.
MCCARTHY—At Ellsworth, Jan 24, Raymond
W McCarthy, aged 27 years, 6 months, 16

Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter
A. P. ROYAL,
68 STATE ST.
Next to Court House. Kllswerth

DIED.

days

cU’tjrrhsni.eiuB

Judge

Chase, and later in the office of Hale A
He was admitted
Hamlin in Ellsworth.
to the Hancock county bar at the age of
nineteen, and soon afterward began practice in Orono.

6 42.

5 48
f5 54
6 18.
6 22

STORAGE

as-

vacancy caused

38
39
47
031
10
i.r>

Green Lake. 11 37
6 4fl.
fll 44 f6 68.
Phillips Lake.
McKenzies. fB 58.
Holden
li 51 T 04.
Brewer June. 12 10 7 24
Bangor.ar .fl2 15 t7 M.

Phillips Lake.!

wheat, meats,

J. Dunn to Supreme Bench.

Fy.tlO 30 |5 38

Waukeag, S Fy. 10
Hancock. 10
Franklin Road.
10
Wash’gt’n June. 11
Ellsworth. 11
Ellsworth Falls..fll

Brewer June-. !.
Holden.
McKenzies.

BORA.

saving, emphasizing

PM
f4 25.
4 65 ..

AM

fats and sugars.
C.

BANOOR.

Portland.lv.1.fl2

died

BLACK—At Brooksville. Jan 20, to Mr and
sugar should be used in war times. As a
Mrs Floyd D Black, a son. [Alma Dwight.J
nation we have used twice as much sugar ; FOSS—At Southwest Harbor, Jan 20, to Mr
and
Mrs Frank C Foss, a son.
as we need.”
West Franklin, Jan 26,
The card also cautions householders FARNSWORTH-At
to Mr and Mrs John Farnsworth, a son.
against hoarding food and gives renewed GRINDLE-At Bluehill. Jan 28, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis S Grindle, a son.
its
assurance that the government “by
control of exports will retain for our GRINDLE—At Bucksport, Jan 26, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert W Grindle, a son.
people a sufficient supply of every essen- REED—At Southwest Harbor, Jan 21, to Mr
and Mrs Raymond W Reed, a son.
tial foodstuff.” Warning against limiting
the food of growing children also is given. YOUNG—At Hancock, Jan 18, to Mr and Mrs
Howard W Youug, a daughter.
The reverse side of the card outlines
reasons

TO

..

Mrs. Ada

drinks and less candy containing

the allies’ absolute need of

BAR HARBOR

Bar Harbor .lv.
9 45
Sorrento.

Nicolin.fll 28 f6

Lindsey,

Grace

In Effect
Jan. 20, 1018.

Sullivan.
on

meet here in June.

less

sugar;

and

given at the chapel February 22. Miss Sadie Martin has charge.
The local union of the C. E. society will

sugar-saving day.

“Explanation—Use
sweet

aa we

Mr.

tainment to be

—

boil

to

ing life for others.

8TON1NGTON.
David

—

or

'JKATHS IN RLUWOBTE.

t*n

Hall,

1866, had more than
one-half the members of her House of Commons elected by less than three per cent, of
her adult males.
Germany began as a
nation in 1871; Prance as a republic at the
Russia has been reconstructed
same time.
over and over, and now is broken
again.
Modern Italy dates from the end of the
of
the
authorities
temporal power
papal
about 1871, and even Japan and China have
been fundamentally remodeled. Our government is one of the most prominent examples
of the “survival of the fittest" in a universal
“struggle for existence."
It deserves the support of all right-thinking people—not more for our sake thau for
their own—and. my friends, it will get it.
Civitiaation does not turn backwards.

the cauning
county
7,124 pints, with Pensbscot
runner up.
Effie
Nichols of

with

Holmes,

M.

to

leads in

project,

Shute of the

more

average of

four

included.

indi-

canning

only part

was

means

record of their work.

39,051 pints,

was

this

The ahoee list does not ioclude residents
county dying at sea or away from
home, bnt only deaths actually occurring

a

produce

no

several hundred

as

contribution

•Not verified.
olthe

in the

State of Maine.

of

not

This first one you are all familiar with, and
need no introduction to it. It is the flag of
your country and of my country. You know
its story and its history—how its thirteen
stripes represent and recall the thirteen
small, stiuggling, separate communities that
united in 1776, and after seven years of as
valiant a struggle for the rights of man—of
merely human and undistinguished people—
as this world ever
saw or ever
will see,
emerged as a nation; how the clustering stars
in its “azure field of night" (known the
world over in the flag language as the
"union") are symbolical, in number and in
idealism, of the separate states that form
this union, as from time to.time it expands.
How it adorns the heavens in which it
floats, now almost from one pole of this
earth to the other and on
nearly every
parallel—and has never yet proved an
unwelcome visitor
and been
anywhere
permanently denied recognition of men.
not at least of the unprivileged, who make
up the overwhelming mass of.mankind.
But did you know—I must admit that I
did not until in the course of somewhat
desultory reading it was brought to my
notice some few years ago—that this flay,
your flag, represents
to-day the oldest
surviving form of government among all
the leading natious of the earth? This has
a
somewhat >ta-tling
sound.
Why, the
United States is new, you say, almost still
an
experiment, a child among the old
nations of Europe and of the old world.
Mot so. Our
constitution has
remained
practically unchanged, except for the few
benevolent changes wrought by the abolition
of slavery, for 128 years, and in that time all
the nationa of the old world have been
more neatly
fundamentally reconstructed

The following Ellsworth people died
away from home during the year:
Jan 24, Mrs Carrie M Hatch, 62, at Ded-

by

have homes

were

flags, and said:

34

this

married and

they

are

Mr.

14

worth

are

parish might

young Ellswell claim,

after explaining

34

produced 937,100
goods, but

they

Two other

of the national army.

Bluehill.
BrookliD.

canned

Charles

corps;

Major Mar^yn H.
regular army, and Ralph

1

Summary of Last Year’s Work

as

elsewhere,

1

17

reserve

Haynes, Harvard Phillips, Morton C.
Whitcomb, Harold L. Hooper (aviation),

1

16

1

honor

A.

Aurora.

9

who

men

young

national army; Arthur H. Parcber, first
lieutenant medical reserve corps; Llewel-

4

15

ten

service
to
their
pariah
by
country, and whom the parish thus
honors, are George Parcber, surgical
captain; Bryant fi.
Moore, second
lieutenant regular army; Martin Ludike
Hall, first lieutenant national army;
Robert
P.
King, second lieutenant

21, Ruby Grace Monlton, 13.
30, Mrs Abbie Thorsen, 72.
Nov 1, Daniel Doyle, 67.
8, F Tyler Hodgkins, 74.
19, Nealley Stewart, 10.
20, Mrs Harold E Moore,728.
20, Eliza A Stackpole, 3 months.
25, Mrs Georgia A Shaw, 56.
Dec
2, Robert Young, 5.
21, Herbert W Hart, 66.

Oct

Congregational

the

Amherst.

Alt

the

“America.”

28, Oliver Bohinson, 49.
24. Edward F Robinson, sr, 73.
12
27, Miss Winnie Falls, 20.
16
12 July S, Uapt Joho A Lord, 81.
12, James L Card, 1.
049
126
66
8
m*
18, Mrs Fred B Aiken, 82.
154
681
97
7
ms
21, Mrs Lydia Q Higgins, 72.
138
001
1$
78
I
m6
26, Flora A Blair, 66.
669
136
73
11
m;
11, Jay Stewart, 14.
Aug
ia
a record of deaths in
The following
15 James E March, 66.
gaocock county during the year 1917, by
wr.
io, wn •/ uuduu
towns, with tbe record for last year given
Sept i, George W Patten, 70.
Tbe record ie approxitor comparison.
10, James T Cushman, 9.
mately correct, care having been taken to
15, Christopher W Clough, 67.
nrity the death! as printed from week to
27, Charles Tincker, 76.
•mIi: in Thb Ambbicae, with records aa Oct
17, James W Smith, 99.
titaroed at the close of the year by tba
19, Fred A Spaulding, 64.
town clerks:

held at

was

rhnrcb Sunday evening, when a service flag
bearing ten stars, representing ten young
men from this parish now in the service,
was
consecrated. Henry M.
Hall, on
behalf of the members of tbe parish who
contributed the flag, made the presentation, and Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor
of the church, responded. The singing
included the “Star Spangled Banner” mud

and peculiar sente, these for whom we onfurl this flag to-night are our repiesentwtives.
Bone of our bone. 1e*h of onr fleah, are they;
they have come from the homes of this people: their past is a part of onr own domestic
and church lifs. In cantonment or in tented
field. In the deadly dullness of drill, or in the
awful atrifeof actual combat; they stand for
us, that the simple quiet of our ordered
life may not be broken. Give them, then, the
unceasing support of your prayers, your sacrifices, your devoted adherence to their
cause and ours.
The kaiser tells his minions that “Araeriea
will not fight." He reads his history strangely! Has he forgotten those great battles of
the Revolution?
Has he forgotten New Orleans, when Jackson's men defeated the
peninsula veterans of Wellington, who afterward* helped to drive
Napolean’s old gnard
in their first complete rout? Has he forgotten
the Rebellion
Marye’a Height. Pickett’s
Charge, the Bloody Angle, or Mobile bay?
Has he forgotten ’98 —’ Dewey at Manila,
Sampson’s iloet at Santiago bey, the charge
hill?
up Han Juan
And whenever and
wherever the men in olive drab meet their
foe, the history of the past will have glorious

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monymeats, Tablets

and Markers

The mailorder house is advertismi
What are you goirn

for your business.
to do about itf

FALSE

TEETHfWepaj.upto

‘or old or broken sets.
Send XJarcel Post or write for par.
tieulars.
BHWStk Supply Cl.. Dipt 44. BiafkartM. N. V.

Professional CaiBi.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Sale Deposit & Trust Co., of Portend, (or furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug

Store). Ellsworth, Mo.
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MISERABLE FROM
STOMACHTROUBLE
Fe# Wretched Until He Started
Te Take “Fruit-a-Hves"
m < 'iiABHuo St.. Mcvtkkal.
n«i miserable
^
wf Stomack
/
nlhr- f-

ALLIES SUFFER
FROM SERIOUS
FOOD SHORTAGE
if

Success in War Imperiled
American Homes Do Not
Come to Rescue,

*rfe>r two years, I

Thtmtie

I had frequent Dizzy Spells^
I U».k food, felt wretched
I suTered from Rheu-•adfuli’. with pains in my
joints, and my hands kwoilen.
i advised ‘'Fruit-a-tives" and

Anri wh
Md alt.
matism
hack aad
A frier
from 'lie

outset, they did me good.
’it box, /felCT was
getting

yffltrtA

I

matt and

**Frwit-»

truthfully
only

can

eea” is the

t

say that
medicine

that helped me”. LOUIS LABRXE.
Ste a box, « far $2 TO, trial site, 25c.
At all dealers ut sent postpaid by Fruit•dives Limited, Opdaosburg. V.Y.
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Arthur Waite hove stmed

H fi>'

few woolc*.

CUrfee
-•

**

l

the

*peat
rann

week-

f*a?li-

at foot

wxa.

liifb ichool basket-ball
Bat Harbor hi<h at £L. of
a*. I
t*y
1. ISxl... day
«■*•
itt- ralHfun hsarb ftrl« will play
tbr Prarauu otffe Ctrl*.
The 'Vida a Kale society met with Mn.
v‘
P ioodwia Wedneedav afternoon.
u*eerv elected: Mn
Nellie
Banker,
preaidert; Mr# Manta* (Joudwin. rice
praowlvrl; Mr* Marta Harey, secretary;
«i

w

ti«

|.Ji}

Mn. Sarah Pat -ban, treasurer
The next
WUMm* will be with Mn. Eugene A*a
Jan. *:

J“- -3-

Csnt Amie
HANCOCK POINT.

by Muon wax
or M H. M
Hodgkins'
Mis. Xu

week-end visit-

■

Mn
William Crsbtree bsi rsturusd
from Bangor where »hs hi* Men em-

ployed
Mum M.nnic Beit Istt last >nk tor
extended
sad
C.

visit

W.aterport
A
Penney,

week*

with rsintirss

who

ego by filling

wen
on

Bangor

in

injured

tbe tee,

no

s

tew

is

still

confined to the hones.

Eleanor Partridge has gone to
Ayer. Mess., to remits while Mr. Pertridge i* st Camp Dsvens
Mrs.

MIsa Carrie

Tamer, who wsa celled to
Harbor by tbe serious Illness ot her
mother, returned to resume her school
Bar

Thursday.
J«n »

M. R.
PROOPECT HARBOR.

Miss Alts

Grant want to Cherryfielc for

the week-end.
Mr*

John Gupttlt end Miss Julia Gup-

Friday.
Thursday for war
ot P. lodge room.

till of Goutdahoro
The ladies met
work in the K

meetings

are

were

here

well attended.

relief

The

They keep

two sewing machine# busy, and could
more to good advantage.

uss

Hew ins family were
grieved to hear ot the death ot Mrs. Lyman F. He wins on Tuesday, Jen. tft, in
Mrs. Hew ins nod
Washington, D. C.
summered here, sod made many frtends,
Friend* here ot the

who neve

great sympathy lor the family.

Jan. IS.

C.

HAl* THI GRIP THKCB VMKt
With January comm* la grippe
Uageriag
cold* *e*m to aeuie la the ay stem. cauaiug
oae to ache all over, fee
feverish aad chilly,
Mra. Uulr Ti!n,
tired, heavy and drooping
Henderaon. Ky writee
daughter had
My
la f rippe for three week*.
I had the doctor
and bought medico* aod none of It did aay
good I gave her Foley’* Hooey aad Tar aad
I have told all my
now ahe ia all right.
friend* about it.
iaakat aa the genuine
Foley • Honey aad Tar —Moore'* Drag Mart

-w*

■■■..

■■■■■..

XtremuMusta

Plentltude

of

Food

Storiea Alleglhg
in Allied Countriee Jeopardize
Cause of Allfee—Correspondent Tells of Conditions
In France,

Washington.
Irresponsible statefrom unknown sources, purporting to show that there is no food shortage In France and other allied Euro—

ments

countries, are creating a wrong
mpresslon in the public mind and seriously hampering the government’s
[won

food conservation program, declares
he United States food administration.
mr

«*rfc.
nr,

HUN PROFUNDA AT WORK

■

uuunuiflunvn'u

ton

uuij

*qnni

ment.
what It has said all along on the basis
of official government statistics:
There fs a serious food shortage In WOMAN SITS IN
STORTHING
t rance, and in other allied European
made
lands.—shortage which, if not
Miss Sara Christie TaStes Place In
up by conservation in American homes
Norwegian Parliament at Repreand shipments from American ports,
sentative of Trondhjem.
will Imperil allied success In the war.
Any sta'emecf. Innocent or maliMiss bars
Norway,
cious, which alleges a plentitude of Christie has tak> n her seat la the Norfood over there is German propaganda,
wegian parliament as a conservative
pure and simple.
representative of the city of TrendGet Wrong Impression.
hjem. At parliamentary elections in
Persons returning from Paris have
Norway substitutes for members of
unintentionally Jeopardised the cause parliament are always elected Ht the
of the allies by giving American news- i same time to take the
member'* place
papers their flash Impressions of food ( in case of Illness or death, so elections
conditions In France. Explaining how | to fill vacancies never take
place. AH
this happens. Fred B. Pitney, Ameri- | members
of the storthing are engaged
can
correspondent, recently returned in special committees to prepare legisfrom France, said:
lative work or d-cllrg with the gorero“I have kept house In Paris during ; ment's
proposals before they are subthe war and I can speak from expert- i mitted to the
storthing. In this way
en<\*.
One learns a great deal when j Miss Sara
Christie, who Is now sumhouse
of
no
which
one
| moned to take the seat of Professor
keeping
gets
Inkling when living In a hotel and eat- [ Soeland, become* a member of the defng In restaurants. One can always go 1 fense committee to consider the
army
to a restaurant and get a meal.
and navy estimates Instead of her pre“T have heard many visiting Ameri- I decessor.
cans, who lived In France In that way, i
Miss Christie Is a director of a girls’
pooh-pooh the Idea that there was a school in Trondkjem and ha* for many
food shortage In the country. If those
years been a member of the town coun
same persons had had to search the I
ell. She ta esteemed as a prominent
market before they had their meals, teacher and a
great administrator.
they would have gained a very different Idea of the food situation.
♦♦♦♦♦« Mt»lMIMI *********
“We paid laat winter In Parts 11
rents apiece for eggs and $2 a pound \
; “USE THE WATERWAYS
for butter and there was frequently J
AND WIN THE WAR" ::.
:
neither butter, nor eggs nor milk to t
< >
be had. Private families were allowthe water- ! I
!
Washington.—"TTse
ed to bny one-eighth of a pound of
; ways and win the war 1” Is the | j
flour at a time. Tip- grocers could not
j ! slogan of the National Rivers ! !
•ell flour, only the bakers.”
J and Harbors congress, which |
—be Meat Situation.
opened Its fourteenth ann.nl 1 !
So. "in. it the idea that there Is a J
! convention here. The audltorijm ] k
shortage In France, one article re- j ■ of the New National museum
rentlr published In the United States
j [ welcomes governors of state*
declared that a certain Paris meat j
and territories, mayors of citle*.
market advertised “beef a la mode”
| towns and villages and marjy | [
•
• nd other real meat Items as “meatof
prominent representatives
less day specials."
! commerce and business. Tb* | |
>
This, according to Pitney, may easfundamental purpose of the cone < p
ily have occurred without at all Indi! clave, it Is announced, ts not to [
cating that there was no meat shortage
[ urge appropriations for new pro- < ■
In France.
With regard to the meat
! jects. but to plan how the var!- \ \
■ •
■ltnation Pitney said:
; ous branches of gnvernavnt may
n- r renrn government is very oumoot
effectively co-operate t »
J
•
reaucratle. hut the French people do
| use the waterway* at this tim*
not like to be overgoverned. They obof railroad crisis and congestion. ! !
ject seriously to anything that savers
’_...._......._' 1
of meddling In a man's private affair*.
"Haying how much or what a man
CIRCUS PEOPLE WILL HELP
shall eat Is getting pretty close to private affairs and therefore the French
government knowing Intimately the Routing Expert* to Assist in Railroad
Problems, and Kitchen Experts
people It has to deal with. Is alow— j
Will Give Advice.
n-l-o-w—In coming to such measures
even to face of the only too evident
New York.—Experts in the booking
food shortage In the country.
"So far. meat has withstood all ef- and rooting of circuses will come to
forts to control its consumption—there the aid of the government In Its probhas been no attempt to control its lem of transportation for the country.
It was learned here, and the efficient
price, and yet It la vitally necessary to
control the consumption of meat In methods of the show business will be
applied directly to the work of movFrance or to Increase the supply."
ing supplies for the United States.
.erds Are Disappearing.
Nor will the circus methods to bo
With regard to the published state- ;
France's I placed on the military roster be oonment la this country that
of transportaherds are sleek, fat and plentiful. Pit- «ned to the booking
The kltehen system of the big
tion.
nay said:
“France's herds are disappearing tops will also, be transferred to the
cantonments, and men who have
rapidly. They are today far below the army
traveled with the circuses and esdanger point. Soon they will have to ; long
kitchens of the outdoor
be reconstituted entirely. To what ax- tablished the
will shortly be enlisttent the herds have disappeared la | organizations
of the country for
shown by the catting of the ment ra- ed Into the service
the kitchtion of the soldiers at the front. At the purpose of standardizing
ens at the various army cantonments.
were
of the war
the

Christiania.

—

j

j

j

J

[

]

_

|

■

j

dtfenuamoift

The statement that there la plenty
of rye and barley In France, which has
been given wide publicity In this country, Is flatly refuted by Pitney, who
said:
“It Is not only wheat that t* short In
France, but all cereal*. According to
official figures, the annual consumption
of barley In France before th* war wa*
approximately 1.250.000 ton*. 15 per
Produccent of which was imported.
tion has fallen off so that nearly one
third of the barley had to be Imported
in France last year.
“The normal conatnnptlon of rye la
about (he same as for barley, but normal Imports are only about 8 per cent.
In 1015 the production was about 400.000 tong under normal and no Imports
wire available.
Italy Worse Off Than France.
“The annual consumption of com av
erage 1,150.000 tons, about one-half being imported. The proportion of imports In 1910 had risen to two-third*.
“The annual consumption of oaf*
before the war was 6,500.000 tons, of
which 300,000 tons were Imported. In
1916 these Imports rose to over 1,000,000 tons and the stock was still 300,000 tons short."
Broad g.-nerai statements have been
published saying there Is no food or
supply shortage In Italy. They are of
rhe same stripe as the statements concerning France. Italy’s plight. If anything, Is worse than that of France,
iccording to official report* In the
lands of the United State* govern-

U S. Government In New Primer Gives
Details ol War Savings Stamps Plan

MOTHER CAVE
THIS DELICATE
CHILD VINOl
And He Got Well and

Stron»

That’* True
Mouses, Pa.—"M7 little boy. *«,,
is the youngest of three, wu wui
all the time so

nervous and tired
was most unfit at
mg seemed to

and’

school,

help

£

notv

I leanud
him. It hu

him.

of Vmol snd gave it to
restored his health and strength

gsined

has

he

ia

im

weight.—Hr,

Frederick Sommers, Monies. P*.
Vino! is a constitutional cod liveand iron remedy for delicate, w„v
ailing children. Formula on evtrr
bottle, so you know wliat you sre gi*.
tag them. Children love it
Alexander’s Pharmacy, C. E. Alexander
Prop., EUl*worth.
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COUNTY

OOULDBBORO
8. E.

a Wcu Saoiepe Certificate
rhawmg throe of the
which War Saotng* Stamp* are to he ported

Photograph* reproduction of
twenty ipecw

on

Coffin 19*411 of sciatica.

Mrs. J. D. GuptlU is quite 111
Mm. H J. H»vey remains shout ttt
same.

Upt. Herbert Sice of Bteuben *u »
Too have heard much about the Thrift an<l Wat Havings plan <X
town lust week
United States Government. Bat do you know what it t* and how it opevntesi j
Mm. Louis Kufder went te Bangor
It Is a plan by which every mao, wumaa and child In tha ttatJon can halp
Thursday for a few days.
Uncle Sam win the war
Mm. Everett Cole well of B-with (iouldiThere are millions of dtlsens who could not afford to bvfy Liberty Bond*.
Mr*
boro is keeping house for
Edgar
The Wer-Savlngi Stamp plan la devieed especially for this class
But If you did buy Liberty Sonde, you can also help win the wa» by buy- Handy.
Bernice Hoife, Oe-trud# Gorman sod
leg W S. 8.—War-Saving* Stamp*.
Unci* Sam has Lula PMljr spent tbo week-end at GoodThe Thrift and War-darlnga campaign l» open to an.
thrift more- win’» Hiding.
app -aled to all dtlaena, rl<% and poor alike, to Join In tbta great
Dr. i. b. Bragg of Winter Harbor
taunt
It hae two purpose# t
our
wiled here Friday by the illuee* »f little
First, It win provide two Milton dollars In one yuar to halp finance
Morri» MacDonald.
8ght for world-democracy
Second. It will teach thrift to all. It will trwnatoxm as from a action at i John Whitaker and vitoexpeet to Hue
at tha
their daughter Vera to Bangor Monday :•
spender* to a nation of ear era, but more than all. It win mean that
end of the war the men and woman who now halp CheJe 9am will have money a dental surgeon for a e ight operate n
which
of
bustneee
the
avent
depression,
to
to spend for the necessaries of Ufa
Mrs. Martha Hoife, who ha* berc ‘emIT 18 AN INSURANCE AGAINST HARD TIMES AFTER
many pewMet
ployed at H. J. Hovey's the pest two
TH8 WAR.
xr* on tbs. ha* gone home for a few day*.
The United States Treasury has prepared what It raJla the "War-Savlnga
Mrs. Bertha Handy is taking her pise*
as
follow*;
Ftimer." Tills little booklet explains the plan In detail
Willie Young, while employed in the
wood* at Green Lake, received a cut on
I
register a WaMertngs
Q.—Should
"Plan?
rhv
la
'Wer-aarvtngi
<j._Wha!
his band.
The surgeons were obliged to
•ertl fleetsJ
A—ft la a plan by which you can
A.—Yea. If you »tah to secure pay* remove one ringer and theight they might
lend small saving* is yonr Otovecnhave to remove more.
cent In case the rrtlflcate Is looA
ment at 4 per cent, Internet. compoundand Miss Vbkie
Mrs. El lie Campbell
^
Q.—Where can I register It! ,
ed yoarteely
Bowie went to Ellsworth VYiday to re*id5
A.—At any poet office of the first,
Q—How may ?M* be dona?
lecond or third class, subject to such with their brother, B. T. Bowie. The peoWer -Saving*
A—By
purchasing
violations sa the Postmaster General ple are sorry to have them leave this
Stamps and Thrift Stamp*
town,where they always made their home
nay prracnhe
Q.—What doe* It oust?
Q.—Can I register a War-gerlngs All extend best wishes for their future
during
A -Between *40* a"5
JaiKVT.
L.F.S.
’ertlficate tor any one alaal
.IBIS. depending upon the month In
A.—No.
WfcST
FRANKLIN.
’which purchased
Should a married women use
Q
John Williams spent the week-end at
Q.—What la a Thrift Stamp?
her own or her bos bend’s Danse whan
Hllswoith.
A—ft la a stamp coaling 28 cent* registering!
War
to be applied In payment for a
F. Bradbury wae a busiaeaa visitor is
A.—Her own—Hr*. Vary Brown, i
laving Stamp. It doe* not earn Inter- sat Mrs. John Brown.
Bangor last week.
enla
to
Wane
of
Its
The
actpurpose
I bare fine Wsr-tarings f K. H.
Q.—If
Young ot Hancock waa in town
able people to accumulate In small Stamp* on my WaySarlngs Certlficata
buying fur last wees.
for
to
necessary
puy
amount
the
ami
and have It registered and I yut com
Mrs. Hoy Bragdon and daughter Lou 1st
a War-Saving* Stamp.
more stamp on. must I hare tt regtather

__

j
J

_

Q.—1 want to Degln to save on the
WTiat la the first
War-flnvlnga Plan.
thing to dof
A—Take *4.12 » the poet office or
Wara bank or any other agent, boy a
Bavings Stamp, and aak for a WarSaving Certificate

Q.—What la a W'ar-Bavlng* Oertlflcsta?
A—It la a pocket-ataed folder containing twenty apeuwe upon which h>
affix War-Saving Stamps.
W?mt do I do after that?
A—Affix the War-Saving Stamp on
your certificate In space No. 1 and
take grod care ct It.
Q.—What do I do next?
A—You now has* become a. war
Continue to buy War-Seringa
sever
Stamp# every weak or month and pat
them on your certificate until you hare
filled all of the twenty apace*. When
this la done you can buy another War
Seringa Stamp, and yon will receive
fee* of coat another certificate to-which
you can attach new stamps as you bay
them.

again to hare protection os my
ilxth stamp!
A.—Yas.
Bnch**tainp moat be
(stated.
Q—If I os some data chad Thrift
Stamps, can I get my roonay back!
A.—No. These stamps are at rtlos
to the bearer, Joat
as poecage stamps
tered

in.

Q.—If I

loss my Thrift Card, what
I do!
A.—Be sure to put your aasta and
•ddrana on the Thrift Card, so that It
the finder drops It Is any poet offlea
box without postage It may be returned tc yon.
Q.—Is w unattached War-Barings
Stamp at raJoa- is any one who finds
It!
ran

attach It to your- WirSaitngi Chrdfleate at tha dm* of purchase.
Too
should writs across ths face at fit
•tamp poor hum and ths —ihw at
jam certificate.
Q.-if a nghfid Wer-Bo-rtngs Oartlfloats is hat or toatrapod. tost
should I dot
Q—When 1 have nued tne swenty
A—O tt h nottrotnaad to you withI
do
do
what
on
oartlflcats,
my
apace*
in a reasonable ttraa. report It to your
with It T
postmaster toat you had ths certlflA—Keep to* certificate until Janu- cata luglatasad.
will
the
Govemmsa*
and
ary 1, 1828,
Qo—Hoar do Ufct my money bach tt
pay you 8109 for It.
my legtateswd'Wer-Bsvtage Carttflcata
War-Savings
a
of
the
price
Q.—Does
Is lost?
; Stamp always remain the seme?
h»—By applying at the post office
month
sash
tor
The
A.—No.
price
i
where you mastered It
stamp
*nah
of
fao*
on
the
i appear*
a.—If H ter neeeeeary safsrs Jams
Never pay either more or tons than ary t, ISM./to as vs
money for my
In
month
the
tor
shewn
the amount
War-Bavtnge CerM float* hoar oan |
The
the
mnh*
pmchnae.
whMh yen
Itf
and got
they
beginning
pel** 1* PA1* In December. 1017,
A-—If tt is ns* registered, taka tt to
cent
Increase*
one*
and
January. 191S,
allowed one pound of meat a day.
any money orderpost affloo and It wlH.
—-y. mooOi after January. 1918, until
Twenty per cent has now been cut 365 POTATO DAYS 191ft GOAL
bo rad sensed, after ton days' written
the
when
la
1918,
price
December.
In
from that ration. Only dire necessity
domaad, as proscribed by the rales of
I will countenaaas reducing the food United States Food Administration PASS.
the Pest Ofhoe Department If regisI
begin by Ailing a tered, taka H to the
Q.—Suppose
allowance of soldiers at the front.
Seeks to Obtain Constant Uao
pest offloe where
Thrift Card with tSe Thrift, Stamp*?
In America.
“At the beginning of 1914 France’s
registered. The amount Is InrtleataJ
to
A—Take It
a post office, bask, fit on ths table which
i cattle herds comprised 14.787,710 head;
la printed an ths
sheep HUS1.3IW and bogs 7.085.850.
Washington.—The Irish potato on other' aathortaed agency, surrender bask of each War-havings CertMoate.
the eard and pay In oath the faw
j Bv the end of 1914. after five months ) every table In America every day In seats difference between the $4 worth
Q—H I hare registered a WerSavof war. her cattle were .educed to the year la the object at a campaign
of Thrift Stamp* and the price of a lnga Certificate In one city and I more
12.ae8.243. her sheep to 14.038.301 and begun by the United States food adWar-Saving* Stamp. Then get a new to another, da I hare to go back to the
hogs to 5.923.291. Today her cattle | mtnlst' atlon. Grocers will bo asked tc
Thrift Card and begin do fill that
city where registered to get my mooagf
herds are doers more than 90 per cent, Inaugurate a “potato day" each week
A.—toe.
Ton ma^ by applying to
U
behind
the
aeewrity
Q.—What
while her sheep number no more then selecting whatever day la alack In do
the postmaster where your certificate
Stamp?
War-Saving*
10.000.000 end her hogs 4.000000.
liveries, and making a special price.
was registered hare your
rogUtreUoo
A—The United State* Government
“Cattle feed la short In France end
Fairly regular purchase* are to tv
cord transferred to any post ~<n~»
you
tor
each
to
85
on
pay
promises
(tamp
the cattle are poor end underweight.*
urged on the public, so that dlstribu
may designate
National Pries Fixing.
January 1. 1928. This promise ta
tioo will be equal everywhere for tie
Q-—Oan I writs my name as g
backed by the faith and honor of the
Concerning the statement that there nest live or six months, relieving roil
United States and by tha taxing pow- stamp to tdaottfy Itf
road congestion and encouraging pro
are plenty ef beans and potatoes In
A—Tea.
er of this country, which la the richductloo o* a larger crop next spring.
France, Pitney said:
Information can be **■ tits if! regard
est nation la the world.
“A scheme of national price fixing 0
Improvements In potato growim
lag
War-Barings Certificates and
I
take
Q—ShoaM
mosey out of the
methods are being studied by the de
to be tried now with beans and pota
Thrift Stamps at post offices, banks
saving* bank to buy
or
War-Saving*
German:
Both of these crops are far be
toes.
pertinent of agriculture.
other agendas or by
Stamp*’
addreaatag Che
low the requirements of the country ]
plans twice as many potatoes aa th i1
War Savings Committee,
A.—No. You should save what you National
United States and gets more the 1 esA
have sees many days when potato*)
Federal Court House. Portland. Me.
every day. and buy thee* stamps
twice as many bushels per acre.
could aot be bought la Parts"

|

|

j

visited here last week.
A

son was

to Mr.

horn

Mrs. John

and

Farm-wonh January 36.

Harry
which

a pair of horse* with
employment hauling for

Goodwin has
he has

local

parties.
CL T. Woodwin la at Homeevdis
With her daughter, Mr*. Harry Homes,
who recently broke her wriat.
Harry Hardisoo has been advanced to
Mri.

privates

the Ft ret Division of

in the med-

Fort Tctten, N. V.
Claud Clark and son Clyde and Harry
Clark are camping at Hardison's meadow,
cutting cord wood for Lipnfcy and Hale.

department

ical

The children

at

are

enth.tala«tic

in

work of knitting souares for the Red
quilt. None ot the girl* la seen out
out

a

their
Cross
with-

knitting bag.
boys ia

Billing-,
advantage
holidays by hauling
pulpwood with his team of steers, which
ha baa nuaed and trained himself
Dae of

our

smart

twsive yean of age,
of Saturdays and

Arno

who takes

Dalton Heed and family went to Ellslast week to meet Mr. Heed's
brother, who baa recently returned trora
a Dip to France, and will sail again in a
(aw days. He is serving as quartermaster
Jan. 38.
Echo.
worth

THE FALLS

HANCOCK.

Maynard

Uetcomb
baa
moved
(amity into hia lalber’a house for
remainder of the winter.

hia
the

are
extended to Mr.
Mra. Luther (leant and Mr. and Mr*.
Amos Dow on tbs birth ot sons. Bolh
were born Friday, Jan. 38.
«•
Jan. 38.

Ccmgratulaliona

and

a&onustmtnift

RHEUilATISri
Physician
Remedy

Believe* * Genuine
(or tbe PUfte Has

Been Found.
Kbeuma.

the

wonderful

rheumatism

remedy, said by C. E. Alexander and all
druggists, gives quieher and more lasting
ntut than other
times as much.

remedies ousting many

Kbeuma passes the deadly poisonous
into tbe bowels and kidneys,
from which they are quickly thrown oH
in a natural healthy way.
Head what a reputable physician toys
about Kbeuma
“I have made a moet
careful Investigation of the formate employed la the manufacture of Rheums
and 1 heartily recommend it aa a ranr
edy lor all forms of rheumatism. I ■»“
Kbeuma tar in advance ot tha method*
ot
generally employed in the treat smut o
rheumatism, and altogether dtflsreot
usually
remedies
from
the
composition
prescribed."—Dr. M. C. Lynns
Thin should give any siiRarer from
rheumatism oonndence to try Rbouma
secretion*

_

j

l/gal

Izr il HiotJo*.

■'~r*^"~KThVv.

or H4ISE.
Name of

CijlOOe*6».

,nmrtof count; commissioner* began
for the
as Rllsworth within and
af Hancock on the second Tuesday
and
d- 1917.
by adjournment
1917.
the mb «UJ of December, a. d.
in ac*ov tbe coonty commissioners
recordance with section SO. chapter 10,
an
made
first
having
Maine,
-utaiesof
iMpection in the month of Beptcniber,
in the uuini«i7. #f all the county roads
rated townships and tracts of land in
and having thereupon made an
10 put them In
xnMte ef the amount needed
for
»o as to be safe and convenient
travel, do hereby eases* upon the folf*”,'
e-Nwrlbrd unincorporated townships
tracts #f land in aaid coonty of Hancock
«f water and land reserved for poo* .rlusive
putVase for tbe above named purpose of
the
keeping said/oads in repair for ima d. lilfi; end also for permanent
With
accordance
roadatn
State
?!nve®entson
revised statutes of Maine, as
-aatrter * •*
,4h,

ho Idea

^nnt*

ffncttfr""

Jo

V-,a

I

|

•*}
!.Trou«»
r35ie
2

ilacand

owner.

Xqjal M cutes.

alien.
Vain-

No.
acres,

A Campbell * Co.
83
9%
Joel Hinckley.
berry fie Id Lumber Co.
614
Hancock Lumber Co, 486
Percy Homer and
Merritt W Eldridge, 919
Charles Emery,
96
K E King Land Co, 10,180
Henry Prentiss,
Frank R Hinckley,
John W Hinch,
Hillard CBchoppe.
230
1 H Greely.
II K Hamlin and
Gideon Joy..
»<j
Hoi mama
860
Minnie Ross Holman, I6r.
Fred W Ayer,
700
Nash A Hewall,
2,710
fi#
Robert R Walker,
Herbert E Robbins.
4
A L Stewart A Sons.
900
Edward 8 Bowen.
1,000
Jaaper Wjmao A
Son.
1.000

ation
f itt
1M

Tax.
149
$
49

1,928
870

gt2

l.Wt
M
20.980

4 66

9 90
40

162 88

68

,*#?
l.TOn
730
1.409
5,430

43 86

aon

2 49

276
1,200
2,000

2 20

s; 80
! a.
5 84
n JO

990
19 00

nab ip number seven, south di*
16 00
2,009
sum of #29.19 for tbe remt asses* the
resda In said township as provided in
20,279
$328 08
141,011
*w®4i°n w revised statutes of
h*pwr
We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of
desirous of Htate aid for
tide*. **« being
improvements of the Btate road in Franklin aa agent to superintend the expen08 under oar direc-aid tn*“»blp. we hereby raise and appro- diture of the *om of 9178
.rsats »* addition to said amount regularly tion upon the road* in the western part of
said township No. 10, commencing at Uie £<**£
•iwd ind appropriated for the care of highsum
line of township No. 9 and extending to a
«a«t sad bridge* in said township, the
.fltOOMa* provided in chapter 2<5 of the re- stake marked **A" standing on the northern
i'aed at states. Maid a»assr.ments amount in side of aaid road in said township No. 10; the
Valuation $32,298. sum of 9160.00 of aaid assessment, together
\o the *uu» of $129.19.
And with the amount received from the State, is to
mi of. aiailon four mills on a dollar.
«• hereby asaeaa upon each of the several ; he expended upon the State road in said
township as directed by the State highway
•vser« named in the following list, bis re
commission.
,«*,-• VI proportion therein set down of said
#im 19 as followsUpon township No 10. eastern part, we
assess the sum of $106.10 for the repair of
Nos
ValuTax. roads in said township as provided in chapter
scree
ation.
ef owner.
10. section 90 of the revised statutes of Maine;
and being desirous of Htateaid for permanent
■■ttoivr oases*
improvement* of the State road in said town1M
790
#3 00 ship. we hereby raise and
#
itswraoe treble.
appropriate in ad4M
118
1 98
HlBoi umlth.
dition to said amount regularly raised and
1V0
722
1 W
fc V Hasil b,
for the care of highways and
appropriated
ISO
84©
? Ml
ausie l> Hmith.
bridges ip aaid township, the sum of 960.00 as
too
-IOC
I 60
Kke n A Tracy.
provided in chapter 26 of the revised statutes
7k
324
1 SO
of Maine. Said assessment** amount in all to
•aby Tracy.
Kate of taxation fifteen mills on a
$155.10
€90
13 JO?
$13 21 dollar. Valuation, $10,340.
No.
Valusos-asaiDiKT ovkih.
acres,
Narae of owner.
Tax.
ation.
M>
100
40
Sees Asbley estate
W
200
SO Cherryfieid Lumricher T Wood.
2508
per
138
ro.
$9,270
400
$94 06
I 80
Waltrt A smith.
•*)
120
ao
180
iflO
A4 Charles L Wooster,
,wia Baker estate
139
380
5 70
80
3«50
M ! George Downing.
F Baker,
30
60
««
90
*00
3 20 Robert R Walker.
(feoff? Hows!.
990
2,400
* 00
Me Kao I.
*00
400
8 20 Fred W Ayer.
jPfco
2B0
W I, Robertson.
600
9 00
Wcklaad k Rock port
^
390
5 85
9 80
1.100
2.40#
Um CO.
Woodbury Smaljest, 166
60
120
1 80
87
1*0
72 Aaron Wooster.
ska H Tracy. 2d.
320
128
FA Jerome Baker, 160
#5 0.340
4,15?
Peter*.
#155 10
inks
u*uman,
Henry n
We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of
harlee J Dans.
Franklin a* agent to superintend the ex17 40 penditure of the snm of #105.10 under our
Hcs.nl R Moor. 2.J06
4.400
*(.oodwlu.
00 10
7,560
16.100
direction upon the roads in the eastern part
250
«W
2 00
Trtal P Noyew.
of raid township No. 10, commencing at a
36
50
JO
Fnsl Johnson.
stake marked ‘’A*’ on the north side of said
'W
76
Uii'.iani HllfT
250
road and extending to the west line of
l5u
-100
1 JO C'herryfleld; the snm of #50 00 of said assessfrisk S|Mbby.
20
10
(it
William U Marlin.
with the amount received
ment. together
1»
300
NO from the State, la to be
vmrd O'Brien.
expended upon the
100
200
no
The* as Perry,
.State road in raid township as directed by
«0
160
00
J p PI u aimer.
the State highway commission.
«o
iho
n
Inert) smith.
Upon township No. 22. middle division
S
OH
20
we
aasess the sum of #208.75 for the repair
NO
I of roads in
said township a* provided in
*1
400
I
00
Oo,300
Casts
Polpw«K»d
chapter 10, section 60 of the revised statutes
Rilcn W Smith and
.'TO
l<M f of Maine; and being desirous of Mare aid
Louie* It WhlUeo. 1»
for the permanent
improvements of the
6ft
!00
40
WUltatr Sperry.
State road in said
we
hereby
township,
.'obc A Friers,
raise and appropriate in
addition to said
Howard H Moor,
amount regularly
raised and appropriated
A.nanderC Bacertby.
for the care of highway* and bridges In said
ashman.
Henry W
township, the sum of #100.00 as provided
500
1.000
4 00
CharirO J Dunn.
in
chapter 25 revised statute* of Maine.
6
20
CO
IsaUh Tracy,
aracranrent* amount
in all to #30# 75.
f-sfadaaoc Towing
Kate of laxaiioo eight mills on a dollar.
106
210
*«
<5,
Valuation,
#38.5*4.
and
Jcba 8 \oong
50
No.
JOO
00
ValuLewis Kidder.
Name of owner
acres,
ation
Tax.
6115 Ml Fred W Ay er,
Total non reeidenu, 14.J7S
92*996
345
# 5 52
#690
660
5121 Cnerry field LumTotal reaidewts,
5.302
ber Co.
4.425
8350
»70 80
6126 19 A Karaell Mace.
16.068
132.260
Totals,
120
*40
5 12
Helen 8 Mace,
620
640
5 12
We hereby appoint R. V. Smith of Steuben
ue»
Whitcomb,»Hay
m urrtn to superintend the expenditure of
A Whitney.
6.087
12.174 97 39
ihesutnof 9123.19 under our direction opon
Whitcomb, Uayne*
Um r«>a<i« in a»io townabip No. 7; the ium of
"
A Whitney.
15.600 124 80
10,400
liit.U of %atd aNseaauieot. together with the
M2 19
UBOunt# received from the State, ie to be exn
State
in
aaid
road
the
pcadrd uptownship
21397
#38,594'
#308 75
»« directed
by the Btate highway commitWe hereby appoint Frank 8. Kowe of
diI'pon township number eight, south
Aurora as
ageot to superintend the ex
vision. we assess the sum of #A4 94 for the
I pcndiiure of the sum oi #208 75 under our
■vpair o| roads in said township, as provided direction upon the roads in raid township
a chapter 16. section 00 of the revised statutes
No. 22; the suns of #100.00 of said asserameut
•f Ratne. and being desirous of State aid for together with the amounts received from
permanent improvements of the Htate road the Mate is to be expended upon the State
•n said
township, we hereby raise and ap- road in said township as directed by the
propriate la addition to said amount reg- 8tate highway commission.
ilirij raised and appropriated for the care
Upon township No. 28. middle division,
*f highways and bridge* in said township, we assess the sum of #120.40 for the
repair of
the wai of 9120.00 as
in chapter 25 road* in said
provided
township, as provided in chapter
revised stal l(es of Mala*.
Said aaeeusraeuu 10, section 60, o! the revised statutes of
Valuankoant is all to the sum of 9264.94
Matue, and being desirous of State aid for
ation 926.4M 66.
Rate of taxation tea aiiia on the permsoeDt
of the State
improvements
a dollar.
we hereby
road iu said
raise and
And we hereby asae«s upon each of th* «ev- appropriate
in addition to said amount
vts. own* rs
anted in the following liat. his regularly raised and appropriated for the
•wsective proportion therein eet iiowu of care of highways and bridges In said town"lid UP of 62D4-9I as follows.
•hip. the sum of 81*9.00 a* provided it. chapter 25 re•..s**sj stat utes of
Matue. Said *e
No
Vainirwoiwih amount in all to #220 40.
Kate of
Tax.
allow.
ownerMrvia dollar.
tarnation tlve mills on
Valuation,
ifirses K Archer,
**
9 4 06 #44.080
166
2 9*
aswardt Rrtthrr.
«•
»
No.
Valu76
▼nda» li liankin.
176
10
acres,
ation.
Tax'At*r\i' 7# F etcher,
1 «*
Name of owner.
MB
54
Iris D Fletcher.
flb
2» t'uft’i L Lynch.
116
1 60
160
6
320
6
I Fastern Manufactur*11 76
61,176
91.17
9.117
16,234
ing Co.
Whitcomb, flavors
■ox xmicikt owa«ua.
127 63
12.788
25326
AWhlinr).
6 56
Albert t ban.ham.
656
276
#230 40
Whdvtuwi. Haynes
22,040 #44.080
A Whitney.
At 46
5.16a
2.568
We hereby appoint Frank 8. Kowe of Au•»
’Fliuam i>avt*.
62
61
[ torn aa agent to superintend the expenditure
1J Murcb,
id 66
1 «i*o
MO
<>f he sum of #iau 40 under our direction upon
fhlvin P Thorns*
live roads in said township No. '28; the sum of
»»•: Jobs B Lit#too of said assessment, togrtner with the
*» ! amount received from the State, is to be extlefield.
2J»»
1,4)0
nerve*. Kingman.
» '«
174
H7
pended upon the State road In raid township
ibor D Halley,
5 04
2.504
ljua
as directed by the Male highway com mission.
•rOhu o \5 hitney,
to 60 j
500
M»o
It is hereby ordered that a list of townships
W 96
#tr?
Austin eot. 1.126
1.V#
snd of the foregoing aeeessnaenls thereon be
W
JO
•Mper Frailer.
10
Kliswortb American, a
In the
published
»
700
Tree orgy. V*>
J'blrlesJ
LH brown.
paper printed in the county where the lauds
•»
M
40
> .ie tovee weeks successively, the last publics8 K Hamlin,
912
332
466
non u> be within three months from the date
AC Hacertby.
li •*>
676
l.iMk.
of assessment
60
50
Brown.
Ti
F.Uswortb. Maine. l»eiewher II, l#17.
Uouood Brown utod
Co. Consr s
\fti
iUJ>i
j
fc, Wititun Drown. to
1 *>
ia»
for
WiariKLb h Tnnwonov,
J» Hancock
*0
Mg«r W Moor.
60
80
Co.
HowsauH Moss.
true
A
copy,
1WU1 non residents. 6,669
fax:*
#19.31H
T F. Manoarv, Clerk.
X it rat:
Tu*l residents.
1.176
t'sea

taw

county, deceased. Petition that Barab Burrill TatJey or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator de .Vmis mow with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased. presented by Charted R. Burrill, a son
of said deceased. Harry L. Crabtree, the administrator de bow** non with tbe will annexed, having resigned.
.Stephen R. Crosby, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that Ralph
L. Crosby or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deocared, without giving bond, nresented by
Ralph 1. Crosby, ion of said deceased.
Herbert L. Marks, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account of Ralph C.
Marks, administrator, lilt’d for settlement.
Arie M. Crosby, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Second account of Sewell
M -Crosby. *(hr.iift«trator, filed for settlement.
Kiln F. Bowden, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Third and final account of
Theodore If. Smith, ad winistrator. c. t. a.,
filed for settlement.
Parker Bpofford, late of Bucksport. in said
second account of John
ccuoty, deceased,
A. Peters and William E. Whiting, administrators with the will annexed, file a for settle-

6 99

3

r‘-*tent

!J»«r

township,

—

j

■

~*m

f-juwood

238

H 76

Leland ep*n! several.’days recently
Marlboro.

Interesting letters bave been received
Mrs. Ralph Robbins, who, with her
husband, is enjoying the winter at Palm
Beach, Fla.

I

from

%

Jan. 26.

THOMPSON-WILOOMB WEDDING.
One of the social events of the season
the wedding of two of Eden’s popular

young people which took, place Saturday
evening at the home of Capt. P. H.
Young when his niece, Alliene Day
Thompson, became the bride of Ernest

impressive Episcopal ring
M

and

the

bride,

Miss

OF

was

Thompson

and Mrs. Bu.ilb

were
a

met

huge
which

tastefully decorated.
ceremouf and congratulations,
guests enjoyed a social hour. Punch,

After the
the

coffee and cake

were

served

Misses

by

Elizabeth

Sargent, Thelma Thomas,
Emery, Thelma Johnson and

Hilda

Margaret Rich. About thirty guests were
present.
Miss Thompson is the attractive daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Thompson,
Mr. Wilcomb the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wilcomb of Hull’s Cove. Tbe
bride received some very pretty gifts. The
young couple have the best wishes of their
many friends for their future happiness.
Jan. 28.
R.
WEST SCKRY.
B. W.

Tcundy accompanied bi9 sister,
Lula Conary, to bee home in Lynn,
Mass., returning home Saturday.
Mrs.

A. El well Leach of

Lowell, Mass., spent

the week-end w»tb his

uncle, R. S. Leach.

Gray of Brighton, Mass.,
uncle, Capt. G. F. Gray.

Frank

ing his

is

visit-

Irving Grindle has sold his colt to B. W.
of L.yiiD, Mass.

Trundy

Jan. 28.
To

L.

good appetite and disoundly and enjoy life, use
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system
tonic. Price, f 1.25.— Advt.
feel strong, bave

gestion, sleep

cttiijrrUsCTnrraa

A Soldier’s Strength
Every enlisted

would
stand up stronger during the
first year’s service if he could
have the benefits of
man

SCOTFS
EMULSION

MAINE.

represents John F. Giles
of Brooklin. county of Hancock, State
i of Maine, guardian of Amos Ware of said
Ware is the owner
| Brooklin, that said Amos
of certain real estate, to wit: All right, title
and interest acquired by said Amos Ware
j under the wili of Eliza B. Harriman, late of
I said Brooklin, deceased, in aud to the homestead lot so called of said Eliza H. Harriman.
called, in
| situated onof Harriman s Point so
the town
Brooklin, county of Hancock,
bounded and described as
Stare of Maine,
to wit: on the south by land for; follows,owned
i uierlv
by Phoebe Harriman, on the
east and north by low water mark of Binehill Bay and Allen's Cove, aid ou the west by
line of low water mark of Aden’s Cove.
That Lucre it uo personal estate of said
Amos \vaie either for the payment of his
debts or to provide a reasonable sum in an1
lioipation of accruing expenses for said
I Amos Ware, that there is not sufficient personal property to provide a reasonable sum
in anticipation of accruing expenses for said
of such as the judge of
j Amos Ware exclusive
probats may deem proper to reserve for the
use of said Amos Ware.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he
may be licensed to selhand convey at private
sale all of said real estate of said Amos Ware
either si! together in one parcel or from time
to time various portions of said real estate
until all the same may have been sold for the
purpose of providing money for the purpose
ol paying the debts ot said Amos Ware and
also (or providing a reasonable sum in anticipation of accruing•xpenees for said Amos
Ware, said sale or salea being for the benefit
of said Amos Ware.
Dated at Ellsworth. Maine, this first day of
January, a. d. 192*.
John F. Gilks,
X
(His markl
Guardian as aforesaid.

RESPECTFULLY

because it fortifies the lungs
and throat, creates strength to
avoid grippe and pneumonia
and makes rich blood to avert
rheumatic tendencies.
|
Send a bottle of SCOTT’S |
to a relative or friend
k in the service.
^

^

j

The Norwegian cod liver oil in
Scoff a EaMilaMm is now refined in our
own American laboratories which
makes it pure and palatable.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield,N.J.
17-14

Iei7)

certainly feel miserable•
P®8* matron’s jewel. Officers of th© ‘edge
were installed
by Dr. F. 8. Herrick \ fter
installation sppney was served,

NEW'S

COUNTY

the

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Cuoni right*

Bertram

Jan.

28.

The

herring weirs

C2HS

home

arrived

m

NORi si

North Jay Monday.
Butler of the U. 8. N. has been
9
home on a five-days furlough.L. H. Hooper, Everett Jellison. Walter
and Daniel Orr left (or North Jay Monday
f:om

been carried

last week.

night.
Mrs.

N.

H.

underwent

Williams

Forrest Allen, who has been undergoing
in Virginia, nailed for
France Jan. 16.

an

military training

operation in Eastern Maine general hospital, Ban go?, Friday. At the last report,
she

doing well. Her many
speedy recovery.

was

hope

»,ROOK LiN.

on Bluehiil hay have
away by the ice.
Mrs. Eidana Young visited her
daughter,
Mrs.
Raymond Clarke, at Deer rale,

Dallas

friends

Ref. Daniel Kimball began

for her

meetings

in the

A

Hooper lodge, F. and A. M.,
chapter, O. E. 8., held a joint
installation of officers Monday evening,
V
Jan. 21.
David A.

series

Friday evening,

Sedgwick

Jan.

14,

when

W
Star officers are:
M, Mary j many friends wish them happiness
W P, | Edwin F. Clapham;
Jan. 28.
XUNOinfON.
A M, Maria Clapham; secretary, Elizabetb j
conEva
treasurer.
Gordon;
Jellison;
CASTINE.
ductress, Lizzie Campbell; associate conOn account of the scarcity of fuel. • .he
Isabelle
Annie
ductress,
town grammar school has been moved to
White; chaplain,
Milne; marshal, Louise Hooper; Adah, the normal school building, and began ts
Charlotte Stanley; Ruth, Louise Holt;
work there January 21.
Esther, Bessie Springer; Martha, Gertrude
Miss Martha Palmer and Miss Oar no H.
Brinton; Electa, Margaret Milne; warder, Row
e,'w ho have been teaching, (.be forAda Williams; sentinel, Wtn. Bunker;
mer in West Penobscot and the latter in
organist, Martha Havey. Installing ofCastine, have resumed their work n> ttie
ficer, Past Matron Martha Havey, assisted normal
school.
by Maud Osborne, marshal.
Friday evening, Jan. 18.. ifi, M O. S.
The lodge officers were installed by
John Robertson, assisted by Andrew boys’ basket ball team defeated tbo CasDoran as marshal, and are: W M, Arno tine high school boys by a score of 27 to 14.
Wooster; 8 W, W. B. Biaisdell; J W, The same evening, three games of two
ten-minute halve# were played by girls’
William Milne; secretary, E. F. Clapham;
treasurer, John Campbell; 8 D, John teams, hb follows: Normal first team, 10;
Robertson; J D., William Bunker; S 8, Castine high,2. Normal second team, 10;
Ernest Gordon; J 8, Alex McKenzie; Castine high, 8. Normal drwt team, 8;
tyler, Peter McKenzie; marshal, Onias Normal second team, 6.
Jan. 22.
Springer.
R,
The

j

Refreshments

were

served and all

were

entertained by music from the graphophone.
Jau. 28.

OAK
Maxine Brow
I P. 8.

H.

Percy Flanders,

em-

who has been vis-

party

to Massachu-

to visit her son,

Capt.

nearly lost ou© of his
crossing Jordan’s
They both got in the water, out

Fred

river.
Mr.

Marshall

last week while

Marshall

the

present

war.

The

gift is

sale held

Red Cross

Jwas

a

used

for

Ray returned Monday'com FrankwitJi aim.
They
are living in A. B. Leach’s house.
Leon Chapman and wife returoiod Wednesday from BaDgor where Mr Chapman
Earle

few members of the

success

in every

way.

Notwithstanding the storm there was a
good attendance. The proceeds, |63.16,
be

had

material with which to

chapter

Miss

were

Musa B.

installed
Dollard.

by

been in the Eastern Maine general

hospital

work.

of the

for three weeks.
&

Jan. 26.

When Vour

Past

Child Cri**a

night and tosses restlessly, you feel worried. Mother Gray’s fiweet Powders for Children Hreak up Colds in 24 hours, Believe
Feverishness, Constipation.
Teething Disorders and destroy worms. Used by Mothers
All Druggists, .She
for 30 years.
Sample
FREE. A. 8. OLMSTED, LeRoy, N ¥•
at

At the

The Family Circle
A Rayo Lamp draws thr family
together in pleasant intimacy.
The bright, steady, flickerlesa
illumination gives a perfect light
for reading, sewing or playing.

h

f
give

a

reduces

lood of soft light that
strain on the eyes.
easy to

and

or-

catch diir. You
light them without removing
either chimney or shade. Artistic in design, they are built to
last a life-time.
na

legal Notirea.
.STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as. Al a probate court held at
Ellsworth iu and for said county of Hancock,
on
tbe first day of January, in the year of
Lord one tbouaaud nine hundred and
our

eighteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
» copy of tbe last will and testament of
EDWARD DE VEAUX MORRELL, late
of PHILADELPHIA, in the county of
of
PHILADELPHIA, and state

a

.xV

Kintmeut

PENNSYLVANIA.
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of probate for our sa'd county of Hancock for the
pose of being allowed—!!led and recorded
n tbe probate court of our said courty of
HancocV, and praying that letters testamentary issue to Lonise Drexel Morrell, the executrix therein named.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively
ibt Ellsworth American, a newspaper
)0
lit worth, iu '•aid county of Hanpr. .led at
cock. prior to ibe film day ol February, a d.
1918, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for aaid
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreif any they have,
Doon, and show cause,
aghln*-t the s»m*.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judj,,e of Probate.
A ii ue copy.
At teatCjua* E. Mill an. Acting Register.
state

rtui

»

HAVING

I

mentation

to

For best results
Kerosene.

use

So-CO-ny

Standard Oil Co. of New York
Principal Offices
Albany

New York
Buffalo

j
»

re-wick

Rayo Lamps
to keep clean —no cheap
are

..

Provi-

fort bringing his btide

by!
a

aem.

BLUEHIIX.

J. Grindle is at home from
dence,’R. L
A.

appreciated.

The

rescue

X.
EAST

Mrs. G. A. Waterman of Boston has presented to the library association nine
on

able to

was

Jan. 26.

Greenville.

books

Higgins’

last week in honor of Mrs

horses

Nellie Cousins, who spent her vacation at home, has returned to her school

will

to visit her son,

Melvin
went

Miss

much

Trenton will dose

sister, Mrs. Edward Hopkins.

Tyler.
Monday
Phillips.

grandfathar,

0Mrs. Harold Higgins and Mrs W. H.
Douglas each gave a programve euchre

has gone to Lynn,
Mrs. Augustus
Mass., to visit her daughter, Miss Jennie

setts

her

Wilson Jordan west r.o Lewiston
Frank. IN, Jordan.

Mrs. J.

Gross

near

the schools in

Friday

iting her parents, has returned to Bangor.

~MrsT’Editb*’"Ph'illTpB

POINT.
with

for the winter Feb. 1.

gMrs. Lyle Wescolt of Sedgwick is
ployed at Warren Ford’s.
Mrs.

u is

Leland.

fT All

BROOKUN.

Past Matron
installation.
Belle U. Bridges presented to the outgoing matron, Miss Dollard, a beautiful

■

Miss

Annie L. Choate of this place became the
bride of Victor R. Smith of Naakeag.
Rev. D. W. Kimball officiated.
Their

Robertson;

Matron

|

of

quiet wedding took place at the par-

sonage at

and Oasis

a

Sunday evening,

church

to continue until
INSTALLATION.

JOINT

close of the

court held at
At a probate
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the first day of January, in the year of
hundred and
I our Lord one thousand nine
i eighteen
ordered, that
On the foregoing petition
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. by causing a copy of said petition and
three
] this order thereon to be publishedAmeriweeks successively in the Ellsworth
I id, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
j said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
| said county, on the fifth day of February,
ten o'clock in the forenoon, and
a. <i. tills, at
i show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted.

j

You

cers

STATE OF MAINE.

I*

The “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., installed
officers Wednesday in a joint installation
with Lookout chapter, O. E. 8. The offi-

sh.

•»*•* i To
Totals.
9.997
$*0.4IM
all persons interested m either of (be eetales hereinafter named:
W* xirreby appoint B. Y. Jordan of vsal* i
tkam as agent to superinland the expenditure At a probate court held at Kllaworth. m and
Hancock, on the first
*f ibe mm of
for the count* of
fM.w under »nr direction upon i
m the year of onr Lord
‘be loads iu maid
township No. 6; the suoi of f day of January
hundred
and eighteen.
mnr
thouaauU
one
Hii.eo ot said assessment, together with the
••counts received from tb** Htate, is to be ex
q«HK fo'loeiug man er* basing been preherein
tended upon the State road in said township
action
tne
thereupon
X aeotnd fne
»s directed
TKul
after indicated. .1 la hereby ordered
by the “tate highway commission
to all persona interBERTRAND E CLARK, Judge of Probate.
be
notice
thereof
given
Upon township number nine, soatb di*
A true copy:
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
•i»»on. we aaseRs the sum of $06.52 for the re
ucceeaivaly in the Attest: —Claka E. Muluh, Acting Register.
tsir of roads in said township as provided in
published three weeka
published
KlUworth
American
statutes
newspaper
•bfpter 10, section 6U of the revised
they may
Maine; and being desirous ot Htate aid for at Kllaworth. la said county, that
STATE OK MAINE.
held at Kliapermanent improvements of the Htate road »a appear at a probate court to be
a
d.
of
February,
fifth
on
the
••id
da>
worth,
Hancock ss.-At a probate court held at
township, we hereby raise and appro*
and
f
renooa.
the
Pilate in addition to said amount rafularl j ifia. at ten of the clock in
Kllaworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
r*ised and appropriated tor the care of high* be heard thereon if they see cause.
on the first day of January, in ktae year of
**y« and bridges in mid township the suui of
Kdward M ('uaniugbam, late of Hurry, in onr Lord one thousand nine hundred and
•®b-00 as provided in chapter 25 of the revised said eon nty. deceased
A serial a instrument eighteen
Matutea of Maine. Said aeseasrueut* amount purporting to be the last wilt and testament
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
>n all to$116.fl.
Rate of taxation teu units o» of mid deceaaed. together witn petition for xY. a copy of the last will and testament of
•
dollar. Valuation $11,662.
the appoiutmeat of
for
and
tbcrnjf
JOHN A. SCOTT, late of DENVER, in
probate
the eiecutrlgwithool giving bond, presented
the county of DENVER, and stats
ValuNoCuuuiogham. a beneficiary
by Howard E
•^ame of owner.
Tax
of COLORADO.
ation.
acies.
uan.rd in said will
town
of
Harbor,
• H
late
Bar
William H D«via.
I deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
(iretlj, H E
k * ertain
of Eden, la said county, deceased
state of Colorado, duly authenticated, having
Hamlin, and Wal*
405C instrument pnrporttng to be the last will and J been presented to the judge of probate for
4,050
^ter B Cross man, 2.026
Hancock l.umber Co. 506
10 00
1.000
testament Of aaid deceased, together with pe- ; our said county of Hancock for the purpose
•nnker Brothers.
90
120
2D tition for probate thereof and for the ap- ! of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
Hillard C Bchoppe.
*70
435
270
of the executors without giving probate court of our said county of Hancock.
•dward 6 Bowen,
56 12
5.612
2,806
nde. presented oy Bert H. Young and Lucre
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
the
executors therein named
b. Deaey.
i all persons interested therein, by publishing
6116 52 I
6JT26
$11,662
Letitia B Cummmg, inte of Hulhvnn. in said s oopy of this order three weeks successively
A certain Ineiromnni pur- I in
We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of ; county, deceased
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
franklin aa agent to superintend the ripen* porting to be the laat will and testament of ! printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han•itnre of the sum of $66.52 under our direction said deceaaed. together with petition for pro- cock. prior to the fifth day of
February,
•pon the roads in said township No. 9; the bate thereof and for the appointment of the a. d. 1910. that they may appear at a probate
• am
of $60.00 of said assessment, together executor without giving bond, presented by court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
executor therein
*iih the amount* received from the Htate, is John A. Gumming, the
!'<r .aid county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
to be
ihe forenoon, and show cause, if any they
expended upon the State road to said uarned
John W. Kane. Inte of Bluetlll, in said j have, against the same.
township as directed by the Htate highway
D
commission.
county**decea*ed Pitltloo thui Edith
BERTRAND'S. CLARK. Judgs of Probate
Kane, or some other suitable person be apA true copy
l’pon township number ten, western part. pointed administrator of the eataie of aaid
Mullah. Acting Register.
** assess the sum of $»TB 0* tor the
repair of ueceaeed. without fiviug bond, presented by Attest:—Claes K
roads in aaid township as provided in chap
Edith D. Kane, widow of »aid dsr^aaed
•onion
60
of
tne
in
Mid
revised
statute#
of
»om.
Oou.d
It*
irs Shaw. iaie of
FAl PER MUTiAC.
Maine; and being desirous of Htate aid for county.deceaaed Petition that flit h -’•Jf*
Permanent improvements of the State road iu
man or some other autmbl*
person oe apcontracted with the City of Ells••id township, we hereby raise and
of
taid
appro
administrator of the estate
worth to support and care for thoee who
prtaie in addition to said amount regularly pointed
Jefferaoa B Hnae.aa oiav used assistance daring five years beginorceiaed,
by
pteeented
raised and
appropriated for the care of high* heir of Mid deceased
ning Jan. 1. 1916. and are legal residents of
••J* and bridges iu said township, the vuui
Frances D. Bur rill, late of Ellsworth, in end Ellsworth. 1 forbid all persons trusting them
•f v i.'O is *•
provided in chapter 25 of the re* couuty. deceaaed. Petition that Harnh Bur
and
on my account, as there is plenty of room
*i»ed aiaswtes of Maine. Said assessment*
riH Tatlrv or some other snitahle poreon he accommodations to care tor them at the City
•mouni ta ail t© $326 oh. Rate of taxation
administrator de tesu ana with
Amtidr B. Mitchell.
appointed
bonne
Farm
*>fbt milts oa a dollar. Valuation. $41,011.66
the will aunexed of the estate of said de-

s^ueamishness, sleeplessness, biliousness, constipation—

any of a dozen and one unpleasant symptoms arise;
The True "L. F.” ATWOOD’S MEDICINE is immensely
effective for these complaints. There’s nothing experimental
about it A reliable prescription: marketed for these troubles
and three ALONE, for more than 60 years. A staple medicine
A
at every druggist’s and general storekeeper’s; large bottle.
trial will prove as convincing as it is inexpensive. Sample free.

precise-

the attendants. At

groom and best man under
wedding bell in the living room

To the Honorable, the Judge of the Prooate
Court in and for the County of Hancock

Hancock

eMy

stomach is upset;

your liver torpid: your bowels inactive; nervouaaess,

Mrs. Leon L. Smith, cousins of
were

| by the

Charles V. Gray, late of Trenton, in said
Petition flled by Fred L.
county, deceased.
Mason, administrator de bonis non of the estate ot sain deceased, that ah order be issued
to distribute among
the heirs of said deceased. the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator, on the settlement of
his finakaccount.
Lydia J. Stratton, a person of nnsound
mind, of Oouldaboro. in said county. Petition filed by William K Hammond, guardian,
for license to sell certain real estate of said
ward, situated in said Gouldsboro, in said
county, and more fully described in said petition.
Eliuer E. Lowell, late of Bucksport, in said
Petition flled by Roy R.
county, deceased.
Homer, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, situated in
said Bucksport, and more fully described in
saia petition.
Amos Ware of Brooklin. in s&id county.
Petition ftled by John F. Giles, guardian, for
license to sell certain real estate of said ward,
situated ia Brooklin, in said county, and
more futfy described in said petition.
George W Abbott, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition flled by Herbert L. Abbott, executor of the estate of said
deceased, tuat the an.ount of the inheritance
tax on said estate be determined by the judge
of probate.
Frances D. BurriU, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased
Resignation of Harry
I
Crabtree, administrator c, t. a., flled.
Charles C. BurriU, late of EllsvSorth, in
said county, deceased. Resignation of Harry
L. Crabtree, administrator, d. b. n.. c. t. a.,
flied.
Ear a C. Dodge, iate of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Abbie 8.
Dodge, widow, for an allowance out ok the
personal estate of said deceased.
James T. Gardiner, late of the city, county
and state of New York, deceased. First and
final account of George Foster Peabody, SefX
Sprague Terry and John 8. Melcber, executors, Bled for settlement.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
first
said
Court
at
this
Ellsworth,
day of January, in the year of our l^ord
one thousand uiue hundred and eighteen.
Clara E. Mullah, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara K. Mullah, Acting Register.

STATE

being

ly 8 o’clock to the**strains of the Bridal
Chorus pjayetj by Miss Thelma Johnson,

j

|

service

used.

■

}

(if your

Dearborn Wilcomb. The ceremony was
preformed by the pastor of the Balisbury
Cove church. Rev. James MacLeod, the

>

1

R.

was

ment.

Frances D. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Second *inl final ac
! cr.nnt '\t, Harry I. Crabtree, administrator
1
c. t. a., filed for settlements
Charles, c. Burrill. late of Ellsworth, In said
Second and final account
county, deceased.
of Harrj L. Crabtree, administrator, d. b. n.
c. t. a., fll^d for settlement.
George W. Abbott, late of Bucksport, in
said county,
deceased.
First account of
Herbert L. Abbott, executor,
filed
for
settlement.
G. 8 Hardison, late of Franklin, In said
county, deceased. Second account of Eugene
8. Orcutt, administrator, filed for settlement.
(
Mary F. Page, late of Bucksport, in said
eohnty, deceased. Petition filed by Louis F.
I Tapiey, administrator of the estate of said
! deceased, tha» an order be issued to distribute arooug the heirs of said deceased, the
i amount remaining in Ihe hands of said admtnistrator, on the settlement of his first ac-

£tbrrtt*emmtc.

visiting in Bar

Lewis
In

I

>

"■

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. Alston Leland is
Harbor.

ceased, pretested by Charles R. Burrill, a son
of said deceased, Harry L. Crabtree, the administrator with the will annexed, having resigned.
Charles C, Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said

Boa. on

1

FRENCH CAPTURE
FOE SPYGLASSES

!

ONE-ARMED

SERBIAN

GKRMANV8 KTTTRK.

HERO

—

[Albert Ballin, the head of the great
Hamburg-Americaa Steamship Co., is
known

of the

as one

captains of industry
the personal friend of

Germany. He is
the Kaiser, and one of the financial forces
German prosperity in pre-war
( that shaped
I>r. Ratherau, the
years. Last November
German privy councillor, wrote to Herr
Ballin asking his opinion concerning “the
j of

i

__

German Observation Points Are

Methodically Taken in
ing Attacks.

Bu.l-

: \V hat On* of Hfr Own Great
ness Men Thinks.

Dar-

probable

Southampton. Gibraltar, Malta, and Alexandria, Aden, the Persian Golf, Bombay
and Colombo, Singapore and Hong-KongGreat British arsenals,
er hat are they?
! naval bases, coaling stations, repairing
docks, in which we dare not show our
It is the same
faces if Britain so wills.
around the African continent, the same in
We
the West Indies and in the Pacific.
have not a coaling station of our own, not
Yet
a place where we can effect repairs.
in face of this—a most deadly serious
state of affairs-we go on piling up of-

policy

fense

war.” The reply of Ballin,
below, fell into British hands,

Bat

of

coarse

economic

our

the

after

! printed
| was “intercepted,” so it is explained, and
is given the British, French and American
a compress for publication to show what

HEROIC WORK OF BIKE DEVILS

With the French Armies in the Field.
—French troops are methodically taking away the German spyglasses.

by dne, enemy observation
points or advantageous positions have
been carefully spotted by the French
<-ommaBd and effectively eliminated.
Though French official communiques
issued have registered merely local acOne

tions. these have had for the main ob-

jective that of snatching the binocufrom the Teuton eyes.
brief artillery preparation, a
shrill whistle In the first-line trench,
and the Poilus have bounded “over
the top” In actions of signal Importance in Alsace, north of the Chemin
Des Dames and north of Verdun at
Hill 844.
Nearly 1,400 prisoners and
valuable war material Is the “by-product” of these local, strategical drives.
lars

ed which

A

artillery preparation, three companies
of the French Chasseurs—Blue Devils
—attacked the Schonhol*. completely
wiping eat the salient in a fierce fight
lasting into the night.
The enemy desperately counter-attacked. hot failed, leaving In all 120
prisoners. Including six officers. In the
hands of the Blue Devils. Complete
German losses, high becanse of their
fleece effort to retain a position which
they knew to be of extreme value, were
estimated at at leaat 000 men.
The following day a French general
military medals on the bine
es of two adjutants and a corporal for exceptional valor. Though
there were no such medals In the district the general sent a fast automobile to find them, wherever possible,
and the little presentation ceremony
in an Alsaclan village waa a happy
aftermath of a victory that took from
the Germans priceless observations
which had bothered the French for

Cied

two

years.
The French command next decided
that the Germans were seeing too
much north of the Chemin Des Dame*.
Consequently following a brief artillery delsge. four companies of Pollus
passed to the attack against the enemy
lines forming a salient between the
small River Mlsotte and the route of
the German-held village of Jouvincourt as far as the village of Ville-aoBols. Here the enemy held valuable
observation posts overlooking Jouvtncourt and ground each of the Mlette.

Under low-lying clouds and In a
“pea-soap" fog, the former prevent-

than eight

minutes._

as

yon say,

no

Britain

wills it.

so

We may, in the event

| of victory,

what

read in the

we

newspapers

}

trade and manufactures

for

preparedness

embarking

driven

to

as

for

brisk

on

!

:

j

with which 1

am

supposed

not

from

India?

If

we

are

Africa, where are we to aeek
full supplies of rubber, palm ker-

our

copra?
Wbat a prospect! Within the British
empire are produced countless articles on

as soon as peace
concluded is, 1 fear, written with
the manifest intention of heartening our
people, who are notoriously ignorant of
our actual economic conditions and all
that threatens|tbem.
that branch of
Take, for example,
commerce

if
from

nels and

has been

|

jute

of

to its

our

which
will be

we

have hitherto

indispensable

to swim and not

are

relied, and which

in the future if
to siok.

we

Wool from

South Africa and Australia, spelter, wulfram, nickel, cobalt, and endless more.
That great Empire U self-contained, and

to

sorry lies we are not. And all the military victorpeople on ies, and all the will-o-wisps about “HamThis is a photograph of Lieutenant | this subject! One reads of the resonuding burg to Bagdad” will not help us. I reColonel Nenadovitoh of the Serbian hammer-strokes of riveters as they work main, my dear Oeheimrat, etc.
albkrt Ballot.
mission which recently arrived In at the creation of new leviathans tor our
Washington to call upon President Wil- overseas commence. Hamburg, Bremerson and express its gratitude for the
haven, Danzig, |Stettin, are supposed to THE UNITED STATES FOOD
extensive relief work carried on in be buzzing with shipbuilding. Not long
ADMINISTRATION SAYS:
stricken Serbia by the United States.
j1 ago one journal asserted that nearly
There le no royal road to food
launchalmost
for
were
tons
ready
Lieutenant Colonel Nenadovltrh, who 400,000
We can only aeconservation.
is a cousin of King Peter, was aide-de- mg. ADQ inert is usruly a
eompllth this by the voluntary
these
statements. Our
in
of
truth
any
camp to the Serbian crown prince at j
action of our whole people, each
the commencement of the war. but left yards are only working for the navy,
element in proportion to Its means.
this post to engage In active service at and as for other ships, |we have not the
It Is a matter of equality of burthe front. He was severely wounded in material or accom jiodations, and, above
den; a matter of minute saving
j all, we have not the necessary labor,
battle.
and substitution at every point In
, skilled or unskilled.
the 20,000.000 kitchens, on the 20,Believe me when 1 say that our mercan1
POLICE GIVE A DEEP SIGH tile marine is in a perilous condition.
000.000 dinner tables, and In the
|
wholemanufacturing,
2,000.000
| The bill to re-establish and strengthen it
Conviction of Aged
Woman Enda which is now before the
sale and retail establishments of
Reichstag, even

|

I

Criminal Career That Haa Worried New York Force.

New

York.—New York police are
breathing sighs of relief today because Miss Marlon La Touche, seventy-two, Is In the Tombs awaiting sentence after conviction on the charge
of

familiar—shipping.

be

grand larceny.

“Her conviction.” said the district
attorney, “ends a criminal career
which has worried the police of New
York for thlrty-flve years. During
that long period she haa engaged successfully In swindling operations which
have baffled the power of the police to
stop. Not since 1885. when she was
sent to the penitentiary, haa she been
Indicted or convicted until the present
charge was made against her.”
She was convicted on the charge of
obtaining $200 from a woman on the
pretense of making a profitable Investment

if

dished

been

have

passed

What

up to

entirety,

in its

our

will show

no

the country.

re-

sults for at least five years, and it is in
these five years that our fate will be most
adversely influenced. What will not our
great maritime competitors make of these
five years—Great
Britain, the States,
Japan? What will not neutrals make of

enormously
capital—Norway,
1 almost despair
Denmark, Holland?
when I think bow different it all might
have been. You and i, dear Herr Privy

them—neutral*

who

added

reserve

to

their

Councillor,

were

unrestricted

submarine

will remember bow 1 went

You

warfare.

advocates of this

never

of

policy

fstsl

have

Berlin to seek to stsy the hand of the
suthorities. I'begged them to reflect, and
they told me the country insisted on it
This was|not true. I pointed out how it
would inevitably draw the United States
to

They pooh-poohed

into the conflict.
smiled st the

snd

Ststes

Do they smile now?

threat.

J you thst

Let

"Thirty-eight.”
"Fine,” commented the Instructor.

tell

me

FRENCH WOMEN PAINT GUNS

in my opinion the entry of the
into this struggle msy spell

Thousand* From Fourteen to Past
Sixty Year* of Age Working
for the British Army.

Woman as Pastor's Secretary.
New York—Rev. Dr. David J. Bur
rell of the Marble Collegiate Reformer!
church, realizing that war Is claiming
practically all young men eligible tc
the position of secretary, has engager!
a young woman to perform such du
ties. She is Miss Mercs E. Boyer ol
Cleveland, O.

absolute disaster for

us.

Yon and I

of the American character.

study of it.
What stuff our| publicists and journalists
write about tbeir Mammon worship, their
have

made

careful

most

a

discipline—Ob, that ^blessed word
discipline I* You and 1 know that the
Americans are probably the most idealistic
|on the earth’s surface. We know
they would not have entered the lists

nation

they had any doubt as to the
justice of}.their cause. Nonsense to say
they have been influenced by Britain.
of foes had

We

are

whither

mad

not to

where

driving.

we are

the United States
trous

see

are, and

antagonizing

have done

we

thing, aching

In

we

a

disas-

will throw its
economic life for s

which

shadow on our
generation.
But if I am concerned about

cold

our

window box, when I get home.’

rela-

still
with|the |United£Statee,
relations with
more anxious about our
Britain. I realize as never before that all
tb^increase of our wealth, all the success
which attended our enterprises in the
years before tbe war, was owing to oui
intercourse with tbe British .empire. Hei
home ports, her dominions and colonies
I

tions

were

freely opened

traders.

and

generosity,
to be

even

imagined

for

old relations will
I

am

not'to be

heimrat,

to

Sometimes I

as

•••••••••••••••••••assess*

am

shippers

: HOUSING DAIRY CATTLE

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

and

wondered at this
called it folly. Is it

a

•
•

moment that those

return?

supposed, dear

saying

Britain's policy

our

one

this

•
•
Herr

Ge-

•
•

word in favor ol

I believe that
she entered it from base motives. Not foi
a moment do 1 believe in her humanitarian! sen, her alleged desire to liberate 01
m

war.

•
•

pan-Germans

and our unspeakable
have turned her inborn dislike
into a loathing so cold, and

press
of ui
fierce, anc
lasting, as sometimes to make me trembh
for the whole future of our economic ex
we

e.

Consider whit we are risking. We tool
forward to resuming our sea trade.
W<
build our proudest expectations on this
flow are we to resume it in the face of ai
Anglo-Saxondom which loathes and mas
loathe our presence among them? Do ou ;
fools of Chaubiniats realize that we hav
hardly a port at which our ships can cal ,

j

and where
tended

a

friendly welcome will be
Dover, Falmouth

to them!

ex
am

•
•

It Is

1

uiirt^

several occasions.)
thousand of them, all Joyal and
moat of them new, for at least 80 per cent,
of foreign birth or parentage, repare
resenting the coantriee of the globe, a
world within Itself. Prior to our entrance into the war sympathizers wi;h
either side were to be found, and the headlines in any paper were sufficient to
reveal

quite

on

one

!

Kaffirs In France.
“Somewhere In France there Is I
large camp of Kaffirs,” says a correspondent of the Spectator. “When 1
first saw them, my British Ignoranct
and prejudice made me jump to th<
conclusion that they were the scutr
from the mines of South Africa. Tc
my utter astonishment, however, 1
have since discovered that 80 per cent
Of these blacks (Basctos and Zulus)
•re the product of our mission schools
“They are Christian men—hav«
their own native Padre—and thirty oi
forty of them knew all about Donald
Hankey, and were quite familiar wit!
his book. ‘A Student In Arms!’ Tber<
may be white camps where the sau><
may be said of them, but I haven’t
coma across them yet.”

i-J

to come.

simplified,

lor

while there
are still countless opportunities fnr
bsppp
ness and lun, there is little tins
lotmp,
ness w hen one is striding toward
nir,,.
the greatest end dearest
ship in
of
countries. In room 316 ia oor honor mu
bearing tbe names ot all in active serti<,
who are members of Ibe immediate
famuy
ol anyone connected w ith tbe school. Tfe
school (sets can sing of war and pain,
otiam only. Tbe December number of to,

j

W'anhinpfon feeing .Vews give* as a mog
rejoicing, creditable collection ot achool giri '.'ersn,
consternation on the prayers, songs of victory, the Bag. Ent

as

"Bunny Bide’’ Is all about war sethities and "camoaflage" ia not neglected.
Our greatest achievement la our Had
Croaa unit No. 23. there are 300 senior
members and MBS Juniors, evary girl a
tbe school! Red Croaa auxiliary No. 11 hu
given ns some material* and much tut
been bought with our own funds. Tt*
dressmaking department has proved itaelt
worthy of all the city baa apent on ic I'p
to dale there have been made 800 com Ion
bags, 5,080 hospital garments. From Ua
scraps left from tbe robee, 514 pairs ol bed
socks tnd tbe tiny bite Iron all gsrmeoti
the

other.

asked ourselves, a*
did the leaders in all grt-at organizations,
What can we inske for Uncle smiii and
bis allies? Instantly
came
back the
answer—Americans. And we set ourla

la

Discipline

of faces

group

plainly

ss

are sore

exams

on

Five

April, 1917,

joyfully

selves

we

and

with

j

determination

task, realizing that our work of
teaching various subjects, academic and
otherwise, must go on as l*?fore, but
knowing also that the use of all subject
matter must be
consistent with the
to the

purpose for which the school exists and
our apparently double aim was not
impossible. If the highest purpose of
our school is, as
we
believe, to make
Americans, then it seemed to us that we
that

have been used to meke 118 pillows.
We ere learning to uae everything

pieces of old linen are made Into bandku
and old robber have their
interpret all our subject matter chiefs: tin-(oil
in the light of patriotism and citizenship. uses and many a soldier ie warmer lor tbs
In this way the Washington Irving high vest made ol old kid gloves. Six hundred
of yarn are rn our needles and
school. New York city, became a great pounds
articlee have been tinisbtd.
plant for the production of the country’s 2,081 Knitted
should

Two room* are turned over to surgical
draeaiug, and 1,000 dressings are no*
turned out each month; 4,100 have bevs

article.
April ai, toe tri-coior, oar nrst
allied flag,
was presented, and the colchoicest
un

lection

has

grown

rapidly,

done to date.

each

tbe scarcity of sugar, or rather
of it—lick soldiers need it mostWashington Irving was happy in sending
in lime tor Christmas package# ot candy

Despite

fitting occasion for
restating our reasons for entering the
war.
Each*time distinguished speakers
increased the growing, enthusiasm for
our allied cause.

presentation being

a

because

soldiers,|and to Dr. Lloyd it bit
hospital, which oor smbulancs
serves, 196 Jars of Jam and [Jelly, beside*
a Red Cross packing case of tbe largest
aixe filled with allfthat pants Claus could
for 200
base

strong, Washington Irving
t rouped down
Fifth avenue in

Thousands

girls
patriotic parades.
possessions is the

One of

our

treasured

memory *of J off re’s
the tri-cdlor was borne

think of.
After all, tbe material accomplishment
la amall in proportion to the need, bat
the loyal spirit ot tbouaanda ot young

radiant smile as
past carried by our girls. They have set
their fresh young streugth to work for
the land of their adoption and through
doin£this they are becoming real Americans.
It is our aim, in which we are

Americana

family

from

school

a

with

which

comes

centre

new

of

a

girl

our

shall

Then
lance.

the

came

It

Monday;

was

Every fibre ia your body

be

tbrob sod fill with love
Fur tbe fisg that waves so proudly
In tbe poising air above.

.Seems to

ambulance,

asked

for in

our

ambu-

assembly

on a

bought the next Thursday and t straightway sent to France.
With it went the rest of the fund, an
order for over 1,000 francs, for additional
comforts forfour fighting men. Each girl
now felt that her forces were enlisted, for
when one lives to .the southeast of Fourteenth street and Fourth avenue, as do
the large majority of Washington Irving
girls, each quarter of a dollar invested for !
the com f or t|| of the
“boys over there”!
it

was

THE SNOWSTORM.
'By Dorothy B.
A

warm

self denial

productive

of

a

real

1

Kilt worth.

Crabtree,
11 years.)

wind

waa

coming

from tbs

heavy, damp feeling
Tbe soot began to burn

south, and
tha air.

j chimney.
fell from

means

achool that will band it

a

eays:

Americanism

influence

far-reaching

to

in

aaltwiew each year 1,300 girls enter,
goodly gift to tbe country, a priestess
gift, when each girl feels as one ol tnem
on,
ia a

succeeding, that in every cast-side foreign

a

Presently a
sky, and

Boft white

white

in

tbe

flakes

began to get
fluttered down.

tbe

Then tbe

colder.

few

was
on

it

snow

flakeagcovered

the

window-

pane and tba children cried, “Mother
is plucking her geese!”
girls have done Nature
|
The flr tree'spread out its branches and
tbeir part in each war activity. Through
the school bank |41,960 worth of liberty waa soon covered with a snowy, whits
bond^ were subscribed for. A liberty ! cloak. The naked tree limbs were warmly
bond button was a much-prized bit of wrapped with soft whitel garments as if

thrill of patriotism.
Washington Irving

what a Frencb soldier would call the bag
and each article; within. After our own
“BtarHpangled Banner,” “La Marseillaise"
is the” favorite ;at
Washington Irving.
From the commercial arithmetic classes
you may learn;tbe;value of a liberty bond
at any given|date, sod tbe W. 8. 3. scale

necessary to build
elaborately or to use the most •
lathe foyer rises perceptibly each day;
expensive materials In order to •
•
girls can tell you, .too, bow tbe interest
satisfactorily house dairy cattle,
accumulates.
In the opinion of the author of •
In the department of hygiene and
•
Circular No. 199. of the Illinois
physical training sound bodies are being
Experiment Station, at Orbana. * built to stand the strain of
•
war privations.
HI. “It Is essential that the roof
Last spring gardens were planted under
be waterproof, the sides wind- •
tbe direction of tbe biology department.
•
proof, and the stable floor durAn ade- • Should yqulgctto thepnd of tbe south corable and sanitary.”
ridor, on the ;flrst floor, you would And
quate means of ventilation Is J
bright faces bent over boiling paraffin;
•
also an essential.
candles are being made in tbe
trencb
•
not

..I

protect small nationalities.
Britain ia a
greedy and unscrupulous power, as all hei
past history proves, but now I am onlj
dealing with the fact that by our conduct
of this war, by the insensate
folly of oui

iBten<

worth

unique. The-ground being most- History and| civics pive as never before
ly plain rock, gardens are formed by acquaintance,! witb oor allies and their
importing soil and just laying It out aims, as well as good preparation for citiThus the smallon the hard surface.
zenship. One does not bsve to wait unest possible patches are used as gar- til school is out to know tbe
latest from
at
will,
and
are
shifted,
from tbe “front;” tbe bulletin board in tbe
dens,
the
whole
to
performance library tells tbe good or bad news implace,
place
being a source of great Interest to the mediately upon its receipt.
seen
our solhave
British Tommy. "I
Frencb is becoming so mucb more real,
diers,” says one writer, “standing In now tbat|brotkers;and cousins are “over
rows staring In wonder at the busy
there.” One needs to know about France,
workers, and once I heard a large cor- and tbe most direct way is to learn tbe
poral bear witness to the effect It had language. First term Frencb classes are
on him.
‘Weil,’ he said, ‘after this not content (with making’ comfort bags
I reckon I’ll keep a cow grazing In the for tbe soldiers; they must know exactly

lack of

gro«it,

in (sower of concentration, for it
one’s attention to nae irregular
Krer^,
verbs in original sentences and not
drc,
stitches, yet the knitting moat go <>0

|The following article from the Churchman,
telling of the remarkable work being done
school of
in the Washington Irving
York, is of interest not only of itself, but
because of the fset that a former Ellsworth
girl. Miss Clio M. Chilcott, is on the teaching
force of the school^and the writer of the article
Mias Blackwell, spent thesummer of 1916
with her at Hancock Point, viaiting Ella-

most

greed, their envy of other nations, tbeir

that

in The Churchman,
Sew York. Jan. 19.

Gary Blackwell

\ancy

“The Swedes use this sort of exercise
at the age of sixty.”
personal adornment. Several Hawses are
“I'm no Swede; Fm a Bohemian,"
buying bonds on installment for the
said Toman as he got out of line.
I school relief fund.
Every department in tbe school bas
British Tommies' Wit.
mobilized its torree. One tries now to
The British soldier Is famous for hts
speak and write tbe best possible English
humor, and In Malta, recently, he rose because it is tbe
language ot one’s country
The system of hortito the occasion.
and it would betpainful to be taken lor a
culture In the Island Is, of course, alforeignerpn account ot faulty English!

me,
her

scorned

£

found.

Not a Swede.
Alderman Capttaln Is a member of
the home guards of the Twenty-fifth
He.
ward, says the Chicago Herald.
look Alderman Toman out to see the
drill soon after the latter returned
saloons.
from Investigating Boston
Toman was put In line and the Instructor announced that he would give
The
a lesaon In Swedish gymnastics.
younger men went through the drill
with ease. Toman began to puff. He
finally blurted out: Tm too old for
that sort of stuff.”
"How old are youf Inquired the
Instructor.

! United^State*

begin-

of the concentration of fire,
screened by its own habitual uolse. at
10:30 a. m. the French guns lengthened
their range, and barraged the German
rear while the Pollus went over the
The surprise was complete. The
top.
advantageous positions which it had
taken the enemy over eight weeks to
gain were wiped out In not much morn

England,

consequences. I agree.
All 1 say is that whether we beat her or
she beats us, the consequences will be the
if
same -disaster to our overseas trade

adopted without grave
feasibility. Most of

be

can

misgiving

I

ing all aerial work and the latter preventlag enemy observation of the adBehind the British Lines In France.
vance, the French Infantrymen, In less
—Many thousand French women and
than an hour swept over positions on
girls, ranging in age from fourteen to
a front of 1,500 yards and penetrated
well past sixty, are employed by the
to a depth of over half a mile.
They
British army at various kinds of work
wiped out the salient, took all the obbehind the lines. One task at which
servatories and captured 475 prisonthey excel all other workers Is the
ers—a number almost equal to half of
the entire attacking force.
Six Ger- painting of camouflage on guns. They
also make good packers at the various
man officers and 45 under officers fell
army storehouse* and ordnance dumps,
Into the net.
their deft, active fingers making It
The third
and most
Important
possible for them to do this work with
French action of November was In a
50 per cent more efficiency and speed
region where constant hellish fighting
than any other class of workers.
has been the dally routine—Hill 344.
In many of the clerical sections of
on the right bank of the Meuse, north
the ordnance department they work
of Verdun. Here a drumlike artillery
side by side with the uniformed Engroar has never ceased, night and day,
lish girls belonging to the women’s
for nearly three months. German atauxiliary army corps. The French
tacks and French counter-attacks, algirls have no knowledge of English.
most daily since the latter part of
August, have had small place In the
communique because of their routine HAS 32 RELATIVES IN WAR
nature. The enemy’s positions permitted him to make constant Infantry Wife of Denver Physician Has Nu"nibbles” into the French lines on the
merous Kin Fighting on Side
northern flank of Hill 344. and to disof Allies.
turb French organization which he
could see in the rear.
Denver. Colo.—Thirty-two relatives
sent to the war—all on the side of the
Surprise Attack Successful.
French strategy in eliminating the allies.
That la the record of Mrs. R. M.
enemy’s advantageous positions in the
region of Hill 344 has probably never Campbell of Denver, wife of a promibeen employed before In this war. Tak- nent physician of this city. Four kinsing advantage of the conditions pecu- men of Mrs. Campbell, who entered the
liar to the region. French guns of many struggle at the beginning of hostilities
calibers at 6:30 Sunday, morning, No- between England and Germany, have
All were serving with
vember 25, concentrated their deluge been killed.
of steel on a three and one-half kilo- Scotch regiments. Two others In. the
meter front opposite Hill 344.
The same units were wounded. The other
fighting with
thunder of this artillery preparation, twenty-six are still
though violent, was unnoticed amid the Scotch or Canadian forces on the westconstant
medley of air vibrations ern front in France.
A brother of Doctor Campbell also is
which had become a habit to German
a dentist with the Cameron
Highlandears for almost three months.
ers, having enlisted at Winnipeg.
Just four hours after the

ning

must best

wbat the

impose all sorts of conditions
Dr. Ratherau, securing us most-favored-nation treat
Hamburg, Dec. 4,1917.
ment, securing us free entry into British
! ports everywhere. No sane man believes
My Dear Herr Geheimrat:
*
You honor me in asking roe to express that these conditions will help us.
an opinion regarding the probable course
And just one point more, and it it per! of our economic policy after the war. But haps quite as serious. With a hostile
or
1 cannot do this in any satisfactory
British empire, galled and fretted with
sufficient way within the brief compass of our military success, raging at its losses,
a letter.
All 1 can do is to jot down hopelessly alienated, bow are we to protbooghts*that strike me as being applica- cure the raw material which this empire
I alone can supply? You have studied this
ble to the present serious situation.
must say at once that neither in this city
question, and 1 am sure of your agreenor in sny other part of the country do I | ment.
You do not believe in the silly asfind a definite or well-conceived plan of sertion that after the war these British
action for the re-establishment of aftermarkets for raw material will be open to
war economic relations, nothing advocat- ! us.
Where are we to procure our supplies

Fortified Salient by Surprise.

Won by Blue Devils.
The first '“spyglass" seizure was
that of the “Schonholz," a powerful
fortified Gerihan salient Jutting into
the French lines In Alsace, serving the
double purpose of German observation
of the French organizations and preventing the French seeing In the direcOn the afternoon of
tion of Altklrch.
November 7. after a brief bnt violent

we

matter

mercial giant in Germany at the present

| time thinks of her future.)
j To Herr Privy Councillor

First Spyglass Seizure Is Credited to
Chasseurs Who, in Sensational Attack, Wipe Out Powerfully

offense.

on

work, m> say the membera of the PatriotLeague o! tbe French clnb, ia doablv «
rebensibl* now that we are at war, ter
ao doing a girt wastes poblie
mosey
Belgian and Armenian children are
ing. Washington lrvinggiria are

MAKING AMERICANS IN
A PUBLIC SCHOOL.

bookbindinglde part meat.
All patriotic>ork is artistically

adver-

tised and illustrated oy tbe art department. First came a floe exhibit in the
foyer of patriotic posters; then the advertising for tbe entertainments: Tbe patriotic pageant jtiven by the English department,! the ’soiree dramatique, etc.
When tbe town of

Tillaloy in France shall
be done by tbe proceeds
of the sale of a tag to be put on French
imports and|that tag was designed by a
Washington Irving girl.
In the achooi;restaurant is observed tbe
wheat lees as well as tbe meatless
day
The domestic science girl can tell you
just
how to get tbe greatest number of calories
witb tbe least expenditure ot
money. A
food conservation exbibit was beld in tbe
foyer and food pledges were taken boma
for parents’ signature.
be

rebuilt, it

Economy
motion and

is

is

to

our slogan.
To fail of probave to repeat s grade of

to recompense tbem for
taken from them.
Then from the
gan to

down

came
1

blow,

flurrying

the green

leave*

northeast, the wmd beflakes that before

and the

steadily
(mmd|

down in

came

eddies.

harrying,
It began

get darker, and great drifts piled ap
the.windows.
Tbe storm increased with the night.
The wind did its best to outdo the other
elements, and'tbe snow covered the sleeping town till there was not s twig so
small or a barn so barren but that it was
deeply embedded and roofed in snowwhite down and marble. The chickens
lived in luxury for their humble dwelling
had been transformed into
marble
a
to

under

palace.
But it

dark

outside, and nothing
mass
of flurrying
snow.
At length tbe wind stopped as
suddenly as if King Bstoe's windows bad
suddenly been shut. The flakes fell gradu
ally slower, until they fell ao more, and

could be

from

a

and,

like

was*

seen

but

a

bank of clouds the

moon

appeared,

many candles, little twinkling
stars peeped out. Underneath, the world
lay covered in a blanket white.
The snow-covered
peaceful country
town and'the big city, where cruelty sDd
vice, pain and sorrow reign, were softly
healed by the pure, white balm, and when
in the country the sturdy farmers, armed
with shovels, did their best to make the
roads

passable, the Jolly sun rose up from
his bed of clouds and shone with all his
might as he tried to soften and melt tbe
work of tbe preceding night.

Philosopher Dooley.
TIs a strange thing whin we come
to think iv it that th’ leas money a
man gets fr his wurruk th' more nlcIssary It Is to th' wurruld thst he shod
Ye’er boss can go
go on wurrukin’.
to Paris on a combination wedding an'
divorce trip an’ no wan bothers his
head about him.
But If ye shud go
to Paris—excuse me fr laughin' mesllf black in th’ face—th' indosthrees
Iv th' connthry pines away."—Exchange.
Evar-Faithful Horse.
It is the horse that has fought th#
wars of the world and won our human
liberty. Besides thin '%* has broke*
our prairies, sown s
harvested our
grain, and deliver* 4
to the market!
of the world. He hi
irrted r t ssagea
of victory and ?>f a*_W, and’down to
the time of Wash* n0! he e* latltuied
the fastest mode
imp anicatlon
known, if we except
.y * *e carriar
pigeon.—Dumb Anlrn

j,

